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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHAMPTON 

ABSTRACT 

FACULTY OF SCIENCE, ENGINEERING AND MATHEMATICS 

SCHOOL OF CHEMISTRY 

Doctor of Philosophy 

The synthesis and characterisation of pyrochlore frameworks 

By Charles Francis Simon 

Structural studies have been undertaken on a wide range of pyrochlore phases, with a 

focus on garnering a better understanding of the factors determining the formation and 

behavior of these materials.  Extensive structural characterisation has been undertaken 

primarily using powder X-ray and powder neutron diffraction techniques to explore the 

subtle structural changes that occur as a result of changes in composition on the two 

interlocking networks that make up the pyrochlore structure.  

Particular attention has been paid to hydrated beta-pyrochlore materials, using high 

resolution TOF and constant wavelength PND to accurately determine the location and 

orientation of the water molecules within the structure. The location of these molecules 

has been shown to be directly correlated to the overall lattice dimensions of the 

pyrochlore framework, with the subsequent molecular orientation and internal bond 

angles changing to provide an optimum stabilization effect on the A-site cation. 

Investigation into the effects of hydration upon the superconducting beta-pyrochlore 

series AOs2O6.nH2O (where A = K, Rb and Cs) has also been investigated; with a 

correlation between the structural changes, the degree of hydration and the onset of the 

superconducting state being discussed. 

Also presented is work seeking to determine the scope and effects of ion-exchange on 

the A2O’ network of the pyrochlore framework, with several new phases synthesised and 

other known phases extensively characterized along with a discussion regarding the 

limits of what may be included in the pyrochlore framework. 
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1.1   Complex metal oxides 

Complex metal oxides adopt many structures and are extensively studied due to their 

wide ranging chemical and physical properties.  Applications of such materials cover 

a spectrum of areas; common uses include in solid state devices as capacitors
1
, 

superconducting magnets
2
 and semiconductors

3
, but also in more diverse fields such 

as in ion conductors
4
, ion exchange phases

5
 and ferroelectric devices

6
. A large 

volume of research is also undertaken into these materials for a much simpler 

purpose, that they are often highly coloured and can be used as pigments
7
. The 

majority of phases discussed in this work are pure metal oxides, along with their 

hydrates; the remainder adopt structures most commonly seen in metal oxide type 

systems, but with differing or mixed cations present within the framework. 

The properties of most metal oxide phases centre on the multi dimensional units that 

make up the primary structural network of the material
8
.  These are generally 

constructed from metal-oxygen polyhedra, with varying degrees of coordination, 

with further atoms then being coordinated into this framework to provide structural 

stability and charge balancing as required.  The linked polyhedra produce a long 

range structure which allows cooperative electronic effects to occur, leading to 

materials with applications as superconductors, semiconductors, conductors, and in 

ferroelectronic and piezoelectronic devices
3,9-12

.  The regular nature of these 

structures, that accompanies long range ordering, also allows their local structure to 

be readily studied using a variety of diffraction techniques leading to a strong 

understanding of the link between the structure of a material and its properties. 

In many of these structure types the materials can adopt highly diverse compositions 

with a wide variety of elemental ratios forming that particular phase type under the 

correct synthetic conditions. In addition mixed stoichiometry is also common with a 

single crystallographic site being occupied by multiple atom types.  This feature 

leads to a virtually infinite variety of potential compositions within the metal-oxide 

family of materials.  The control of these compositions has been proven to be of 

great importance and it is this feature more than any other that has led to the wide 

variety of applications and a enormous body of research, as altering the composition 

has allowed materials to be tailored to produce precisely the desired properties.   
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A limited number of fluoride materials are also studied in this work; in general 

similar structures are formed with the fluorine being used as the structural anion as 

opposed to oxygen.  This is possible as fluorine and oxygen are both ‘hard’ anions 

with similar ionic radii and bonding requirements, they are thus often 

interchangeable.  Materials found in the natural environment are commonly seen 

with both oxygen and fluorine present in the structure
13,14

, this ability to adopt 

multiple anions further increases the potential compositions and properties of the 

materials as well as allowing further control over the oxidation state of the cations 

present within the materials leading to some degree of selectivity in properties. An 

example of this is seen in the work of Ravez
15

, where the ratio of oxygen to fluorine 

present was shown to effect the temperature at which ferroelectric behaviour was 

induced in a range of materials adopting both the perovskite and tungsten bronze 

type frameworks. 
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1.1.1  Pyrochlore phases   

 A large number of known complex metal oxides adopt a structure similar to that of 

the mineral pyrochlore, (Ca,Na)2Nb2O6F, the structure of which was first described 

by Gaertner in 1930
16

.  The mineral is located in several sites around the world and 

provides the main source of mined niobium, it is found as small octahedral crystals 

normally suspended in other mineral deposits. Since this time a wide variety of 

compounds of the general formula A2B2O7 (where A and B are metals) have been 

discovered synthetically.  The ability to adopt a large range of atoms on different 

crystallographic sites leads to a wide range of properties being observed including 

metal-insulator transitions
17

, magnetic frustration
18

, magnetoresistance
19

, 

superconductivity
20

, ferroelectrics
21

, ionic conductivity
22

 and catalysis
23

.  Figure 1.1 

shows the wide range of elements that have been incorporated into the pyrochlore 

framework. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 - This figure shows the wide range of elements that have conclusively been shown to be 

accepted into the pyrochlore structure at the time of printing (those highlighted in blue are present 

within the literature). 
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The pyrochlore structure displays cubic symmetry (space group No. 227, Fd3̄ m) with 

a general stoichiometry of A2B2X7, where generally A is a large low valence cation 

and B is a small more highly charged cation capable of octahedral coordination.  The 

X site is most commonly occupied by O
2-

, although other anions have also been 

reported (e.g. S
2- 24

, F
-
 
25

and N
3-

 
26

).  The structure type is often written as A2B2X6X’ 

which better represents the local structure of the lattice and can be described as two 

weakly interacting interpenetrating sub-lattices, a cuprite like A2X’ lattice and a B2O6 

framework built up of corner sharing BO6 octahedra, as shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2 – The typical structural makeup of a A2B2X7 pyrochlore showing the two interlinked 

structures of blue BO6 octahedra and A2O’ frameworks (oxygens shown as red and A site cations in 

purple). 

The cubic space group used in the structural determination of pyrochlores provides 

two possible crystallographic origins, both of which are commonly used in the 

literature to describe the structure. The first and most common setting places the 

crystallographic origin at 3̄ m. This locates the smaller B-type cation at a 16c 

Wyckoff position (0,0,0) and the X type anion occupies the 48f site (x,⅛,⅛) forming 

an octahedral coordination, 4 + 2, around each B cation.  The A2X’ network is then 
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described with the A-type cation on a 16d site (½,½,½) with a compressed AX8 

scalenohedral coordination environment and the X’ on the 8b site (⅜,⅜,⅜) at the 

centre of the cavities formed within the BO6 framework in a 4-fold coordination site.  

The crystallographic model used allows for only one variable positional parameter 

that of the x coordinate for the X atom and is summarised in Table 1.1.  If x > 0.3125 

the octahedra that these atoms makeup are compressed in the [111] direction and if x 

< 0.3125 the octahedra are elongated along the same vector. 

Table 1.1 – Crystallographic positions of A2B2X6X’ for origin choice 1 

Origin choice 1 with the origin centred on the  3̄ m position 

Atom Site x y z Occupancy 

A 16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 

B 16c 0 0 0 1 

X 48f x 0.125 0.125 1 

X’ 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 

 

The second available origin choice places it at  ̅3m which is displaced by (-⅛,-⅛-,⅛) 

from the  ̅m centre.  All of the atoms therefore retain the same multiplicity and 

Wyckoff positions with just the relative coordinates of each site changing, these 

positions are shown in Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2 - Crystallographic positions of A2B2X6X’ for origin choice 2 

Origin choice 2 with the origin centred on the  ̅3m  position 

Atom Site x y z Occupancy 

A 16d 0.625 0.625 0.625 1 

B 16c 0.125 0.125 0.125 1 

X 48f x 0 0 1 

X’ 8b 0.5 0.5 0.5 1 
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For ease of use and comparison all values in the remainder of this work have been 

altered to agree with origin choice 1 regardless of which origin was chosen in the 

original work, this is however by far the most common choice presented in the 

majority of the studied literature. 

As well the ideal alpha-pyrochlore structure presented above defect structures of the 

series A2-xB2X6X’1-y commonly exist with the end member of this series producing the 

beta-pyrochlore, with the general formula AB2X6.  The beta-pyrochlore, shown 

graphically in Figure 1.3, maintains the same B2X6 network as the alpha-pyrochlore, 

but with half of the A-type cations and the X’ anion being lost, thus destroying the 

A2X’ network.  This leaves a single A-type cation per formula unit which shifts to the 

now unoccupied 8b (0.375, 0.375, 0.375) site.  This site can often therefore 

accommodate larger A site cations than are typically seen in alpha-pyrochlore 

phases.  The resulting crystallographic positions are summarised in Table 1.3. 

 

Figure 1.3 – An example of the standard beta-pyrochlore structure, general formula AB2O6, with A-

type cations on the large 9-fold, 8b site previously occupied by the oxygen atoms in the pyrochlore 

phases. 
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Table 1.3 – The standard crystallographic positions for the beta-pyrochlore structure, AB2X6 using 

origin choice 1. 

Atom Site x y z Occupancy 

A 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 

B 16c 0 0 0 1 

X 48f x 0.125 0.125 1 

 

Other commonly seen defects in this structure type include systematic losses of 

oxygen from the A2O’ network such as in K2GeTeO6
27

 without the accompanying 

cation loss and partial oxygen loss from the BO6 network such as in Pb2Ir2O6.5
28

. 
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1.1.2  Structurally related phases 

When studying the pyrochlore structure it is important to also look at related 

structure types.  The simplest structural deviations lead, as described in Section 1.1.1 

to retention of the pyrochlore structure with the displacement of cations within a 

similar overall framework.  The pyrochlore structure itself can be described as an 

ordered superstructure with a lattice constant that is twice that of a fluorite type 

structure, with the general formula M4O8 (space group = Fm3̄ m (225)). The fluorite 

structure type, Figure 1.4, has a face centred cubic arrangement of the cations with 

the anions occupying all tetrahedral interstices.  The formation of the pyrochlore 

superstructure from this involves the ordering of the large A-type cations into a string 

of polyhedra along the (110) plane.  The B-type cations in turn order in an analogous 

set of (110) rows, which can be viewed as alternating with the rows of A-type 

cations.  It is this ordering that leads to the doubling of the unit cell dimensions and 

the resulting changes in symmetry. 

 

 

Figure 1.4 – The crystallographic structure of the mineral fluorite, CaF2, calcium (blue) and fluorine 

(green)  ions are shown on their appropriate sites.  
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The weberite crystal structure (space group = Imma (74)), Figure 1.5, is a further 

derivation of the fluorite type structure.  It displays a typical stoichiometry of 

A2B2X7, identical to that of the alpha pyrochlore.  The structure itself is composed of 

a cationic sublattice similar to that of fluorite; a face centred cubic arrangement, 

whilst distortions in the anionic lattice lead to a different coordination environment 

for the B-type cations.  The arrangement of the BX6 framework leads in turn to two 

separately refineable A-type cation sites, one with a square pyramidal type 

coordination environment and the other within a bi-hexagonal pyramid type 

arrangement. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 – The crystal structure of the naturally occurring mineral weberite, Na2MgAlF7. Light 

green polyhedra are that of MgF6, and dark blue AlF6.  Sodium atoms are shown in both orange and 

purple depicting the two different crystallographic sites occupied within the structure. 
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1.1.3 Pyrochlores – Properties and applications 

As previously discussed the pyrochlore structure is capable of accommodating a 

huge variety of elements and elemental compositions, with mixed occupancies and 

unusual stoichiometries commonly seen. A review of the pyrochlore system 

describing the wealth of materials adopting this structure and their properties was 

published by Subramanian and co-workers in 1983
29

, further work by many 

researchers worldwide has expanded the range of known materials with several 

hundred phase compositions now well documented.  The pyrochlore family of 

materials are predominantly cubic and ionic in nature, lending themselves to ionic 

substitution on all three available sites, A, B and X, providing that charge neutrality 

and ionic radius criteria are satisfied.  The crystal structure also allows for vacancies 

on the A and X sites to occur, further enhancing the range of materials available.  

Pyrochlores have been shown to exhibit a wide range of physical properties arising 

from the variety of elements, and oxidation states, which can be accommodated.  

More recent attention in pyrochlore chemistry has focused particularly on the 

ferroelectric, magnetic and electronic properties of members of this family that 

contain transition elements on the B-site, primarily due to their potential 

applications. 

The presence of this wide range of available electronic states has led to the 

identification of pyrochlores that cover the spectrum of electrical natures; from the 

highly insulating Gd2Ti2O7
30

, through semiconducting CaNdNb2O7
31

 to the metallic 

behaviour of Sm2Mo2O7
32

.  Superconductivity has also been observed in pyrochlore 

phases, initially in the alpha-type phase Cd2Re2O7
33

and more recently in the beta-

series AOs2O6 (A = K, Rb and Cs)
34-36

.  

Magnetic properties are also prevalent in this class of materials. Within the 

pyrochlore framework there are three structural possibilities that give rise to a variety 

of magnetic properties; either the A-site or B-site are occupied by magnetic ions or 

both sites are occupied thus.  The spatial arrangement of these sites leads to two 

independent networks of corner sharing polyhedra; with different metallic species 

potentially present on each one. It is relatively common for magnetic species to be 

hosted on both positions, the 16d and 16c sites, as in the material Tb2Ru2O7.  Whilst 

this material nominally contains two independent networks of magnetic nuclei, with 
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the Ru
4+

 and Tb
3+

 sublattices ordering at 110 and 3.5 K 
37

, the internal field of the 

Ru
4+

 network polarizes the Tb sublattice  leading it to display a significant moment 

at 7 K.  

Pyrochlores with magnetic ions on only the A-site have also attracted considerable 

attention in recent years, in particular the A2Ti2O7 phases with lanthanides occupying 

the A-site
38

 due to some unusual properties that arise from the resulting magnetic 

frustration and their potential applications in multiferroic devices
39

.  The degree of 

distortion inherent to the pyrochlore framework, whilst still retaining cubic 

symmetry, leads to a 16d , A-site, that is coordinated to eight oxygen ions, six on 48f 

and two on 8b sites.  In materials such as Gd2Ti2O7 this leads to a puckered ring type 

conformation with two shorter and six longer Gd-O bond distances of 2.21 and 

2.55Å respectively, unusual as they are amongst the shortest observed in any 

gadolinium/oxygen compound, with significant levels of structural distortion
30

.  This 

ability to structurally distort whilst retaining the highly symmetric cubic system is 

key; utilizing both the long range magnetic phenomena and allowing the adaption of 

materials for application by altering the stoichiometric makeup. 

Several phases, notably the ruthenates, Ln2Ru2O7, have been investigated due to the 

magnetic frustration displayed by their structures
40-42

.  

Magnetoresistance has been observed in several phases, most notably in Tl2Mn2O7 

which displays colossal magnetoresistance (CMR)
43

 of particular interest both as it 

was the first non-perovskite phase recorded as displaying this property and due to the 

process of magnetoresistance observed which differed from the conventional 

mechanism postulated at the time of its discovery
19

.  These effects are of particular 

technological interest as they can be exploited for the sensitive detection of magnetic 

fields in magnetic memory devices, thus being used in hard drive reader heads. 

Whilst varying degrees of magnetoresistance have been observed in several 

pyrochlore phases, for instance in A2Mo2O7 (A = Gd and Tb)
44

 and Lu2V2O7
45

 the 

chemistry in this field, as with other metal oxides, is dominated by manganese 

containing materials. A number of these compounds have been identified and while 

substitution may be undertaken on both the A and B-sites the retention of manganese 

on the B-site is most commonly observed  i.e. Tl2Mn2-xRuxO7
46

 and Tl2-xInxMn2O7
47

. 
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Particular focus has been paid to the series A2B2O7 ( A = Dy or Ho and B = Ti or Sn) 

which have been shown to behave as spin-ices
48-50

. This term is used to describe 

materials which, by their atomic structure, allow non-zero residual entropy.  These 

geometrically frustrated magnetic systems have been extensively studied to better 

understand this behaviour
51

, with ongoing research continuing to identify new 

materials and increase the understanding of their origins
52

.  Similar behaviour has 

previously been observed in fluoride analogues, for instance CsNiCrF6, where low 

temperature powder neutron diffraction studies have shown a high degree of 

antiferromagnetic frustration resulting in a continuously disordered ground state.  

This results in a strong correlation between nearest-neighbour spins, but with no 

significant longer correlations, showing the material to be behaving as a spin-

liquid
53

.   

Certain families of pyrochlores have been amongst the main areas investigated in 

recent years, with the ruthenates for example being widely studied due to both their 

technological importance, as electrode materials
54

, catalysts
55

 and components in 

thick film resistors
56

, along with their unusual electronic properties
57,58

. The 

electronic properties are of interest since the ruthenium 4d electrons are on the 

borderline between localised and itinerant behaviour.  For example the bismuth 

ruthenate, Bi2Ru2O7 and the lead ruthenate Pb2Ru2O6.5
57

 are metallic Pauli 

paramagnets displaying a nearly temperature independent resistivity whereas the rare 

earth ruthenates Ln2Ru2O7 (Ln = Pr-Lu) are all semiconducting with a spontaneous 

ruthenium atomic moment.  Gradual changes in materials such as Bi2-xYxRu2O7 

where the end members are a metal and an insulator have been used to show how 

structural changes can be tailored to meet the desired applications
59

.  Tl2Ru2O7-y is 

one example of a phase that displays a metallic-semiconductor transition, occurring 

at ~120K, with the exact temperature being dependent upon on the amount of 

oxygen vacancies controlled by the synthetic conditions employed
60

. 

Pyrochlores have also been of particular interest due to their wide range of 

applications arising from their varied properties.  Some degree of control of these 

properties can often be exhibited, or at least strongly influenced, by parameters such 

the choice of cations, polarisabilty of these ions, electronic configuration and in 

certain applications the method of synthesis ( e.g. control of particle size for catalytic 

activity or optical properties). Several pyrochlore materials have found uses in solid 
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state devices notably as high permittivity ceramics, thermistors, thick film resistors 

and switching elements. 

Pyrochlores have long been used as a component of ceramic waste forms; primarily 

in the immobilisation of actinides, particularly plutonium, with Synroc
61

 (‘Synthetic 

rock’) having been widely used commercially since the early 1970’s.  Wide ranging 

studies of a variety of metal oxide material types has identified the pyrochlore 

structure as amongst the most resistant to radiation induced amphorisation. Work in 

the last decade has looked more specifically at using pure pyrochlore materials as 

hosts for these radioactive nuclei, as opposed to the composites previously used.  

Primarily this interest has focused on titanate based pyrochlores due to their 

chemical stability
62-65

, however this has shifted in recent years as these materials 

often undergo radiation induced transitions from the crystalline to aperiodic state due 

to radiation damage caused by the alpha decay of the hosted actinides.  Ion beam 

irradiation experiments on zirconate pyrochlores have identified these materials as 

also undergoing a transition but rather than becoming amorphous remaining 

crystalline as a defect fluorite structure
66-68

 significantly reducing the risk of 

leeching.  In addition to this chemical stability coupled with desirable decay 

behaviour these pyrochlore structures have the added features of being acid stable
69

 

and as a natural product are known to be stable over a geological timeframe
70

.   

Other uses in the area of nuclear fuels have included the possibility of using 

zirconate pyrochlores in the production of inert matrix fuels, materials that do not 

include ‘fertile’ nuclides ( 
238

U becomes 
239

Pu by neutron capture and subsequent β-

decay reactions) allowing the natural decay of fissile actinides to be safely utilized 

for further power production
67

, a technique already being employed at ~40 nuclear 

reactors in Europe. 

Several pyrochlores have been identified as potentially useful materials for the 

production of fuel cells.  The ruthenium pyrochlores A2Ru2O7 (A = Pb and Bi) have 

been suggested as cathode materials for solid oxide fuel cells.  These materials 

display low cathodic over potential even at high operating temperatures, ~800 °C, 

high metallic electrical conductivity and no reaction with the yttria-stabilised 

zirconia often used in cells of this type
71

.  Ongoing research into these phases has 

shown that the insertion of further A-type cations on to the ruthenium site, leading to 
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A2AxRu2-xO7, can significantly improve the level of observed oxygen reduction
72

 and 

has led to testing of these materials for use in both liquid and gas fed fuel cells
73

.  

Other materials such as Y2Zr2-yTiyO7 are being investigated as their highly 

disordered structures allow high levels of oxygen ion conduction
74

, with mixed 

conducting electrodes such as this believed to better catalyze the redox reactions at 

the gas solid interface
75

. 

Within the last decade pyrochlores have also been studied in terms of thermal 

conduction, specifically in respect for their potential uses in turbines
76

, as 

high-temperature catalyst supports
77

 and in other applications where low-thermal-

conductivity ceramics may be utilised
78

. Many processes can have their efficiencies 

significantly improved by elevating the temperature at which they occur, to increase 

the maximum operating temperature of high temperature alloys they may be coated 

in a ceramic layer several hundred microns thick protecting them from intense heat.  

At present the material of choice for such applications, known as thermal barrier 

coatings, is yttria-stabilized zirconia (typically (Y2O3)0.08(ZrO2)0.92) which has a 

thermal conductivity of ~ 2-3 W mK
-1

 
79

, several oxides and particularly some 

pyrochlore materials have emerged as leading candidates for a new generation of 

these ceramics.  Gd2Zr2O7 has been successfully grown as a barrier coating on a Ni-

based superalloy using the well established bond coating method
80

 and is one of 

several zironcates to be experimentally investigated for this application
81,82

.  Current 

research in this field has focused on the effects of doping with a variety of 

lanthanides onto the A-site and with this series of materials having been identified by 

the NASA Ultra Efficient Engine Technology Project as likely to be heavily utilized 

in the near future
83

. 

Two lead based pyrochlores, Pb2Ru2O7 and Pb2Ir2O7, are amongst the materials that 

have been used in alkali zinc-air fuels cells (ZAFCs), one of the few successful 

commercial fuel cells
84

.  Pyrochlores have shown potential applicability in this field 

as they can be tuned to provide an active surface and are self supporting, removing 

the issue of carbon-support oxidation associated with many other candidate 

materials
85

. Certain members of the ceria-zirconia family of phases have also been 

studied as promising oxygen storage materials for automotive catalysts
86

.  
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The series Ln2Zr2O7 ( Ln = Sm, Eu and Gd) has been identified as a potential 

combustion catalyst for methane in gas-turbine power generation, lowering both the 

temperature of combustion and suppressing the formation of NOx therefore 

increasing the efficiency of the process
87

.  Once again the high level of thermal 

stability coupled with high thermal shock resistance of these materials lends itself to 

applications such as this, where small changes in the process can lead to significant 

commercial gains.  The samarium form of this material has been identified as a 

leading candidate as a selective sol-gel synthetic route has enabled a stable material 

with an unusually high surface area to be synthesised increasing the level of activity 

achieved
88

. 

Bi2NbInO7 has been investigated due to its potential as a photo catalyst, displaying a 

considerably higher level of activity than the well known titanium dioxide photo 

catalyst
89

.  Substitution of some of the indium present for a small quantity of iron has 

also been shown to further increase the level of activity with the energy band for all 

materials being sufficiently low for UV light
90

.  Several other pyrochlore phases 

including Ca2Ta2O7
91

 and the distorted pyrochlore series Bi2MTaO7 (M = In, Ga and 

Fe)
92

 have also been shown to have high levels of photocatalytic activity when the 

reaction conditions are tuned appropriately, with a co-catalyst of Pt (0.2% wt) being 

required for the highest level of H2 production for the latter. 

The properties and applications of pyrochlore materials are broadly captured within 

this section and paint a picture of a class of materials that are already widely used 

and have the potential for application in many fields.  Whilst several significant areas 

where pyrochlores have been investigated are discussed here this is far from an 

comprehensive review as in virtually any area where solid state materials may find 

an application pyrochlores prove to be a candidate material. 
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1.2   Transition metals 

The transition metals are classified as metals with partially filled d orbitals and are 

normally defined as including all elements  in rows 4-6 and Groups 3-12, although 

those in Group 12, cadmium, mercury and zinc are often disputed as they exist with 

full valence electron shells, in the d
10 

state, in their metallic states.  The maximum 

valence state available to each of these metals varies depending upon their position 

in the series, in general rising as we go across this series then falling again towards 

Group 12, as shown in Tables 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6. 

Table 1.4 – This table shows the oxidation states formed in first row transition metal complexes.  

Those greyed out are less common and generally less energetically favourable. 

 Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe Co Ni Cu Zn 

d
o 

III IV V VI VII      

d
1
  III IV V VI      

d
2
  II III IV V VI     

d
3
   II III IV V     

d
4
    II III IV     

d
5
     II III IV    

d
6
      II III IV   

d
7
       II III   

d
8
        II III  

d
9
         II  

d
10

         I II 
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Table 1.5– This table shows the oxidation states formed in second row transition metal complexes.  

Those greyed out are less common and generally less energetically favourable. 

 Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd 

d
o 

III IV V VI VII VIII     

d
1
  III IV V VI VII     

d
2
  II III IV V VI     

d
3
   II III IV V VI    

d
4
    II  IV V    

d
5
      III IV    

d
6
      II III IV   

d
7
       II    

d
8
       I II III  

d
9
         II II 

d
10

         I  

 

Table 1.6– This table shows the oxidation states formed in third row transition metal complexes.  

Those greyed out are less common and generally less energetically favourable. 

 Lu Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg 

d
o 

III IV V VI VII VIII     

d
1
  III IV V VI VII     

d
2
   III IV V VI     

d
3
   II III IV V VI    

d
4
    II III IV V    

d
5
     II III IV    

d
6
      II III IV   

d
7
       II    

d
8
       I II III  

d
9
           

d
10

         I II 
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As can be seen the majority of transition metal elements can form more than one 

oxidation state, with some being far more commonly observed than others.  The 

relative stabilities of each oxidation state vary widely as do the reasons for these 

variations.  In general available oxidation states begin to rise as the row is crossed as 

more d-shell electrons are available to be removed, then decrease again as the outer 

electrons become more tightly bound.  Several effects affect the relative stabilities of 

each oxidation state, primarily arising from the increasing shielding power of the 

extra nuclear electrons, the change in ionization potentials linked to this as more 

electrons are removed and the effective nuclear charge increasing along with atomic 

number.  In general as we go down the three rows of transition metals the 

contribution from d-shell electrons is greater providing more shielding and a small 

increase in the amount of oxidation states available. 

The ability of these elements to form a variety of oxidation states, coupled with their 

widely varying ionic radii, enables them to display a wide range of geometries e.g. 

octahedral, tetrahedral, square planar and square pyramidal depending upon the 

steric requirements and charge of the opposing anions. Thus, variety also leads to a 

high degree of adaptability for possible applications as systems may be tailored to 

requirement. 
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1.3 Structural considerations 

1.3.1 Octahedral building units 

The common feature in alpha and beta-pyrochlores is the retention of the BX6 

network in both structure types.  The overall cubic symmetry of the pyrochlore 

structure allows for a limited distortion of these octahedra, occurring through a 

change in the x position of the anions on the BX6 network.  In order to retain the 

framework and overall cubic symmetry the bond lengths remain the same for all six 

of the metal anion bonds during any distortion.  The distortion therefore occurs 

through a change in bonding angles within the polyhedra, away from the ideal 90° X-

B-X angle.  This in turn provides a small change to the size of the cavities available 

to the A2X’ network and in part leads to the ability of these materials to incorporate a 

wide range of cations. 

a

b
c

 

Figure 1.6 – Schematic of the BX6 network.  The left hand image is off axis looking in the [011] 

direction through the channels and the right hand image down the a-axis. 
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1.3.2 Jahn-Teller effects 

There are two primary types of Jahn-Teller effects; the first of these arises from 

incomplete shells of degenerate electron orbitals, this includes both first order Jahn-

Teller and pseudo Jahn-Teller effects.  The second type arises from the interactions 

of filled and empty molecular orbitals that are close to one another in energy and are 

generally referred to as second order Jahn-Teller effects
93

. The contribution of these 

two types of effects vary significantly but in general terms those which are first order 

result in small, dynamic geometric distortions only, whereas second order effects can 

potentially produce significantly larger levels of structural distortion.   

The beta-pyrochlores throughout this work are typically comprised of a BO6 network 

with the metal centres in a d
0
 electron configuration, thus first order effects have 

minimal bearing on this work.  However, second order effects may be used to 

explain an anomaly seen throughout this work, that is that certain heavy elements are 

regularly seen to have larger than expected thermal motion.  This effect is 

particularly notable in several of the niobium containing phases and is explained by 

the shifting of the heavy metal away from the centre of its polyhedra, however as this 

effect is different in every individual polyhedron there is no observable ordering and 

thus the density is spread across a range of sites and appears as an increase in 

thermal motion on the metal atoms.  In reality the atoms are likely to be fixed onto a 

site closer to one of the surrounding cations; however, the techniques in this work 

coupled with the normally random occupation by either of the two potential B-site 

cations seen in beta-pyrochlores means we are unable to conclusively show this. 
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1.4  Alkali metals  

The alkali metals are composed of the Group 1 elements, these elements are highly 

reactive metals with increasing reactivity down the group but retaining a closer 

similarity between the elements of this group than any other group in the periodic 

table.  Whilst generally referred to as metals the Group 1 elements differ from the 

transition metals in several ways, specifically they have low densities and low 

enthalpies of melting and vaporization.  In general they also show very weak 

metallic bonding as only one electron is available from each atom.  The atomic radii 

of the alkali metals are considerably larger than their ionic radii due to the atoms 

containing only one electron in an s level which is comparably far from the nucleus 

in a new quantum shell.  When it is then removed to form the ion the remaining 

electrons are much more closely bound to the nucleus, this coupled with the 

increased effective nuclear charge attracts the electrons to the nucleus and 

significantly decreases the size of the ion.  

Table 1.7 – Information on the characteristics of the alkali metals used in this work. 

 
Atomic 

Number 

Relative 

Atomic 

Mass 

Melting 

Point/K 

Density/kg 

m 
-3

 

Atomic 

Radius/nm 

Ionic 

Radius/nm 

Lithium 3 6.94 453.7 534 0.152 0.068 

Sodium 11 22.99 371.0 971 0.185 0.098 

Potassium 19 39.10 336.8 862 0.227 0.133 

Rubidium 37 85.47 312.2 1532 0.247 0.148 

Caesium 55 132.91 301.6 1873 0.265 0.167 

 

All the common compounds containing alkali metals form around the M
+
 ion, 

although other unusual materials can form and are used in this work such as the 

alkali metal superoxide KO2. The dominance of the +1 oxidation state is due to the 

first ionisation energy of these elements being low as the outermost electron is well 

shielded from the attraction of the nucleus by filled inner electron levels and so is 

relatively easy to remove and the second ionisation energy much higher due to being 
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much more difficult to remove as it is part of a full level and is also closer to the 

nucleus which now displays a higher effective charge. 

Hydroxides of these metals form readily in air and are highly stable, however a wide 

range of other compounds are formed and are utilised here such as KF and KH.  Care 

must therefore always be taken to ensure these materials are not exposed to air or 

water as they will hydrolyse and/or oxidise rapidly in air. 
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1.5  Superconductivity 

In normal metals and alloys a linear decrease in resistivity with decreasing 

temperature is observed, theoretically tending towards zero resistance at 0 K for a 

pure metal.  Electrical resistance of this sort arises from the interactions between 

lattice vibrations and the conduction of electrons as they pass through a structure.  

As the temperature decreases so to do the lattice vibrations, leading in turn to a 

weakening of the interactions with the conduction electrons and lower resistance. 

In 1911 Onnes
94

 showed that mercury underwent an abrupt transition to a state with 

an immeasurably small resistance below 4.2 K, clearly not displaying typical 

behaviour.  Onnes described this as a superconducting state and the temperature at 

which the transition took place as the critical temperature, Tc.  In materials that enter 

this superconducting state the electrons are believed to move through the lattice in a 

concerted motion with the lattice vibrations, resulting in no electron scattering and 

therefore zero resistance.  

The superconducting transition is often very sharp in highly pure, crystalline samples 

with a width as low as 10
-3 

K, with the highest elemental Tc being seen in niobium at 

9.2 K
95

. Significant amounts of research have been undertaken to look for alloys 

with higher Tcs than this and in 1972 Nb3Ge was shown to have a Tc of 23 K, the 

first significant increase observed
96

. A further fourteen years passed without a higher 

transition being observed and much speculation with theoretical backing was 

proposed suggesting the highest Tc observed was close to the theoretical maximum. 

Superconducting materials may be divided into two categories generally referred to 

as Type 1 and Type 2. Type 1 superconductors are generally metals and metalloids 

that show some degree of conductivity at room temperature, normally requiring 

extremely low temperatures to reduce molecular vibrations to a level where they no 

longer impede electron flow through the structure.  This superconductivity is 

explained by the generally accepted BCS (Bardeen, Cooper and Schreiffer)  

theory
97,98

 which suggests that electrons form ‘Cooper pairs’ enabling them to more 

readily overcome molecular obstacles facilitating the extremely low energy 

movement through the lattice, although the mechanism of the formation of these 

pairs remains unknown.  
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Typically Type 1 superconductors exhibit a very sharp transition to the 

superconducting state and are then diamagnetic, displaying a complete repulsion to 

applied magnetic fields.  A large amount of metals show this property at very low 

temperatures including lead, lanthanum and tantalum. 

 

 

Figure 1.7 – A graph of temperature vs resistance. The upper line shows the classic behaviour of a 
non-superconducting metal, the lower line shows the rapid onset of superconduction normally 

observed in Type 1 superconductors. 

In contrast the majority of Type 2 superconductors are compounds or alloys, the 

exceptions being vanadium, technetium and niobium which all display this type of 

superconductivity.  Type 2 superconductors have been observed over a much larger 

range of temperatures, with temperatures as high as 371 K claimed in single 

crystals
99

.  More commonly seen are the high temperature cuprates in which 

superconduction is observed in bulk samples above liquid nitrogen temperatures, 

examples of this are Tl2Ba2CuO6+x
100

 and YBa2Cu3O6+x
101

. The mechanism of 

superconduction in these materials is very poorly understood, but there is general 

consensus that it is related to the planar layering within the structures.  Unlike Type 

1 superconductors exposure to a magnetic field allows some penetration into its 

surface leading to interesting magnetic fields around this boundary. The majority of 

known metal oxide superconductors are cuprates. Because of this superconductivity 

discovered in copper-less pyrochlore phases such as Cd2Re2O7
102

 and KOs2O6
36

 have 

been of particular interest especially as they are non-planar in nature, unusually 

amongst the materials being studied. 
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1.6 Scope of this work 

The principle aims of this work were based around furthering the range of known 

defect pyrochlores and improving our understanding of those already known.  

Synthetic routes utilized have been broad with both solid state methods and other 

more unusual routes undertaken to produce materials in the solid state.  In general 

oxide pyrochlores were the focus of this study as they are most abundant, however 

materials with fluorine both as the sole anion and in mixed occupation with oxygen 

were also looked at, both for comparison with the behaviour of the oxides and as 

examples of how the range of materials can be expanded by anion substitution. 

The primary experimental technique used in this work was that of powder 

diffraction, with the routine use of powder X-ray diffraction for phase identification 

and structural characterisation.  Powder neutron diffraction was used for more 

advanced studies of materials where the technique proved advantageous or lower 

temperature studies, difficult to achieve with X-ray diffraction, were required.  Other 

techniques including thermal gravimetric analysis, vibrating sample magnometry and 

infrared spectroscopy were also used where they could contribute important 

information to allow better understanding of the structure and properties of the 

materials studied. 
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2.1  Introduction 

The work carried out in this thesis centred on the synthesis of materials in the solid 

state and a range of appropriate synthetic techniques were used to produce 

polycrystalline phases.  Initial phase identification was carried out using in-house 

powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD)   equipment with further data collection being 

carried out once suitable pure phase samples had been synthesised.   Assignment of 

the relative contributions of phase components allowed structural characterisation to 

be carried out on a routine basis using these data.  Where it was deemed beneficial 

and when possible powder neutron diffraction (PND) techniques were employed, the 

primary advantage of this being the ability to better locate lighter elements that 

would otherwise be obscured by heavier ones when studied with PXRD. 

Other techniques were used to a lesser degree when deemed beneficial.  

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was carried out on the hydrated phases being 

studied to ascertain exact water content and the resultant information used in 

refinements in conjunction with the diffraction data.  Selected samples, primarily the 

superconducting osmate phases, were studied using a vibrating sample 

magnetometer (VSM) to provide magnetic data and to determine the point at which a 

phase became superconducting.  On a select few phases infra red spectra were 

collected to confirm the presence or lack thereof of water within a particular phase.   

This chapter provides a summary of the synthetic and characterisation techniques 

used over the course of this work and their application to polycrystalline materials. 
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2.2  Synthetic methods  

Reactions in the solid state normally have very high activation energies. As it is 

important that both thermodynamic and kinetic properties are taken into account, 

reasonably high temperatures are often necessary in order to achieve a reasonable 

rate of reaction.  With polycrystalline materials the rate of reaction is also governed 

by the ion diffusion within the component lattices.  Heating of the sample leads 

directly to an increase in the rate of diffusion but must be controlled and an 

appropriate degree of heating used to allow for the stability of both the 

decomposition products of the starting phases and the target material.  When 

planning an experimental route it is therefore imperative to find a balance between 

the temperature and rate of reaction. 

In this work several synthetic techniques were used to provide the appropriate 

conditions and achieve this balance. 

 

2.2.1  Direct high temperature method 

The initial components, usually oxides or carbonates, were ground thoroughly using  

agate pestles and mortars.  Often a volatile organic solvent such as acetone was used 

to form a slurry and encourage thorough mixing.  This grinding reduces the particle 

size of the starting materials, increasing their surface area which in turn provides a 

larger area for interfacial contact.  The surface interactions can be further increased 

by pressing samples into pellets under high pressure.  Dies of various sizes are used 

depending upon the size of the initial sample, appropriate pressures are then applied 

using a hydraulic press.  Samples would then be sintered in a furnace using alumina 

crucibles to avoid contamination and phase identification undertaken using PXRD.  

Where required, samples were fired multiple times and were further ground and re-

pelletised between each firing. 
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2.2.2  Citrate gel precursor route 

In the synthesis of many phases the direct method, whilst producing the desired 

phase, does not enable pure samples to be produced or requires excessive reaction 

times to do so.  To reduce the reaction timescale the citrate gel precursor route can 

be adopted as an alternative synthetic route.  Precursors for this method can be 

generated by preparations or co-precipitation of metal ions using precipitating agents 

such as hydroxides, oxalates, carbonates or citrate ions. 

The primary advantage of such methods is that they allow near molecular mixing of 

the precursors and provide a reactive environment during the subsequent heating 

cycles and their decomposition.  This improvement in precursor mixing lowers the 

level of ion diffusion required to produce the target phase and thus can result in a 

reduction of both the reaction temperature and time required.  When deciding 

whether such a route is viable the solubility of the starting materials must be 

assessed. The solubility must be high and the starting materials must be selected so 

that they do not react with one another in solution to form stable, undesirable 

by-products.   

In this work the citrate gel precursor route was used to immobilise ions from relevant 

nitrated solutions to form an amalgam.  For this method citric acid, ethylene glycol 

and a mixed solution of the nitrated starting materials in the desired stoichiometries 

were used.  The citric acid was dissolved in ethylene glycol and water forming a 

viscous solution when heated and stirred.  The solution of nitrates is then added and 

the resulting mixture boiled down until a gel formed.  The gel was then further 

heated to form a resin which in turn was ground in a pestle and mortar before being 

fully decomposed at higher temperatures (~500°C).  The final powder was then 

reground and pelletised before annealing at the temperature required to reach the 

target phase. 
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2.2.3  Controlled environment furnace reactions 

A large proportion of the phases synthesised in this work required the control of the 

atmospheric environment to help determine the final stoichiometry, prevent 

contamination (most notably in this work for the production of pure, oxygen free 

fluoride phases) or ensure the desired oxidation state is retained.  The simplest 

method of controlling the atmosphere is to anneal the sample under a flow of an 

appropriate gas, in this work generally oxygen or nitrogen.  The antimonate 

compounds, presented in Chapter Three, for instance were synthesised under oxygen 

to ensure that the 5+ oxidation state of the starting materials was retained. 

A further method used for the control of the environment is to seal the reactants in a 

silica tube under vacuum.  This technique is particularly important when 

synthesising materials from volatile starting materials such as the osmate compounds 

discussed in Chapter Six.  When using this technique it was vital that the starting 

materials are free from water or carbonates, as the presence of either can lead to a 

potentially dangerous pressure build up.  When extremely high temperatures were 

required, up to ~1400°C, a small amount of argon is allowed to flow into the tube 

retaining the low pressure but stabilising the shape of the tube at higher temperatures 

where they are liable to soften and collapse. 
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2.2.4  Ion exchange reactions 

Many target phases cannot be reached by high temperature routes, either due to 

kinetic instability of these phases or the very high stability of starting materials 

relative to the target phase.  Ion exchange routes provide an alternative which is 

particularly effective in porous and semi porous materials and has been used widely 

in both industrial and academic environments
1,2

.    

There are several routes available in ion exchange; most commonly seen is the 

aqueous route.  Where the ion exchanging phase is sensitive to hydration, such as in 

KOs2O6 where the partially hydrated phase has been shown to have different 

properties to its dry analogue
3
, or the material being used as the ion source is 

insoluble in water, other solvents may be used.  When solution based ion exchange 

proves ineffective or is undesirable a similar process may be carried out at higher 

temperatures. The main factor to be considered is the melting point of the ion source, 

leading to two conditions; either direct ion exchange between two intimately mixed 

solids or high temperature liquid ion exchange with the ion source acting as its own 

solvent.  When considering which of these two routes is most appropriate several 

other factors must also be discussed; the relative stability of the ion exchanging 

phase, the possible decomposition point of the ion-source, the behaviour of the ion 

being removed and the probable material this will form on cooling.  

All of these routes are based upon the principle of maintaining a high concentration 

gradient, ensuring that when an ion is lost from the starting phase it is likely to be 

replaced by the desired ion.  This gradient can be maintained in several ways, 

commonly by regular substitution of the ion source to ensure a minimal amount of 

removed ion is present but also by trapping these ions.  For instance crown ethers 

can be used to selectively trap alkali metal ions.   
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2.3  Powder diffraction 

2.3.1  Diffraction theory 

X-rays were first discovered in 1895 by Willhelm Röntgen. At roughly the same 

time the idea that crystalline solids are made of atoms arranged in regular repeating 

patterns, now known as lattices, first emerged.  It was soon recognised that the 

wavelength of X-rays were of the same order of magnitude as the inter-atomic 

spacings (~10
-10

m) of crystalline solids and that this property would lead to the 

diffraction of X-rays from these materials. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were 

first collected in 1912 by Friedrich and Knipping
4
, who recorded an interference 

pattern on photographic film.  Since that time XRD has become an invaluable tool 

for the study of crystalline solids. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1.  Schematic representing diffraction of X-rays from parallel planes of scattering 
centres. 

Electromagnetic radiation, of which X-rays are a form, interacts with compounds by 

being scattered from its original vector. This can occur in two ways; if the energy 

remains unchanged the scattering is deemed to be elastic in nature whereas if the 

energy alters, thus changing frequency, the scattering is inelastic.  Diffraction, both 

neutron and X-ray, are forms of elastic scattering.  For a material to be studied in this 

way it must meet certain criteria: the compound must be crystalline in nature i.e.  

have repeating lattice spacings, the wavelength of the incident radiation must be of a 

similar order of magnitude to the lattice spacing under to study and the resulting 

scattering must be elastic and coherent in nature.   

d 

θ 
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Diffraction may be explained by the application of Bragg’s Law
5
.  A crystal can be 

imagined as consisting of planes of atoms, which in turn can scatter X-rays.  A 

typical example of this form of diffraction is shown in Figure 2.1 where two parallel 

X-ray beams with an angle of incidence θ and wavelength, λ, are diffracted by 

parallel planes of atoms separated by the distance, d.   

To achieve constructive interference the path difference between the two waves must 

be an integral number of wavelengths,  leading to the Bragg equation
6
 and 

characteristic reflections for each possible value of d.; 

nλ = 2dsinθ (n = 1,2,3........) 

 

The angle of incidence, θ, is referred to as the Bragg angle.  When the beams are 

scattered from numerous planes, at any angle other than the Bragg angle, they 

destructively interfere with each other.  This arises as the diffracted waves are out of 

phase with one another and therefore altogether cancel each other out. The 

interplanar separations can be calculated by measuring the positions of the 

diffraction maxima from the recorded pattern; the crystal structure can then be 

derived from these values by the identification of the planes involved.   

The planes of the lattice are defined by their Miller indices, h k l, these represent the 

inverse values for positions where the planes intercept the a, b and c axes of the unit 

cell.  The crystal should display diffraction from each of the lattice planes of the 

structure; however this often does not occur due to systematic absences arising in 

certain crystal systems and the presence of reflection planes reducing the intensity of 

maxima to a level where they cannot be observed.  

The crystal system of the phase can be derived from the values of d that arise 

allowing identification of the Bravais lattice type (Table 2.1.1). 
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Table 2.1– Equations for d-spacings in the different crystal systems 

Crystal System Expression for dhkl 
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2.3.2  X-ray radiation 

X-rays are a type of electromagnetic radiation, the term normally being applied to 

wavelengths between 10 and 0.01 nanometres.  Commonly this type of radiation is 

generated in the laboratory by bombarding a metal target with high energy electrons 

generated in situ. These electrons deccelerate as they enter the metal generating 

radiation across a continuous broad range of wavelengths. This is generally referred 

to as Bremsstrahlung
7
 radiation. As well as the Bremsstrahlung radiation a series of 

sharp high intensity peaks are also observed within the same range of wavelengths.  

These peaks are generated by collisions of the incoming electrons with electrons in 

the core orbitals of the metal which generate high energy photons in the X-ray 

region.  This is caused by an electron in a higher energy shell decaying to the vacant 

energy level generated by the collision, resulting in an excess of energy which is lost 

by the emittance of an X-ray photon.  These X-rays are therefore of characteristic 

energies for each metal relating to the relative energies of the electron shells.   

Each peak is assigned a symbol relating to the energy level that the ejected electron 

was lost from and the energy level that the decaying electron originates from.  All 

powder X-ray diffraction data in this work was collected using copper Kα1 radiation 

arising from differing energy states in the p electrons.  In the copper target used, 

vacant 1s orbitals are generated, the symbol K is used to denote the filling of vacant 

orbitals with the principle quantum number 1 i.e. 1s.  In a copper target this can 

occur by the decay of electrons from either the 2p or 3p shells, thus the X-rays 

generated by L electrons decaying to the K shell, 2p1s, are called Kα, whilst those 

generated by the decay of M electrons to K, 3p1s, are termed Kβ.   
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2.3.3  Powder X-ray diffraction 

Since the realisation that the similarity between X-ray wavelength and interatomic 

separation led to diffraction and that collection of this data provided important 

structural information, PXRD has progressed to become a routine characterisation 

method. Early work, initially carried out by Laue
4
, used a very simple system where 

a broad band of X-rays were passed through a single crystal and the resulting 

reflections collected using photographic films.  The technique has since developed 

greatly and has been adapted to allow precise data to be collected on polycrystalline 

products, the common outcome of solid state reactions.  This is of particular 

importance as it is often not possible to isolate single crystals of many phases. A 

strong understanding of the contributions of each atom type to the overall pattern 

allows three dimensional information to be calculated from two dimensional data 

sets. PXRD is a particularly useful technique as it is non-destructive, has simple 

sample preparation requirements and can be carried out as required in the laboratory. 
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2.4  PXRD Instrumentation  

2.4.1  Siemens D5000 diffractometer 

The majority of powder X-ray data was collected in-house on a Siemens D5000 

diffractometer. This instrument uses the copper Kα1 radiation emissions at 

λ=1.5406 Å with a germanium single crystal used as the primary monochromator to 

filter out unwanted wavelengths, primarily the Kα2 band.  The beam then passes 

through aperture slits (2 mm wide in a standard setup) to collimate the beam on the 

centre of the sample plate.  The diffracted beam is then further collimated before 

hitting a standard scintillation detector. 

Samples are ground thoroughly before analysis to reduce preferred orientation of the 

crystallites and to ensure as many crystal faces as possible are available for 

diffraction.  The samples are then placed on an aluminium disc with a recess in the 

centre and flattened using a glass slide.  The sample is then placed on the 

diffractometer as shown in Figure 2.2.  

Throughout data collection the incident beam, sample and detector are retained in a 

Bragg Brentano geometry in which the incident beam and take off angle are fixed at 

a θ/2θ relationship by rotation of the sample plate at half the rate of the detector 

across the entire angular range being studied. 

 

Figure 2.2 - A schematic of the Siemens D5000 diffractometer used for routine phase identification. 
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2.4.2  Bruker D8 powder diffractometer 

Although the majority of data was collected on the Siemens D5000 a significant 

proportion was also collected on a second in-house diffractometer, a Bruker D8 

Advance.  This instrument was generally utilised when conditions other than the 

standard flat plate setup were required.   

The instrument follows a θ - 2θ setup using monochromated copper Kα1 radiation as 

used on the Siemens D5000, but has different sample environments and detectors 

available. The Bruker D8 can be set up with three detector options that are easily 

interchanged; these are a standard point detector as on the Siemens D5000, a 

Position Sensitive Detector (PSD) and an energy sensitive SOL-EX™ detector.   

The PSD allows simultaneous data collection over a 7-8° 2θ range greatly reducing 

the time required for a data set to be completed. This detector is comprised of an 

anode and a cathode separated by a work gas. An intense electric field is then applied 

at the anode.  The diffracted X-rays ionise the argon detector gas with the electrons 

produced having sufficient energy to further ionise other argon atoms.  This triggers 

a series of fast ionisations which in turn lead to an induced charge being carried to 

the cathode at a point perpendicular to the direction of the ionisations.  The 

instrument is then able to determine the point of impact on the cathode and hence the 

initial point of ionisation.  The detector itself is split into channels, each of which 

separately measures points of impact.  These channels are then calibrated to known 

2θ positions using a reference sample of α-quartz, allowing accurate peak intensities 

and positions to be collected over a wide 2θ range simultaneously. The primary 

disadvantage of this detector is a loss of resolution leading to peak broadening in the 

diffraction pattern. 

The SOL-EX™ detector is primarily used to study materials containing first row 

transition metals such as cobalt or nickel.  The copper radiation generated by the 

D5000 can interact with these transition metals leading to fluorescence, in turn 

resulting in a very high, noisy background which can obscure smaller peaks.  The 

SOL-EX™ selects only the pure elastic scattering where the X-rays retain the same 

energy level, and therefore wavelength, thus removing the fluorescence from the 

powder pattern.  The detector consists of a Si/Li semiconductor detector and a multi-

spectrum analyser.  This form of detector allows the direct conversion of X-rays to 
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an electrical signal which in turn is sent to the analyser.  The analyser allows an 

energy window to be defined and only X-rays that lie within this window are then 

counted. 

As well as supporting a standard sample stage the D8 diffractometer can also be 

fitted with a Paar HTK-1200 furnace stage, a water cooled sample chamber that can 

be ramped at any desired rate from room temperature to 1200°C.  The sample is 

mounted on an alumina holder which is then inserted inside the sealable sample 

chamber. When the instrument is operating both the incident and diffracted X-ray 

beams pass through Kapton (a type of polyamide highly resistant to radiation 

damage) windows on either side of the sample mounting with data then being 

collected on any of the three detectors discussed earlier. The sealed chamber also 

allows some control over the sample environment as it can be placed under vacuum 

or have gas flowed through, further increasing the range of conditions available.  

 

 

Figure 2.3 – The Bruker D8 setup with the HTK1200 furnace stage and position sensitive detector 
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2.4.3  Analysis of PXRD data 

Typically routine data collections were carried between 10 and 60° 2θ with a step 

size of 0.02° 2θ and a total scan time of between 30 minutes and 1 hour.  These 

PXRD patterns were assessed for phase purity through comparison with known 

materials using Bruker’s EVA evaluation software coupled with the JCPDS Powder 

Diffraction File
8
 allowing for direct identification of both the target phases and any 

impurities present.   

Where structural data for comparison was not available lattice constants were 

calculated using the CELL computer software which uses an iterative least squares 

procedure to minimise the expression, M: 

  ∑  

 

(      
          

    )  

where Wn is a weighting factor that lends greater statistical significance to the peaks 

at higher 2θ values.  

The atomic positional parameters of the ideal pyrochlore presented in Chapter One 

were then used to provide a starting model for the lattice, usually proving sufficiently 

close to the final refined structure to be an acceptable starting point.  Data for the 

final refinements were typically collected over a longer period and larger 2θ range, 

typically 16 hours between 10 and 110° 2θ to provide the suitable statistics for 

further data analysis. 

2.4.4  Intensity calculations 

The theory presented here allows the full calculation of a simulated diffraction 

pattern from an initial structural model i.e. cell parameters, atomic positions and 

symmetry elements.  This is an essential element in any form of structural modelling 

where a full understanding of how the reflections are generated and where the 

various contributions arise from is required. 

For any regular arrangement of atoms the structure factor, F, can be shown to be 

equal to the sum over all the atoms of a combination of the scattering amplitudes, f, 

and the phases, δ, of each atom leading, to the expression
9
; 
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  ∑  

 

   

   [   ] 

In any unit cell the total phase shift of an atom, j, at a point from the origin (xj, yj, zj) 

is the sum of the phase shift in each direction.  The structure factor for each unit cell 

therefore can be expanded to give; 

     ∑  

 

   

   [   (            )] 

where h, k and l are the Miller indices that define the plane from which the reflection 

originates.  For very small crystals the intensity of the scattered beam can be shown 

to be proportional to the square of the structure factor: 

        |    |
  

where k is the scaling constant and L is the Lorentz factor. The Lorentz factor is a 

geometric function of the method of data collection and thus the instrument used
9
.   

In real crystals several other factors can also be shown to affect the observed 

scattering intensities.  Imperfections in a crystal, commonly taking the form of 

defects or substitutional disorder may cause local structural irregularities.  Time 

dependent vibrations (i.e. thermal motion) of the atoms about their mean positions 

lead to the atoms being displaced from the idealised in-plane hkl position. This 

causes disruption to the in-phase scattering behaviour of their combined scattering.  

The correction to a structure factor reflected by a plane, hkl, takes the form
10

:  

        *     

     

  
+ 

where Thkl represents the thermal motion correction and B is equal to 8π
2
U, where U 

is the root mean square thermal displacement, so that in turn the structure factor for a 

unit cell becomes: 
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where nj is the occupation factor of the j
th

 atom, equal to unity in a structure free 

from vacancies. This formula assumes that all thermal displacements are equal in 

directions whereas a more rigorous analysis describes the anisotropy of thermal 

motion in the form of a ellipsoid, yielding a more rigorous definition of Thkl: 

        [ 
 

 
(

    
         

         
    

                                 )] 

There are a number of other expressions for Thkl but the form given here is used to 

describe the anisotropic temperature factors presented in this work.   

The final factor seen to affect the overall peak intensity is the multiplicity of an hkl 

reflection. In a given crystal system, for any particular hkl reflection, there are a 

number of equivalent planes diffracting at the same angle to give an enhanced 

intensity. 

The theories summarised above allow the calculation of a simulated diffraction 

pattern from an initial structural model by incorporating cell parameters, atomic 

positions and the various symmetry elements.  Section 2.6 provides a more precise 

description of the application of this theory in the analysis of diffraction data using 

the Rietveld method
11

. The basic theory, although developed for X-ray 

crystallography, may be applied to other types of radiation that are diffracted from a 

crystal lattice. 
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2.5  Powder Neutron Diffraction 

2.5.1  Constant wavelength theory and the benefits of neutrons 

In 1936 it was first recognised that neutron motion could be described in terms of 

waves and that they therefore could be used in diffraction experiments
12

.  Neutrons 

are scattered predominately by the nucleus of the target molecules, which due to 

their small size in comparison to the neutron wavelength eliminates the scattering 

power drop off at higher angles that is observed in X-ray diffraction. 

The theory and instrumentation setup involved are fundamentally similar to those 

used in PXRD as discussed in Sections 2.3 and 2.4 

In contrast to X-rays, neutron scattering is not dependent upon ionic radii but instead 

relies upon potential scattering and resonant scattering, the values of which vary 

erratically often giving atoms next to each other vastly different scattering factors.  

This leads to atoms having vastly different neutron scattering abilities compared to 

X-ray diffraction which can in turn enable the accurate determination of lighter 

elements in the presence of heavier ones the contribution of which would dominate 

any PXRD data.  In this work it is of particular relevance when looking at oxygen 

and the lighter alkali metals being studied as they prove hard to accurately locate 

using PXRD alone.  Another benefit arising from this variation in scattering length is 

the ability to differentiate ordering on shared sites of elements near to one another in 

the periodic table, this is particularly notable for materials such as KTaWO6 

discussed in Chapters Three and Four, where the tantalum and tungsten are refined 

onto a shared site. X-ray data will always show the site to be randomly occupied as 

their similar electron density does not allow differentiation between the ion types, 

however the two metals have significantly different neutron scattering lengths
13

, thus 

any ordering on this site would be observable in neutron powder data. 

Once data had been collected Rietveld refinements were then carried out using the 

same software as used for X-ray data
10

. 
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2.5.2  Instrumentation – Constant wavelength PND 

All instruments used for constant wavelength PND were situated at the Institut Laue-

Langevin, Grenoble, France.  These neutrons are produced by a reactor generating in 

the region of 1.5x10
15

 neutrons per second per cm
2
, with a thermal power of 

58.3 MW when operating under normal conditions using a uranium source.   

For all the data presented in this work the samples were loaded into vanadium cans 

and then mounted vertically in the required sample environments for data collection. 

2.5.3  High intensity two-axis diffractometer D20  

This instrument is situated within the reactor hall at the ILL providing an extremely 

high flux due to the proximity of the reactor. The instrument uses a large array 

position sensitive detector containing 1536 individual cells each covering 0.1º 2θ 

giving continuous coverage over 153.6º of 2θ.   Each cell is filled with a mix of 
3
He 

and CF4 to provide a work gas for excitations to be picked up by the chromium 

anodes and cathode.  The setup of the cells allow for very high count rates and a high 

level of efficiency. 

  

Figure 2.4 – Schematic of the setup of the High intensity two-axis diffractometer D2014 
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The instrument has several different takeoff angles and monochromators available 

providing a range of neutron wavelengths with the user being able to rapidly switch 

between these options to best adapt the diffraction conditions to suit the sample 

being studied.  Collection times are typically short. For cubic systems times of less 

than 5 minutes are often sufficient, whilst for variable temperature runs data may be 

collected continuously as the temperature is ramped with data summed over the 

desired time period, greatly reducing the overall collection times when compared to 

other instruments. 

2.5.4  High resolution two-axis diffractometer Super D2B  

As for D20, Super D2B is situated inside the reactor hall of ILL and in fact shares 

the same guide tube as D20, so also has an extremely high available flux.  The 

instrument is characterized by an unusually high takeoff angle of 135° providing an 

extremely high level of beam collimation, in turn leading to a high potential 

resolution.  The instrument’s 64 detectors cover a similar angular range to that of 

D20 but are separated by 2.5° 2θ from one another; data collection is therefore 

carried out stepwise over 100 steps of 0.025° 2θ typically taking about 30 minutes 

for a complete scan and being repeated as required. 

 

Figure 2.5 – Schematic of the setup of the high resolution two-axis diffractometer Super D2B15 
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Multiple wavelengths are also available on D2B by the computer controlled rotation 

of a single crystal germanium monochromator providing neutrons between 1.051 Å 

and 3.152 Å with the instrument flux optimized for 1.594 Å from the [335] plane. 

D2B is a very high-resolution powder diffractometer designed to achieve the 

highest possible resolution, limited only by powder particle size, or to operate 

with a resolution similar to that available on D1A (discussed below) but with a 

far greater neutron beam intensity. 

2.5.5  High resolution two axis diffractometer D1A 

Unlike the two other ILL instruments discussed in this section D1A is situated 

outside of the main reactor hall, the primary advantage this provides is extremely 

high beam collimation with shorter wavelengths eliminated by the guide tube 

coupled with a high take off angle of 122° leading to high resolution at large 

scattering angles, up to 160° 2θ.  The instrument provides excellent results with the 

Rietveld method owing to its near perfect Gaussian peak shape across the 2θ range 

30° to 150° 2θ leading in turn to refinements with a significant number of varying 

structural parameters being feasible.  Data is once again collected stepwise by 25 

detectors typically with a step size of 0.05° 2θ, however due to the distance from the 

reactor beam intensity is considerably lower than for either of the other two 

instruments discussed, leading to typical data collection times of several hours. 

 

Figure 2.6 – Schematic of the setup of the high resolution two axis diffractometer D1A16. 

http://www.ill.eu/index.php?eID=tx_cms_showpic&file=fileadmin/users_files/media/instruments/D1A/img/layout.jpg&width=800m&height=600m&bodyTag=<body style="margin:0; background:
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2.5.6  Time of flight powder neutron diffraction (TOF PND) 

All TOF PND data was collected at the ISIS facility situated at the Rutherford 

Appleton Laboratory (RAL), Oxfordshire.   The facility is a spallation neutron 

source which provides pulses of a range of neutrons covering the entire neutron 

spectrum.  Fixed angle detectors are used allowing the separation of neutrons 

according to their time of flight and thus, over a fixed distance, their wavelength.  

This differs from constant wavelength experiments where the variables of the Bragg 

equation d and θ are at a fixed λ. For TOF experiments λ and d are the variables at 

fixed θ. 

The relationship between time of flight and d-spacing is linear and can be derived 

from the combination of de Broglie’s relationship and Bragg’s law: 

  
 

  
 

 

    
        

where pn, mn and vn are the momentum, mass and velocity of the neutron 

respectively, h is Planck’s constant with d and sinθ being defined according to 

Bragg’s law.  Consideration of the two neutron flight paths involved, moderator to 

sample, L1, and sample to detector, L2, along with their corresponding flight times, t1 

and t2, gives: 
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Hence with an overall flight path, L, and time of flight, t, such that: 

                  

leads to: 

     .
  

 
/      

       

Therefore for an instrument such as POLARIS where the overall flight path is 12 m, 

a 1 Å d-spacing reflection will be detected in the backscattering bank at a time of 

flight of ≈5000 µs. 
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2.5.7  POLARIS 

POLARIS is a high intensity, medium resolution, time of flight powder neutron 

diffraction instrument.  The high flux on POLARIS combined with a large detector 

solid angle provides a high count rate, along with relatively short data collection 

times.  POLARIS receives a white beam of neutrons from the ambient temperature 

water moderator, with the sample 12.0 m from this moderator.  The incident and 

transmitted neutron flux are constantly monitored to ensure a consistent applied flux 

can be used for each sample when required.   The instrument uses 434 
3
He gas ZnS 

scintillation detectors arranged into four separate banks, at average angles of 14°, 

35°, 90° and 145° relative to the incident beam.  POLARIS is particularly suited for 

measuring extremely short d-spacings, as low as 0.3 Å being achievable, due to the 

epithermal neutrons available at a spallation source.  This in turn provides a very 

wide Q range providing invaluable data to refinements particularly in relation to site 

occupancies and temperature factors, both factors of importance to this work. 

 

 

Figure 2.7 – Schematic of the POLARIS diffractometer17. 
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2.5.8  Environmental control 

A variety of environmental control systems are available at both the ILL (Grenoble, 

France) and ISIS (Oxfordshire, UK), as supplied by their respective sample 

environment teams.  The primary use of these systems, within the scope of this work, 

was to access a wide range of temperatures.  Three main systems were utilised; 

cryostats, cryofurnaces and furnaces.  Each of these systems provides a different 

range of accessible temperatures generally in the region of 1.4 K to 300 K, 5 K to 

500 K and 300 K to 1800 K respectively.  In each case a vacuum is maintained 

within the apparatus throughout and a feedback loop is used to control the 

temperature as required, either at a fixed temperature or through a constant ramp 

with data being collected in either of these conditions depending upon the 

experiment being undertaken and the instrument being used. 

2.6  Data handling 

Although data is extracted in different ways for constant wavelength and TOF 

measurements a single technique can be used for interpretation of both types of data. 

In this work the Rietveld method is used throughout.  Unlike single crystal data, 

where individual hkl reflections can be identified and intensities assigned this is not 

possible for a polycrystalline sample.  Instead diffraction rings are observed from the 

randomly orientated crystals and a slice is taken through these rings to produce what 

is commonly referred to as diffraction pattern.  Due to the nature of the techniques 

structure factor information often proves hard to determine as overlapping peaks are 

often observed thus restricting the amount of information that can be extracted.    

2.6.1  The Rietveld Method 

In 1967, H.M. Rietveld developed the idea that a least squares method could be used 

to fit an entire diffraction pattern
11,18

. Rietveld’s theory centres on the realisation that 

although many of the individual reflections may overlap they could still be modelled 

using simple peak shape parameters to determine the total intensity and peak shape 

contribution of each overlapping reflection.  Initially this method was only used for 

relatively simple crystal systems but with the advent of computers far more complex 

systems could be modelled with relative ease.   The aim of the technique is to 
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minimise the difference between the observed data and the reflections generated 

from a simulated diffraction pattern. 

The Rietveld method is one of structural refinement rather than structural 

determination and therefore is reliant upon a good starting model to be successful.  

Typically once diffraction data has been recorded scale factors and background 

parameters are introduced both of which are derived from coefficients of normal or 

orthogonal polynomials, providing a linear problem and thus rapid convergence 

regardless of the starting values used.  Lattice parameters and zero point error are 

then refined to allow accurate positioning of the Bragg reflections over the recorded 

reflections of the powder pattern.  Once these parameters have been refined peak 

shape parameters may also be introduced to improve the fit, typically these are 

modelled using a variety of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions, background 

coefficients may also be added at this point to account for asymmetry.  Atom 

positions may then be varied to allow further improvement in the determination of 

peak shape and intensity. Finally thermal motion of the atoms is calculated by the 

variation of the isotropic temperature factors and peak shape is further refined.  

Additional background coefficients may also be added to account for asymmetry of 

the peak shape or observed sample broadening and where a high quality of data is 

available it may also be feasible to calculate anisotropic temperature factors at this 

point. 

The quantity minimised at each stage of this least squares process is the function M 

which is calculated as shown below 

    ∑  (  
      

    )
 

 

 

wi is a weighting factor given by 1/yi
obs

, yi
obs 

being the observed intensity for each 

data point i (this corresponding to 2θ values for constant wavelength and time for 

TOF) and yi
calc

 is the calculated step intensity. 

For powder X-ray diffraction data the calculated peak intensities, yi
calc

, are 

determined from the structural model by summing the calculated contributions from 

its neighbouring Bragg reflections (k) plus the background contribution as given in 

the formula: 
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      ∑  

 

|  |
  (       )        

where s is the scale factor, Lk the Lorentz, polarisation and multiplicity factors,   the 

reflection profile function, Fk the structure factor for the k
th
 Bragg reflection, Pk the 

preferred orientation function, A the absorption factor and ybi the background 

intensity at the i
th
 step. 

In an idealised system crystal orientation is entirely random, in turn leading to all 

reflections being equally likely. In real systems however this is not always the case. 

Preferred orientation is the tendency of crystallites, generally due to their 

morphology, to order in a particular way, leading to systematic distortions in the 

reflection intensities.  This can be corrected for by the expression: 

   *   (    )   ,     
 -+ 

where G1 and G2 are refineable parameters and   k is the angle between the 

presumed cylindrical symmetry axis and the preferred orientation axial direction. 

Background functions are normally modelled using one of several available 

polynomial terms, most commonly a cosine Fourier series, to best match the 

background intensity of the recorded data.  

The measured profile of a single diffraction peak depends upon several factors 

including; sample shape, crystallinity and the neutron spectral distribution.  To 

model these peak shapes a pseudo-Voigt function is used, which provides a rough 

approximation for the Gaussian and Lorentzian components of the peaks.  The 

overall contribution to a peak of integrated intensity Ik to the total counts yi
calc

 at a 

point 2θi is given by the expression: 

   
     ∑    ∑       

  *
 √   

  √ 
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   *     (
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+ 

where α is a scaling factor, Sk = Fk
2
 + Jk

2
, the nuclear and magnetic contributions to 

the reflection, jk is the reflection multiplicity (the number of degenerate equivalents), 

Lk the Lorentz correction, 2θk the Bragg peak position and Hk is the full width half 

height of a Gaussian peak. 
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The sum for yi
calc

 given here is for all reflections contributing to point i on the 

diffraction pattern.  The formula given here applies strictly to PND data only with 

corrections being required for TOF PND and PXRD. The underlying principles 

however remain the same for all three methodologies. 

The half width, Hk, of a Gaussian peak varies in relation to the scattering angle 

which can be modelled by the expression: 

  
                   

where U, V  and W are refinement parameters and    is the scattering angle.  This 

formula also takes account of the peak broadening resulting from the particle size 

effect, which is turn can be extrapolated from the data to give an average particle 

size.   

At low scattering angles peaks begin to show asymmetric characteristics due to finite 

slit width and sample heights, this results in a shift of the peak maxima to a lower 

than expected angle.  The integrated peak area will however remain unchanged; a 

semi-empirical correction factor may therefore be applied to model this effect: 

       
(       )

 

     
 

Where P is the asymmetry parameter and s = +1, 0 or -1 when (       ) is 

positive, zero or negative respectively. 

By the consideration of these factors and the adoption of them when required, to 

allow for the various crystal systems, theoretical diffraction patterns may be 

calculated for any crystalline material.  Refinement of the various parameters allows 

full structural determination to be undertaken and theoretically any structural 

deviations to be modelled. 
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2.6.2  Criteria of fit 

In refinements of this type a number of values are used to quantitatively determine 

the degree of agreement between the observed and calculated data.  These criteria of 

fit are known as reliability factors or R-factors and are defined as Rprofile, Rexpected and 

Rweighted profile.  They are expressed as: 

               *
∑ |  
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where N is the number of observations, P is the number of refineable parameters and 

C the number of constraints. Thus it can be seen that Rexp is derived purely from 

statistical considerations of the refinement. 

Of the three criteria of fit mentioned the final value, Rweighted profie, is the most 

meaningful as the residual that is being minimised is the numerator.  Therefore it is 

the factor that best reflects the progress of a refinement and is given by: 
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The final criterion routinely used is the chi-squared parameter, defined as: 
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which is normally minimised during the course of a refinement.  For a good fit the 

Rwp should therefore approach the Rexp leading to an ‘ideal’ value of 1 for chi-

squared. 

As well as using statistical measures of fit the goodness of fit can be estimated 

visually by examining a plot of the difference line as extracted from the observed 

and calculated intensities.   The plot should be flat as possible, with noise levels 

being acceptable once they reach the level of experimental error. 
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All analysis of diffraction data was carried out using the Generalised Structural 

Analysis Suite (GSAS) of Von Dreele and Larson
10,19

 , which is built around the 

Rietveld method discussed here and aims to minimise the difference between the 

observed and calculated profiles as described in this section.  For the majority of 

refinements this was coupled with the graphical interface EXPGUI
15

 of Toby to 

allow for more rapid refinements. 

 

2.6.3  Neutron diffraction data handling 

PND data provide several advantages over X-ray data.  Primarily this arises from the 

difference in interactions that cause scattering. For PND the scattering length is 

related to the size and structure of the nucleus as opposed to the number of electrons 

present.  Neutron diffraction experiments are therefore not affected by a form factor 

as PXRD experiments are and thus there is no drop off of peak intensity arising from 

increased scattering angles.  This allows the collection and interpretation of data over 

a much wider angular range, yielding considerably more information at higher angles 

along with more refineable reflections.  Preferred orientation effects are also 

significantly reduced as a result of the sample mounting, samples being placed in 

cylindrical vanadium cans as opposed to the flat plate setup used in PXRD where the 

sample must lie flush and is therefore mechanically flattened to achieve this. 

TOF data in particular requires handling in a different manner.  The TOF data is 

initially converted to d-spacing values before a d-spacing dependent absorption 

correction is applied.  The peak shape for data of this type is also more complex 

often requiring Gaussian, Lorentzian and exponential expressions as opposed to the 

mainly Gaussian expression used to fit single wavelength neutron data. 
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2.7  Vibrating Sample Magnometry (VSM) 

Magnetic and superconductivity data was collected on a Oxford Instruments 3001 

Vibrating Sample Magnometer (VSM) with a 12 T superconducting magnet. The 

material under investigation was mounted on the end of a carbon fibre rod using 

Teflon tape and inserted into an Oxford Instruments CF1200 continuous flow 

Helium Cryostat with the bottom of the cryostat lying inside the NbSn 

superconducting magnet. The sample is vibrated at a constant frequency of 66 Hz 

with a magnitude of approximately 1.5 mm. Two pickup coils, placed above and 

below the sample, experience a change of the magnetic flux due to the motion of the 

sample and an electro magnetic field (EMF) is therefore induced in the two pickup 

coils. The induced EMF, which is also proportional to the magnetic susceptibility of 

the sample, passes through a two-stage amplification process and is monitored by the 

VSM electronics before being recorded on a computer. The sample temperature is 

measured by a AuFe/Chromel thermocouple in direct contact with a copper heat 

exchanger situated below the sample.  Although a field of up to 12 T was available 

for measurements a much smaller field, routinely 0.1 T , was deemed appropriate for 

most of the materials studied. 

The collected data reveals the presence of any magnetic behaviour in the material 

e.g. paramagnetism, ferromagnetism, superconductivity or antiferromagnetism. 

In this work magnetic data was primarily used to determine the superconducting 

transition temperatures of materials, Tc. 
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2.8  Thermogravimetric analysis  

Throughout this work samples have been studied using a Polymer Laboratories PL-

STA 1500 simultaneous thermal analysis system.  This instrument allows concurrent 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA).   

 

Figure 2.8 – A schematic of the PL-STA 1500 apparatus as used in this work. 

 

TGA is a theoretically simple technique where the mass of the sample is recorded as 

a function of temperature or time.  The sample is heated at a set heating rate, 

between 1 to 50 °C per minute, under a controlled atmosphere and the mass loss 

recorded.  The collected data can then be interpreted, in this work it has typically 

been used to study water content within the pyrochlore framework and oxygen 

content by reduction of the sample to the component metals under a hydrogen 

atmosphere. 

DTA centres on the comparative temperature changes between the sample being 

studied and a reference sample, typically alumina, both of which should be of 

approximately the same mass.  The temperature change for the two materials should 

be identical until a thermal event occurs, as the alumina undergoes no changes across 

the studied temperature range and thus acts as a fixed baseline.  Examples of thermal 

events can include; melting, dehydration, structural changes and the loss of 

component groups.  The DTA plot, temperature vs. relative energy change, can show 
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the nature of these events, if the sample temperature increases faster than that of the 

reference the event is exothermic and if the rate is slower it is endothermic in nature.  

Data is often also collected whilst the samples are left to cool, this can be used to 

show if changes, particularly structural changes, are reversible. 

For a typical data collection 15-20 mg of sample is heated from room temperature to 

1000°C at 10°C per minute under dry air with data points collected every 2 seconds.  

The data was then saved at the end of the collection and exported for further 

analysis. 

 

2.9  Infra-red spectroscopy 

Bonds in solids typically vibrate at frequencies of around 10
12

 to 10
13

 Hz.  The 

adsorption of infra-red radiation at the appropriate frequencies can then excite these 

vibrational modes to higher energy levels.  Infra-red spectra display plots of 

absorption intensity as a function of frequency. The frequency of the incident 

radiation is therefore varied and the amount of radiation after interaction with the 

sample recorded.  The resulting spectrum is composed of a variety of peaks each of 

which represents a particular vibrational mode, these peaks can then be compared to 

other known samples to allow us to assign their origins. 

The IR spectra used in this work were collected on a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum One 

Fourier-Transform Infra-red Spectrometer (FT-IR) using powdered samples in 

reflection mode. 
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2.10  Electron Microscopy 

Electron microscopy is a powerful analytical technique with a variety of uses, most 

notably electron diffraction and imaging.  In this work scanning electron microscopy 

was used to a limited extent for imaging and the study of morphology and energy 

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to study the composition of samples. 

Electrons are generated from thermionic emission and then accelerated through a 

potential to create a monochromatic beam of electrons.  The wavelength can be 

controlled by altering the voltage as given in the equation below. 

  [
   

(        )
]

  ⁄

 

where  λ is the wavelength in nm and V is the potential difference. 

These electrons may then interact with a surface, doing so either elastically, where 

the scattered electrons retain the same energy as the incident electrons, or 

inelastically, where the energy of the scattered electron is changed.  Inelastic 

scattering can yield different types of interaction products: X-rays, backscattered 

electrons, secondary electrons and Auger electrons.   The secondary electrons    

 

Figure 2.9 Schematic of the JEOL JSM 5910 Scanning Electron Microscope 
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escaping from the sample typically have energies below 50 eV, depending upon the 

setup of the specific instrument and can be used for imaging.  Backscattered 

electrons retain a large amount of the incident energy and can also be used for 

imaging or in electron diffraction.  

Auger electrons and X-rays are generated when an inner shell electron is ejected by 

the primary beam leaving the sample in an excited state, it will then relax back to a 

ground state by dropping an outer shell electron to the core level, with the ejection of 

either an Auger electron or an X-ray photon accompanying this process.  Both sets of 

emissions are characteristic for each atom type and can therefore be used to study the 

elemental composition by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) or Auger 

electron spectroscopy (AES). 

All experiments in this work were carried out on a JEOL JSM 5910 Scanning 

Electron Microscope, fitted with an Oxford Instruments Inca Energy 300 Energy-

Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry analysis system.  Samples were mounted on 

aluminium stubs using carbon tape before being coated with a further thin layer of 

carbon, ~5-10nm, and placed under vacuum within the SEM chamber.  The electron 

beam is then focused onto the sample by a series of electromagnetic lenses and 

scanned across the sample with a detector counting the secondary electrons 

generated as this occurs.  From this an image can be built up which is then utilised to 

locate a suitable sample for EDX analysis.   Initially the EDX detector is calibrated 

using a cobalt sample to ensure accurate energy levels are recorded, a measurement 

is then run on the desired sample and a spectrum generated with a computer then 

being used to interpret the data.  It is then possible to assign each line on the 

spectrum to an element and by observing the relative intensities calculate the 

percentage of each element present in the sample. 

When interpreting this data care must however be taken as there are limitations 

intrinsic to the technique. Elements lighter than sodium are normally impossible to 

detect with a standard setup and other light elements may not give accurate 

quantities, particularly when heavy elements are also present.  The energy resolution 

of the detector is also poor leading to broad peaks which may overlap causing the 

contributions to be ill defined.   
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3.1 Introduction  

The nature of the interlocking lattices that make up the extended pyrochlore structure 

enable the material to adopt a wide variety of structures that can incorporate defects 

and mixed site occupations.  Defect pyrochlores generally accept absences in one of 

the two available networks, the most commonly seen is the beta-pyrochlore, AB2O6, 

which can be viewed as having the A-type cation displaced on to the 8b site 

previously occupied by the O‟ of the A2O‟ network.  A wide ranging synthetic study 

of these oxide/fluoride beta-pyrochlores was carried out by Darriet et al.
1
 who 

synthesised a variety of these materials where the A-site was occupied by an alkali 

metal or thallium and the B-site by a Group 5 or 6 transition metal. The majority of 

the materials studied in this paper also displayed mixed occupancy on the B-site, for 

example CsNbWO6
2

, which allows for charge balance over the structure.  None of 

the beta-pyrochlores presented in the literature have, to date, displayed decreased 

symmetry relating to ordering on the B-site so it is generally accepted that the site is 

randomly occupied throughout the structure.   

 

Figure 3.1.1 – A schematic of the alpha-pyrochlore framework, showing the 16d (yellow) and 8b (red) 

sites.  In the beta-pyrochlore the cation shifts from the 16d to the 8b site with the loss of all the anions 

(red) on the A2O’ network. 
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The materials presented in this chapter characteristically display compositional 

variance on the sites occupied by the A2O‟ network in alpha-pyrochlores while 

retaining ideal BO6 networks.  The varying occupancies and stoichiometries 

incorporated into this framework identify some interesting structural phenomena to 

be investigated, ideally allowing more general conclusions to be drawn regarding 

what can and cannot be incorporated into this network and further, some information 

regarding the limitations on the size of atoms that can be accommodated on the sites 

available within this network. 

Primary sources
1,3-5

 for all the phases discussed in this chapter place the A-site 

cations solely onto the 8b site and we discuss evidence that this may not be the case 

for the entire range of these phases. 

A wide variety of neutral molecules and cations can be used to stabilise the B2O6 

network, for example H2O and NH4
+
 can replace or be incorporated in addition to the 

A-site cation already present providing an increased degree of stability.  Examples of 

this include NH4NbWO6
6

 and NaW2O6.nH2O
7
.  For several of these phases the loss 

of these molecules leads to a simultaneous structural collapse implying they have a 

significant stabilising effect; others, however, are stable both with and without their 

incorporation. 

Whilst not utilised for as wide a variety of applications as their alpha analogues 

several key properties have been studied in beta-pyrochlore phases.  Interesting 

electronic properties are relatively unusual; generally this can be explained by the 

majority of beta phases possessing B-site cations that are present in d
0
 configurations 

thus diminishing the possibility of magnetic ordering.  Properties that are more 

commonly seen arise from the behaviour of the A-site cations and include ion 

exchange
8,9

, fast ion conduction
10-12

 and superconduction
13-15

. 

Ion exchange pyrochlores are relatively well known and are used both commercially 

for heavy metal disposal and as a synthetic route to materials that would otherwise 

be inaccessible by more conventional routes, such as LiNbWO6.H2O
16

.  Fast ion 

conduction has been observed in several materials, principally as proton conduction 

in materials such as (H3O
+
)SbTeO6

10
 and HTaWO6.H2O

17
 but also as a relatively 

common feature in oxygen-deficient and alpha pyrochlore systems
18-21

 .  At the time 
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of writing, superconduction has only been observed in the series AOs2O6 (where A = 

K, Rb and Cs), phases which differ in electronic configuration to the majority of 

pyrochlores due to the osmium being present at an average oxidation state of +5.5 

leading to mixed states between atom centres.  All three osmate phases, more 

extensively discussed in Chapter Six, have been studied due to the unusual nature of 

the superconduction occurring, leading to a large volume of available data for these 

materials
22-24

.  The interest in these materials, beyond the superconduction itself, has 

been due to the localised displacement of the alkali metal ions away from an 8b site 

at the centre of the cavities formed by the B2O6 network. It is believed that this 

behaviour contributes in some way to the non-conventional superconduction 

observed in these materials
22,24

. This „rattling‟ occurs as the site is too large for the 

cation which thus occupies a site closer to the framework to improve the available 

level of bond valence.  As these multiple, 32e, crystallographic sites are close to one 

another the cation „rattles‟ between these sites but never settles to a single observable 

position, when viewed at the timescales of the characterisation techniques used to 

study materials of this type (e.g. PXRD, PND etc).  The cation is thus normally 

observed as occupying the 8b site at the centre of these four nearby 32e sites, but 

displays a substantially larger degree of thermal motion than the surrounding 

framework thus spreading the associated density across the available sites as well as 

the pathways between them. 

This chapter summarises a large volume of general characterisation of a range of 

alkali metal beta-pyrochlore phases and particularly focuses upon the behaviour of 

the cations within this framework.  This work was undertaken to provide a strong 

background of the variability of this behaviour and to allow us to better understand 

the „ideal‟ beta-pyrochlore structure for comparison to more unusual compositions as 

discussed in later chapters of this work. 
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3.2 The beta-pyrochlore series ABB’O6 where A = K, Rb or Cs, B = Ta, Nb 

or Sb B’ = Mo, W or Te 

Attempts were made to synthesise a wide range of beta-pyrochlores containing a 

mixture of 5+/6+ cations on the B-site so as to better understand the factors affecting 

the lattice size and cation incorporation.  The principle aim behind this, as well as 

providing a comprehensive study of these materials, was to identify potential new 

compositions for later synthesis and routes for the synthesis of materials in „bulk‟ 

quantities for the measurement of properties.  Although the majority of materials 

presented here have previously been studied
25

 we have also looked at optimization of 

synthetic routes so that ideally we can observe trends in the environmental 

conditions required for formation and thus the relative stability of the synthetic 

products. 

3.2.1  Synthetic routes 

Initially all syntheses was attempted by a conventional high temperature route in air, 

following a variety of synthetic procedures as presented in the literature
25-29

. If these 

routes did not prove viable or provided significant impurities, the method was further 

refined to produce samples of a suitable quantity and purity for study.  Primarily this 

was attempted either via a citrate method, by controlling the surrounding atmosphere 

(e.g. oxidising/reducing) or simply by variations in temperature and duration of 

annealing.  For several of the phases the alkali metal source was also varied, as the 

choice of starting material was shown to have a significant effect upon the purity of 

the final product. Final synthetic routes used for each of the materials are presented 

in Table 3.2.1. In each case on the first heating the materials were left as powders to 

allow the volatile components to escape. If a second heating was required the 

samples were pelletised into 13 mm pellets under pressure.  Particular care was taken 

when using alkali metal carbonates as starting materials as both rubidium and 

caesium carbonate are highly hygroscopic; these materials were therefore stored and 

weighed under a nitrogen atmosphere to retain the desired stoichiometries. 

Of the phases attained only those containing molybdenum or antimony proved more 

complex to synthesise as the relatively low stability of MoO3 and Sb2O5 were an 

issue.  When carried out in air the reactions involving molybdenum often formed 
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phases of two general, undesired, stoichiometries, i.e. B2MoO6
30

 and ABO5.  Later 

attempts at synthesis were carried out under flowing oxygen to encourage the 

formation and retention of the higher oxidation states available to the transition 

metals being used and in several cases this proved to be successful.  In some cases, 

for the molybdenum materials, the desired phases were present e.g. in CsSbMoO6, 

however impurity phases were also present in significant quantities, whereas for the 

majority of the materials where synthesis proved unsuccessful the phase was not 

present at any time.  RbSbTeO6 also proved particularly difficult to synthesise, 

instead forming the previously uncharacterised hydroscopic tetragonal phase 

Rb22Te32O107, identified from the structurally analogous tungsten phase
31

.  Attempts 

to separate the target phase from its impurities proved unsuccessful. 

From a brief study of the successful reaction pathways we can conclude that as 

expected there is a strong correlation between the stability of the starting materials 

and the reaction conditions required to achieve the desired products.  Whilst some 

materials appear to readily form the desired pyrochlore phase as both the 

thermodynamic and kinetic products, notably the majority of the niobium containing 

compounds, others showed a higher dependency upon the reaction pathways.  Of 

particular note were the tantalum-containing materials which, whilst forming the 

pyrochlore phase as the kinetic product, tended towards more structurally complex 

metal oxides, such as Ta22W4O67
32

,  if the reaction time was not firmly controlled.    

PXRD data on several of the compounds after the intermediate stages of heating 

showed the formation of an alkali metal/transition metal oxide complex along with 

the retention of the remaining metal oxide starting material. Thus, for the majority of 

these materials a further stage of heating coupled with pelletisation was required to 

ensure a single phase product was achieved, a technique typically utilised in metal 

oxide synthesis. 
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Table 3.2.1- Synthetic conditions used to produce the targeted beta-pyrochlores. 

Target phase Starting materials 
Conditions 

Temp/°C + Gas Duration/hrs 

CsTaMoO6 Cs2CO3 + Ta2O5 + MoO3 
400 

600 

24 

24 

KTaWO6 
Citrate Gel 

KNO3 + Ta2O5 + WO3 

300 

600 

8 

48 

RbTaWO6 Cs2CO3 + Ta2O5 + WO3 
400 

700 

24 

48 

CsTaWO6 Cs2CO3 + Ta2O5 + WO3 
400 

700 

24 

48 

KTaTeO6 
Citrate Gel 

 KNO3 + Ta2O5 + Te(OH)6 

300 

600 

8 

48 

RbTaTeO6 RbNO3 + Ta2O5 + Te(OH)6 
400 

700 

24 

48 

CsTaTeO6 CsNO3 + Ta2O5 + Te(OH)6 
400 

700 

24 

48 

CsNbMoO6 Cs2CO3 + Nb2O5 + MoO3 
500 

600 

24 

24 

KNbWO6 
Sol Gel 

KNO3 + Nb2O5 + WO3 

400 

700 

16 

24 

RbNbWO6 RbNO3 + Nb2O5 + WO3 
400 

700 

24 

48 

CsNbWO6 CsNO3 + Nb2O5 + WO3 
400 

700 

24 

48 

KNbTeO6 KNO3 + Nb2O5 + Te(OH)6 
450 

700 

20 

20 

RbNbTeO6 RbNO3 + Nb2O5 + Te(OH)6 
450 

700 

20 

20 

CsNbTeO6 CsNO3 + Nb2O5 + Te(OH)6 
450 

700 

20 

20 

KSbTeO6 K2CO3 + Sb2O5 + Te(OH)6  800 under O2 48 

CsSbTeO6 Cs2CO3 + Sb2O5 + Te(OH)6  800 under O2 48 
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3.3  Initial structural characterisation 

Phase identification was initially carried out using 1 hr scans on a Siemens D5000 

diffractometer over a 2θ range of 10 to 60°. All phases were indexed with a cubic 

unit cell with undesired phases identified using Bruker‟s PXRD data analysis suite 

EVA coupled with the JCPDS crystallographic database.  Where data was not 

available in the literature for comparative purposes patterns were calculated based 

upon the structure of similar pyrochlores being studied.  Once initial phase 

identification was completed further characterisation was then carried out using a 

wider range of techniques including the collection of higher quality PXRD data. 

3.3.1  Initial PXRD structural refinement of the series ABB’O6 where A = K, 

Rb or Cs, B = Ta, Nb or Sb and B’ = Mo, W or Te 

Data in the 2θ range 10 to 110° were collected for the sixteen samples of the series 

on the Siemens D5000 over a period of 16 hrs using a step size of 0.02°.  A variety 

of starting models were used from the literature, using whichever was best applicable 

to each individual phase
1,5,27

. To confirm the validity of the starting model rapid 

refinements were undertaken with the global parameters varied before the lattice 

parameter was also included. The one refineable atomic fractional coordinate, that of 

the x of the oxygen atoms, was initially fixed to x = 0.3125 at this stage. The B/B’ 

occupancies were fixed at 1:1 for all refinements. All phases were shown to be cubic 

and refined well in the space group Fd3̄ m using von Dreele and Larson‟s GSAS 

refinement suite
33

 coupled with Toby‟s user interface EXPGUI
34

. Each observed 

reflection was assignable using this model and this was therefore used as the 

standard cubic model for beta-pyrochlores in all subsequent refinements. 
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Once it had been established that the correct model was available for each phase 

more thorough refinements were undertaken proceeding with the variation of the 

global parameters: background and peak profile coefficients.  Isotropic temperature 

factors were then introduced for each atom followed by the variation of the one 

refinable coordinate (that of the x position of the oxygen atoms).  Final refinements 

resulted in reasonable degrees of fit between the calculated structure and observed 

data for all phases. 

 

Table 3.3.1 – Initial starting model used for the refinement of the series ABB’O6 where A = K, Rb or 

Cs and B = Ta, Nb and Sb B’ = Mo, W and Te 

Atom Site x y z Uiso 

Alkali Metal 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 0.025 

B/B’ 16c 0 0 0 0.025 

O 48f 0.3125 0.125 0.125 0.025 

 

Table 3.3.2 – Refined lattice constants for the series ABB’O6 where A = K, Rb or Cs and B = Ta, Nb 

and Sb B’ = Mo, W and Te. Estimated standard deviations (ESDs) are given in parenthesis. 

Product 
Lattice parameter/Å 

K Rb Cs 

ANbWO6 10.4747(2) 10.38835(17) 10.3840(3) 

ANbTeO6 10.2257(3) 10.23822(3) 10.277(4) 

ANbMoO6 - - 10.4387(3) 

ATaTeO6 10.2423(9) 10.27201(1) 10.28222(15) 

ATaWO6 10.49859(16) 10.34351(19) 10.36062(11) 

ATaMoO6 - - 10.3866(7) 

ASbTeO6 10.0890(5) - 10.1908(2) 
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3.4  Preliminary data examination 

Inspection of the ionic radii and the averaged ionic radii of the B-site cations 

(presented in Table 3.4.1), for the series studied, would lead us to expect a 

predictable trend in lattice constants. Allowing for these variations in ionic radii and 

assuming similar contributions from the A-site cations to each phase we would 

expect the lattice parameters to be similar for ANbWO6 and ATaWO6 and between 

ANbTeO6 and ATaTeO6.  In general this is the observed trend and can be seen in 

Figure 3.4.1, which clearly shows a general increase in cell parameter with 

increasing B-site cation size.  The clear outlier from this series is CsTaMoO6 (which 

shows a considerably larger than expected cell volume) and to a lesser extent 

CsNbMoO6.  It is possible that this slight increase in cell volume may be partially 

explained by a pseudo Jahn-Teller effect that has been previously observed in both 

molybdenum and niobium-containing materials whereby the polyhedra distort
35,36

.  If 

no ordering is observed in these distortions it is expected that they will lead to an 

overall increase in lattice parameter and this is therefore a possible origin of what is 

observed here. In the case of these materials this behaviour is observed with a greater 

degree of distortion within the polyhedra than in the other caesium-containing 

phases. 

Table 3.4.1 – Ionic radii and average ionic radii for the series presented in Figure 3.4.1, radii are 

taken from Shannon37. 

Atom Ionic radius/Å  Atoms Average radius/Å 

Nb 0.64  Nb/W 0.62 

W 0.60  Nb/Te 0.60 

Te 0.56  Ta/Te 0.60 

Ta 0.64  Ta/W 0.62 

Sb 0.60  Nb/Mo 0.62 

Mo 0.59  Ta/Mo 0.58 

   Sb/Te 0.58 
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Figure 3.4.1 – A plot of the average ionic radii of the B-site cations in the series CsBB’O6 against 

lattice parameter. 
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Figure 3.4.2 – Refined lattice parameter against the ionic radius of the A-site cation for the series of 

materials studied. (ANbWO6 (●), ANbTeO6 (○), ATaTeO6 (▼) and ATaWO6 (∆) where A is K, Rb and 

Cs).   
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Further inspection of the refined data shows little evidence of a strong correlation 

between the size of the largest B-site species and the overall lattice parameter, with 

the average ionic radii appearing to provide the dominant effect. The refined average 

metal-oxygen bond length in materials such as CsNbMoO6, at 1.9679(7) Å, is shorter 

than those we would expect to see in a pure Mo/O environment, the smaller of the 

two cations present, where we would typically expect bonds of ~1.99 Å
38

. It would 

appear that the dominant force here is the size of the A-site cation relative to the BO6 

octahedra with a significant level of distortion of the octahedra being observed to 

allow incorporation of these cations, including a compression of the metal/oxygen 

bonds when compared to similar bonds in other metal oxide frameworks. 
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Inspection of the refined lattice parameters of the four completed series, ANbWO6, 

ANbTeO6, ATaTeO6 and ATaWO6 (where A = K, Rb and Cs), Figure 3.4.2, shows 

an unexpected trend in the lattice parameters. The series ANbTeO6 and ATaTeO6 

show an increase in lattice parameter directly correlating to the increase in ionic 

radius of the A-site ion.  In contrast, for ANbWO6 and ATaWO6 this is not observed, 

with minimal change in lattice parameter for the two rubidium-containing phases and 

a significant increase when potassium is incorporated.  The discrepancies in lattice 

parameter in both KNbWO6 and KTaWO6 can be explained by the incorporation of 

water into the structure as previously described by various authors
1,26

, although other 

studies have failed to note this effect
39

.  Whilst other work in this area showed no 

reference to hydration in the other materials presented here it was easily shown that 

several of the other phases studied hydrate readily in air using both 

thermogravimetric data and infrared (IR) spectroscopy.     
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Figure 3.4.3 – Calculated water content for RbNbWO6.nH2O (black) and KNbWO6.nH2O (red) from 

TGA data. 
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Figure 3.4.4 shows IR spectra collected for the series ANbWO6 (A = K,Rb and Cs) 

indicating an increased contribution from intercalated water to the spectra as A-site 

cation size is increased, observed in the broad stretch ~3600 cm
-1

.  
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Figure 3.4.4 – Infrared spectra of KNbWO6(---), RbNbWO6(….) and CsNbWO6(-). Data was collected 
using a reflection setup such that all absorptions could be assigned to the sample. 

Typically waters of crystallisation, as observed in solid state spectra, display a broad 

band between 3600 and 3100 cm
-1

 (indicated the arrow in Figure 3.4.4) and a weaker 

band between 1640 and 1615 cm
-1

, both of which are observed in these spectra
40

.  A 

small contribution from water is observed in all phases and this is attributed to 

surface water. To establish this relationship clearly, samples which were considered 

„dry‟ (i.e. without intercalated water), were dried at 200°C for 24 hours to remove 

surface water.  Further IR spectra were collected, with the broad peak attributed to 

water significantly reduced. 

The RbNbWO6 phase appears to show a small contribution from water in the IR 

spectrum and this is further confirmed by TGA data which shows a small mass loss 

between room temperature and 400°C which equates to approximately 1/6 of a water 

molecule per formula unit.  This incorporation of water may go some way to 

explaining the slightly larger than expected lattice parameter observed in this phase. 
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Study of several of the hydrated beta-pyrochlore phases are presented later in this 

work. The remainder of this chapter deals exclusively with the dehydrated phases.  

To ensure total dehydration, the initial preparation methods presented in Section 

3.2.1 were undertaken followed by heating under a nitrogen atmosphere for 8 hours 

at 400°C before recollecting PXRD data under the conditions used earlier in this 

chapter.  Once dried, samples were handled exclusively under nitrogen as rapid 

rehydration otherwise occurred. 
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3.4.1  Final PXRD structural refinements for the series ABB’O6 where A = K, 

Rb or Cs and B = Ta, Nb or Sb B’ = Mo, W or Te 

Refinements for the dried materials were repeated as described in Section 3.3.1, 

providing significantly improved fits to the data for the phases that had previously 

included intercalated water.  Calculated fit parameters are presented in Table 3.4.2 

along with examples of graphical fits in Figures 3.4.4 and 3.4.5 of phases displaying 

amongst the best and worst statistical fits.  It can be clearly seen in Table 3.4.2 that 

the degree of fit, shown as the fit parameters, varies significantly between data sets, 

whilst the graphical fit remains similar throughout.  A significant contributing factor 

to this is the relative contribution of the background to the data sets; those with 

backgrounds that are lower in proportion to the intensity of the reflections provide 

significantly improved levels of fit.  Separate refined data presented later in this 

work, collected on a variety of PND instruments, along with literature sources do 

however provide an excellent level of agreement to the refined PXRD data. 
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Table 3.4.2 – Refined final fit parameters from PXRD data for the series ABB’O6 where A = K, Rb or 

Cs and B = Ta, Nb and Sb B’ = Mo, W and Te. 

Phase χ
2
 Rwp(%) Rp(%) 

CsTaMoO6 1.153 36.65 25.98 

RbTaWO6 3.601 18.09 13.72 

KTaWO6 5.362 23.63 18.11 

CsTaWO6 3.457 4.47 3.21 

RbTaTeO6 2.251 5.94 4.56 

KTaTeO6 0.9990 35.80 25.68 

CsTaTeO6 1.678 5.61 4.17 

CsNbMoO6 2.146 5.17 4.03 

RbNbWO6 8.462 11.01 7.57 

KNbWO6 0.5717 42.45 35.17 

CsNbWO6 2.373 5.41 3.89 

RbNbTeO6 1.209 33.46 22.61 

KNbTeO6 1.081 32.86 21.82 

CsNbTeO6 1.146 34.99 24.44 

KSbTeO6 1.168 29.68 19.84 

CsSbTeO6 1.677 19.63 13.53 
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Figure 3.4.4 – Profile fit to PXRD data for KNbTeO6. Experimental data points are shown as red 

crosses, upper continuous green line the calculated profile and the lower continuous blue line the 

difference. Allowed reflections are indicated by tick marks. 
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Figure 3.4.5 – Profile fit to PXRD data for CsNbWO6. Experimental data points are shown as red 

crosses, upper continuous green line the calculated profile and the lower continuous blue line the 

difference. Allowed reflections are indicated by tick marks. 
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3.4.2 Discussion 

Lattice parameters for the investigated phases were calculated and are presented in 

Table 3.4.3. The expected trends of these dehydrated phases are, in general, 

predictable showing an extremely strong correlation between the cation sizes and 

lattice constants.  For the phases previously presented as hydrated materials the 

expected lattice contractions, as the A-site cations are reduced in size, were now 

observed, Figure 3.4.6.  The decay is smooth and proportional to the reduction in 

cation size, with the exception of KNbTeO6 and to some degree KSbTeO6 (although 

the identification of any trend associated with this phase is speculative as the 

rubidium analogue was not synthesised successfully) where a smaller than expected 

reduction is observed.  Both of these phases are smaller than the other series under 

investigation and it is thus expected that this behaviour is purely a result of better 

coordination of the potassium atoms being provided by this degree of contraction. 

Table 3.4.3 – Refined lattice constants for the series ABB’O6 where A = K, Rb or Cs and B = Ta, Nb 

and Sb B’ = Mo, W and Te. ESD’s are given in parenthesis. 

Product 
Lattice parameter/Å 

K Rb Cs 

ANbWO6 10.3566(2) 10.3677(7) 10.3840(3) 

ANbTeO6 10.2257(3) 10.23822(3) 10.277(4) 

ANbMoO6 - - 10.4387(3) 

ATaTeO6 10.2423(9) 10.27201(1) 10.28222(15) 

ATaWO6 10.3194(11) 10.34351(19) 10.36062(11) 

ATaMoO6 - - 10.3866(7) 

ASbTeO6 10.0890(5) - 10.1908(2) 
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Figure 3.4.6 – Refined lattice parameter against the ionic radius of the A cation for the series of 

materials studied. (ANbWO6 (●), ANbTeO6 (○), ATaTeO6 (▼) and ATaWO6 (∆) where A is K, Rb and 

Cs) after dehydration. 

Further inspection of the data shows a strong correlation between the increasing 

thermal motion of the A-site cations and the decreasing ion size, regardless of the 

composition of the surrounding framework. The degree of displacement this 

represents appears to reach a threshold where the atom moves from the 8b site in the 

centre of the cavity with a high degree of thermal motion to an independently 

refineable 32e site with a more reasonable level of motion. Only two phases fall into 

this second category, KNbWO6 and KTaWO6, both of which possess the largest 

average ionic radius, 0.62 Å in a six fold site, for the B-site cations and are thus 

expected to provide the largest internal cavities of any of the materials studied.  Both 

of these phases were therefore refined with displaced potassium ion positions.  

Further discussion and details of the refinements for these phases are presented in 

Chapter Four.  In general the behaviour of these cations is excluded from this 

discussion as the coordination is significantly different and they effectively adopt a 

different local structure type. 
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Figure 3.4.7 – A plot of the refined isotropic thermal parameters for the series ABB’O6 where the 

A-cation is represented by K(●), Rb(○) and Cs(▼) for the four completed series 

The thermal motion of the alkali metals shown in Figure 3.4.7 displays a very simple 

and clear trend, with the alkali metal ion size increasing as it becomes more tightly 

bound within the framework leading to lower degrees of thermal motion.  The exact 

degree of thermal motion however appears to be only loosely linked to the overall 

lattice size; whilst on average the greater the lattice parameter the higher the UISO, 

the link is not direct.  So while the two largest of the potassium containing phases, 

KNbWO6 and KTaWO6, display the highest degrees of thermal motion for the 

potassium cations present they do so in a manner that we would not expect with the 

smaller KTaWO6 having a far more significant degree of thermal motion than the 

KNbWO6 with its larger internal spacings.  This can possibly be explained by more 

complex movements of the potassium ions within the cavities, such as has been 

shown in the smaller KOs2O6 ( a = ~10.1 Å) where the potassium ions are displaced 

from the 8b site and can be localised to other sites surrounding this at extremely low 

temperature with the overall density thus appearing to be „smeared‟ across the 

cavity
41

. 
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Figure 3.4.8 – Plot of the relationship between alkali metal ion size and the average metal-oxygen 

bond lengths for the series; ANbWO6 (●), ATaWO6 (○), ATaTeO6 (▼) and ANbTeO6 (∆). 

The total volume of the polyhedra, determined through the bond lengths and internal 

bond angles, are relatively consistent for most phases, independent of the alkali 

metal cation size (Figure 3.4.8).  The exception appears to be the two phases capable 

of hydrating, KNbWO6 and KTaWO6, both of which, once dehydrated, display 

metal-oxygen bond lengths in excess of what would be expected by inspection of the 

other phases being studied here.  Whilst this phenomenon is worth noting here it will 

be investigated more thoroughly in Chapter Four, where the use of PND allows more 

accurate determination of the oxygen atom positions.  What this behaviour does 

imply however is that the cation species has some effect upon the volume of these 

polyhedra and that when it is no longer tightly bound, as in KNbWO6 and KTaWO6, 

these polyhedra will expand.  This behaviour is typical of such structure types and is 

to be predicted with the metal-oxygen bond lengths displayed in these materials 

being shorter than normally seen in an octahedrally-coordinated environment for 

these elements.  
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Figure 3.4.9 – A plot of the one refineable co-ordinate ‘x’ for the oxygen positions in the series 

ABB’O6 discussed in this chapter against the ionic radii of the A-site cations. Values used are; K -

1.55Å, Rb – 1.63Å and Cs – 1.78Å37 

Although weak, there is a loose trend in alkali metal ion size to oxygen position that 

is independent of the lattice parameter of the original compound.  Figure 3.4.9 

further shows this trend to greater levels of distortion within the BO6 octahedra with 

respect to reducing ion size.  It is expected that this behaviour arises, at least in part, 

to allow better coordination of the alkali metal species thus stabilising both the 

framework and the A-site cations.  As the cation size is reduced a smaller 

coordination environment is required and as previously stated the change in the 

shape of these octahedra allows this to occur. 
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Figure 3.4.10 – Graphics showing the effect of altering the x position of the oxygen upon the coordination of the 8b A-site cations.  From left to right x = 0.3000, 

0.3125 and 0.3250. The bond length values presented here are representative of the general effect upon phases of this type. Upper images look down the [110] 

direction and the lower pictures are perpendicular to this. 
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In the case of the majority of the beta-pyrochlore series studied here the variable 

positional parameter for the oxygen atoms, that of the x coordinate, is equal to or 

greater than 0.3125 meaning that in each case the MO6 polyhedra these atoms make 

up are compressed in the [111] direction.  Figure 3.4.10 shows the effect that this has 

upon the coordination of the A-site cation.  It can clearly be seen that this 

compression leads to shorter oxygen-alkali metal distances, thus the smaller the 

cation occupying this site the greater the value of x that is required to provide an 

ideal coordination environment.   

The one exception seen in the general trend is observed in CsNbWO6 where the 

opposing distortion is seen, with the octahedra elongating in the [111] direction.  

This behaviour is not predicted as the lattice parameter and other refined data on this 

phase follows the expected trends for the beta-pyrochlore series. As this material 

also displays some interesting electronic properties further work was carried out and 

is discussed in Section 3.7. 

Finally, inspection of the general trends in thermal motion of the atoms within these 

frameworks shows no strong correlations with respect to cation size.  It is reasonable 

to expect a higher degree of thermal motion for the oxygen atoms as the alkali metal 

ions decrease in size due to the ions being more loosely coordinated; this is not 

however observed (Table 3.4.4).  For the interpretation of the majority of this oxygen 

data we must be aware that the e.s.d. are more significant due to the poor resolution 

of oxygen position that arises from the use of PXRD when heavier elements are also 

present in the sample.  This may go some way to explain why the expected link 

between these two features is not observed. 

As part of this work attempts were also undertaken to synthesise pyrochlores of 

similar composition as those presented here but incorporating first row transition 

metals on to the B-sites.  Fluoride analogues with only first row transition metals on 

these B-sites are relatively well known with the majority of compositions forming for 

species that are in the d
0
 state

39,42
. The oxides, however, are sparse with only one 

composition previously identified, ATi0.5B‟O6
43

.  Several naturally occurring phases 

also contain first row transition metals but once again the B-site occupancy is low 

with second and third row metals dominating
44-46

.  This difference between the 

formation of the fluoride and oxide phases is somewhat surprising as both have 
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extremely similar ionic radii, of 1.285 Å and 1.35 Å respectively but can be partially 

explained by the preference of many first row transition elements to lower oxidation 

states than their second and third row counterparts.  A suitable example of this is the 

series CsTaB’O6 where B’ = Cr, Mo and W, both the molybdenum and tungsten 

compounds form readily adopting the +6 oxidation state.  However chromium, 

which can also be reduced to a +6 oxidation state, forms a variety of phases 

including Cs2CrO4
47

 and Ta2CrO6
48

, which whilst having chromium present in the 

desired oxidation state appear to be both the thermodynamic and kinetic products of 

this reaction type with the pyrochlore phases not forming.   

 

Table 3.4.4 – Refined positional parameters for the x coordinate of the oxygens in the series ABB’O6 

where A = K, Rb or Cs and B = Ta, Nb and Sb B’ = Mo, W and Te, along with their associated 

thermal motion.  E.s.d’s are given in parenthesis. 

Phase x coordinate of O UISO 

CsTaMoO6 0.3130(15) 3.1(8) 

RbTaWO6 0.3157(7) 1.7(3) 

KTaWO6 0.3202(12)   5.2(6) 

CsTaWO6 0.3191(3) 1.82(16) 

RbTaTeO6 0.3205(2) 1.09(10) 

KTaTeO6 0.3197(14) 1.1(6) 

CsTaTeO6 0.3176(3) 0.67(13) 

CsNbMoO6 0.3155(2) 0.54(10) 

RbNbWO6 0.3309(13) 5.1(7) 

KNbWO6 0.3194(11) 3.6(5) 

CsNbWO6 0.3103(4) 1.97(17) 

RbNbTeO6 0.3169(9) 2.83(6) 

KNbTeO6 0.3174(9) 3.04(7) 

CsNbTeO6 0.3171(12) 3.9(7) 

KSbTeO6 0.3257(10) 1.2(4) 

CsSbTeO6 0.3231(7) 0.9(4) 
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3.5  Neutron diffraction experiments on the series ANbTeO6 where A = K, 

Rb or Cs 

This work was carried out alongside that of Miss R. Galati who as part of the same 

research project has carried out detailed structural analysis of the series AOs2O6 (A = 

Cs, Rb or K)
41,49

.  These materials have been heavily studied in recent years as they 

are a form of non-cuprate superconductor, undergoing superconducting transitions at 

3.6, 6.3 and 9.6 K respectively for Cs, Rb and K
50-52

. These materials are of 

particular interest as superconductivity has been partially attributed to the „rattling‟ 

motion of the alkali metal
13,22

, observable through an abnormally large thermal 

motion of these ions. Rattling is an effect by which the atom moves rapidly between 

multiple sites and is therefore observed as having its assigned density „smeared‟ 

across these sites. As previously discussed, the stability of the B2O6 network can 

allow the retention of a similar sized framework across a series; thus, this „rattling‟ 

behaviour becomes more significant as the alkali metal ion becomes smaller.  The 

series ANbTeO6 (A = K, Rb and Cs) was studied to provide the basis for a structural 

comparison to AOs2O6
53

 in a material that is structurally similar but is non-

superconducting. Specifically ANbTeO6 was chosen as it is relatively simple to 

produce in bulk quantities as a single phase and provided the closest lattice 

parameter to AOs2O6 for a series that could be synthesised for all three analogues 

(difference in lattice constants of ~0.1 Å).  It was therefore expected that the 

behaviour of the alkali metal cations, the speculated origin of superconductivity in 

AOs2O6
54

, would be similar in each phase, and thus a more in-depth study was 

undertaken.  
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3.5.1 Sample preparation 

Large scale samples of ANbTeO6 were produced using a variation on the methods 

employed by Darriet et al
1
 who previously synthesised the potassium and rubidium-

containing phases.  Each material was prepared in multiple ~1 g batches as larger 

samples contained significant quantities of impurities.  Stoichiometric quantities of 

ANO3 (A = K, Rb and Cs, all Aldrich, 99, 99.7 and 99.99% respectively), Nb2O5 

(Aldrich, 99.9%) and Te(OH)6 (Aldrich, 97.5-102.5% metal basis) were weighed and 

initially ground together, followed by sintering at 450°C for 16 hrs to remove the 

volatile components.  The samples were then reground and pelletised before a further 

heating at 700°C also for 16 hrs. Phase purity of each sample was checked using 

PXRD data and matched the data presented in Section 3.4 well. Individual samples 

were then combined, ground, pelletised and annealed a final time for 4 hrs at 700°C. 

Inspection of the resulting material by PXRD showed the sample to be phase pure 

and produced a sample of ~5 g suitable for PND. 

3.5.2 Variable temperature structural studies of ANbTeO6 where A = K, Rb or 

Cs using PND data 

Data were collected on the D20 high intensity powder neutron diffraction instrument 

at the ILL, Grenoble at a wavelength of 1.8768 Å over an angular range of 12 to 

153.6° 2θ.  Samples were mounted in 8 mm vanadium cans housed within a 

cryofurnace. Initially a 20 minute data set was collected on each sample at 2 K so 

that an initial starting model could be refined.  Further data were then collected 

continuously over a 3 hour temperature ramp from 2-500 K for each sample. Data 

were then summed over every 5 K temperature rise to improve statistics, mirroring 

the data collection method used for the osmate analogues. 

Initially the three data sets, collected at 2 K, were fitted to the standard cubic beta-

pyrochlore model
3
 with the two B-site cations sharing a site,  with the refinement of 

global parameters proceeding smoothly.  A small amount of vanadium was also 

visible in the data which can be attributed to the sample can and beam windows of 

the cryofurnace. This was therefore included in the refinement (using the model of 

Seybolt and Sumsion
55

) as a second phase with cell constant and phase fraction 

being allowed to vary, with the initial peak shape parameter proving a sufficient 
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match to the data quality. The model used provided an extremely close fit to the data 

with no evidence for ordering of the niobium and tellurium present. Further 

inspection of the data showed abnormally large isotropic thermal parameters on the 

alkali metals as seen in the related osmate phases
50,56

, particularly notable in the 

potassium-containing phase.   

As for the osmium phases several other models were tested on KNbTeO6 for 

completeness.  The structural model developed by Schuck et al.
57

 from single crystal 

data was investigated, this model suggests a lowering of symmetry to F ̅3m which 

would result in multiple weak reflections not allowed within the higher symmetry 

Fd ̅  model. Careful observation of the data shows no intensity in these areas and 

Le Bail extractions carried out in F ̅3m, varying just the profile and lattice 

parameters, showed no significant improvement in the extracted fit profiles. Data 

was studied over the entire temperature range as work by Hiroi et al.
23

 suggested a 

temperature-dependent phase transition was occurring in KOs2O6 at Tp= 7.5K, 

independent of the superconducting transition.  No evidence was observed for any 

change in symmetry over the temperature range studied, there were however 

indications that a model incorporating a localised displacement of the potassium 

ions, as postulated by Hiroi et al., provided an improvement in extracted fit 

parameters. 

 A model was therefore tested with the potassium cations displaced to a 32e (x,x,x) 

site initially close to the 8b (0.375,0.375,0.375) position at the centre of the large 

channels.  This model provided a significant improvement to the overall fit of the 

data and was therefore used as an initial starting model for the potassium phase at 

2K.  Similar processes were undertaken for the rubidium and caesium phases but 

were rapidly discarded as profile fit parameters proved to be inferior for the models 

with a shifted alkali metal ion position over one incorporating increased thermal 

motion. The final refined crystallographic data for the three initial data collections at 

2 K are presented in Tables 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3 along with extracted profile fits in 

Figures 3.5.1, 3.5.2 and 3.5.3.   
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Table 3.5.1 – Refined atomic parameters for a 2K PND data set of CsNbTeO6. E.S.D’s are given in 

parentheses. 

Atom Site x y z Occupancy Uiso 

Cs 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 0.6(2) 

Nb 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.50(12) 

Te 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.50(12) 

O 48f 0.3166(3) 0.125 0.125 1 1.04(8) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.2875(7) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 13.46, Rwp = 6.20%, Rp = 2.70% 

 

Table 3.5.2 – Refined atomic parameters for a 2K PND data set of RbNbTeO6. E.S.D’s are given in 

parentheses. 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy Uiso 

Rb 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 1.45(10) 

Nb 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.76(7) 

Te 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.76(7) 

O 48f 0.31743(15) 0.125 0.125 1 1.25(5) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.2459(4) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 =9.059, Rwp = 6.98%, Rp = 3.68% 

 

Table 3.5.3 – Refined atomic parameters for a 2K PND data set of KNbTeO6. E.S.D’s are given in 

parentheses. 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy Uiso 

K 32e 0.3947(6) 0.3947(6) 0.3947(6) 0.25 1.04(5) 

Nb 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.72(8) 

Te 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.72(8) 

O 48f 0.31736(18) 0.125 0.125 1 1.10(5) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.23973(14) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 2.987, Rwp = 8.42%, Rp = 5.15% 
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Using this model as a starting point the remaining data sets were refined using the 

SEQGSAS module included in the GSAS program
33

. For each refinement the 

background, lattice parameter, thermal parameters and peak profile parameters were 

allowed to vary with the sequential refinements running smoothly to completion in 

each case. 

Whilst the models for both the rubidium and caesium phases proved stable and 

consistent across the entire temperature range studied the potassium model failed to 

do so.  Between 70 and 80 K the position of the potassium ions, situated on a 32e 

site, became indistinguishable from the 8b site with x ≈ 0.375.  For all refinements 

above this temperature the standard beta-pyrochlore was therefore once again used 

and provided a slight improvement of fit above 70 K. 

 

Table 3.5.4 – Refined atomic parameters for a 100K PND data set of KNbTeO6. E.S.D’s are given in 

parentheses. 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy Uiso 

K 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 7.0(4) 

Nb 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.73(8) 

Te 16d 0 0 0 0.5 0.73(8) 

O 48f 0.31735(19) 0.125 0.125 1 1.14(7) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.24043(15) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 3.070, Rwp = 8.50%, Rp = 5.25% 
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Figure 3.5.1 – Profile fit for a 2K PND data set of CsNbTeO6. Experimental data points are shown as 

crosses, upper continuous line the calculated profile and the lower continuous line the difference. 
Allowed reflection positions are indicated by tick marks, red for vanadium and black for CsNbTeO6 
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Figure 3.5.2 – Profile fit for a 2K PND data set of RbNbTeO6. Experimental data points are shown as 

crosses, upper continuous line the calculated profile and the lower continuous line the difference. 

Allowed reflection positions are indicated by tick marks red for vanadium and black for RbNbTeO6 
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Figure 3.5.3 – Profile fit for a 2K PND data set of KNbTeO6. Experimental data points are shown as 

crosses, upper continuous line the calculated profile and the lower continuous line the difference. 

Allowed reflection positions are indicated by tick marks red for vanadium and black for KNbTeO6 
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3.5.3  Discussion  

The application and analysis of high resolution powder neutron data has allowed us 

to precisely view the structural behaviour of the series ANbTeO6 with respect to 

temperature.  Calculated lattice parameters for the series were observed as generally 

increasing across the range of temperatures as expected, Figure 3.5.4.  Extracted 

lattice parameters at 2 K were 10.238 Å, 10.247 Å and 10.286 Å for the K, Rb and 

caesium containing phases respectively, showing the expected increase in lattice 

constant with the increasing size of alkali metal.  This increase in lattice constant 

however is not directly proportional to the increasing ion size, suggesting that they 

are differently affecting the overall B2O6 lattice structure.  Over the entire 

temperature range studied the materials where A= Rb and Cs display conventional 

thermal expansion in these lattice constants with no suggestion of structural change 

as may be associated with the alkali metal moving from a general to a fixed position 

within the framework.  The behaviour of KNbTeO6 however is significantly 

different, with anomalous variation being found below 70 K.  This behaviour can 

also be observed in the average thermal expansion coefficients of the materials 

between 10 and 500 K which are 4.20 x 10
-6 

K
-1

 (Cs), 4.06 x 10
-6 

K
-1

 (Rb) and 3.15 x 

10
-6 

K
-1

 (K), clearly implying some unusual behaviour is occurring in the potassium 

phase. 

Careful examination of the lattice parameters below 70 K shows that between 70 and 

40 K the lattice parameter is almost invariant, before rapidly contracting between 35 

and 15 K then once again levelling off or possibly showing a slight expansion on 

cooling below 10 K, as can be seen in Figure 3.5.5.  This behaviour is very similar to 

what has also been observed in KOs2O6
41

 and appears to be associated with the 

freezing-out of the potassium ion displacement at these low temperatures.  At 2 K 

this displacement is significant with x = 0.3947(6), equating to a shift of ~0.35 Å 

from the 8b site. 
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Figure 3.5.4 – Extracted lattice parameters for the series ANbTeO6 (A = Cs(●), Rb(○) and K(▼)) 

from the refinement of variable temperature PND data. Calculated errors are within the points. 
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Figure 3.5.5 –Low temperature lattice parameters, along with associated errors, for KNbTeO6. 
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Figure 3.5.6 – Schematic of KTeNbO6 showing the coordination environments achievable for the 

potassium ions (turquoise) on the 8b and 16d sites within the cavities. The available 32e sites lie 

between these two sites with a variety of coordination environments possible. 

Figure 3.5.6 shows the range of possible sites that can potentially be occupied by the 

potassium ions in this model and the variation in coordination environment that any 

atomic shift allows.  The initial model for KTeNbO6 places the potassium ions on a 

32e site between the 8b and 16d sites shown.  At higher temperature the average ion 

position appears to move towards the 8b site as the thermal energy and associated 

thermal motion they gain requires a more complete coordination environment.  

The constant and approximately linear increase in lattice parameters also indicates 

no loss of water as the materials are heated, ruling out the possibility that the large 

thermal motion of the potassium ions can be explained by displacement away from 

the modelled 8b site by inclusion of water within the framework.   This was 

confirmed by TGA which showed no significant mass loss as the materials were 

heated. 

In this analysis of the polycrystalline material the trapping of the cation appears to 

occur randomly leaving the Fd3̄ m description with statistically disordered potassium 

ions as the best model.  The distance between the metal centres of the octahedra, 

from which the size of the channels within these frameworks are derived, remain 

reasonably constant throughout the series whilst the alkali metal ion increases in size 

(for K, Rb and Cs the size of the cations being 1.55 Å, 1.63 Å and 1.78 Å 

respectively), leading to an effect referred to as „rattling‟.  As previously discussed, 
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this process as described by Kunes and Pickett
22

 for materials of this type, suggests a 

movement of the alkali metal ions away from the idealised 8b site in the centre of the 

tetrahedral cavities towards four  off-centre 32e positions closer to the 16d sites (the 

additional site occupied by the A-type cation in a conventional alpha-pyrochlore).  

The term “rattling” arises from observations that the alkali metals ions undergo local 

vibrations between these four available 32e sites, leading to an observable average of 

an 8b position at the centre of these sites with a large degree of thermal motion 

attributed to the ion.  Figures 3.5.7, 3.5.8 and 3.5.9 show the thermal motion of each 

atom with respect to temperature for the three phases CsNbTeO6, RbNbTeO6 and 

KNbTeO6.  These graphs show the thermal motion of each alkali metal increasing, as 

expected, with rising temperature.  The thermal motion gained for each atom 

however is not equal and provides more evidence for the level of coordination 

achieved by each cation in their respective networks. Figure 3.5.9 is included to 

show that for each phase the Nb/TeO6 networks display comparable thermal stability 

to one another regardless of their host cations.    Thermal motions associated with the 

octahedra are as expected, with similar vibrational energies on the metal and bonded 

oxygen.  In each case the oxygen atoms have a slightly higher degree of thermal 

motion, as would be expected for a lighter element.   

It is of interest to note that whilst at low temperatures the caesium and rubidium 

cations display similar degrees of thermal motion as the supporting framework at 

low temperature this convergence of thermal motion for the entire structure never 

occurs in the potassium-containing phase. This behaviour supports the idea that the 

potassium instead settles onto a fixed crystallographic position and in this way 

improves the overall stability of the framework. 
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Figure 3.5.7 – Refined isotropic temperature factors for the atoms comprising CsNbTeO6 where 

Cs (●), Nb/Te (○) and O(▼) with associated calculated errors.  
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Figure 3.5.8 – Refined isotropic temperature factors for the atoms comprising RbNbTeO6 where 

Rb (●), Nb/Te (○) and O (▼) with associated calculated errors. 
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Figure 3.5.9 – Refined isotropic temperature factors for the atoms comprising KNbTeO6 where K (●), 

Nb/Te (○) and O (▼) with associated calculated errors. 

 

Figure 3.5.10 – Refined isotropic thermal parameters for Nb/Te atoms in KNbTeO6 (▼), RbNbTeO6 

(○) and CsNbTeO6 (●) along with associated errors and calculated trend lines. 
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Figure 3.5.11 – Refined Nb/Te-O bond lengths for KNbTeO6 (▼), RbNbTeO6 (○) and CsNbTeO6 (●). 

A plot of the calculated oxygen-transition metal bond lengths, Figure 3.5.11, shows 

the effects of increasing thermal energy on the BO6 framework.  What we observe is 

normal thermal expansion for a material of this sort with only a small lengthening of 

the oxygen bond length.   To a large degree this can be explained by the stability of 

the BO6 network which retains its structure and expands only slightly with the 

increasing size of the A cation.  The similarity in bond lengths and lattice parameters 

for the rubidium and potassium samples can be explained by the ions being smaller 

than the cavities they inhabit; therefore the size of these ions and their increasing 

thermal motion with temperature has little effect upon the overall size of the unit 

cell.  However in CsNbTeO6 the caesium ion is effectively filling all the available 

space within the cavity and therefore an increased cavity size allows for overall 

relaxation of the framework. This is created by increasing the size of the BO6 

octahedra in turn causing an elongation of the metal/oxygen bond length, and 

increase in unit cell size. 
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A further change arising from the changes in effective alkali metal ion sizes is the 

level of distortion of the polyhedral units comprising the B2O6 framework.  Whilst 

rarely a marked effect in these octahedra it is often a strong indicator of how readily 

the A-site cation is being accommodated and may suggest the level of strain within 

the material.   

Figure 3.5.12 shows the angles within the polyhedra as calculated from the longer 2 

K data collections.  In each case all six Nb/Te-O bond lengths are identical with the 

only distortions arising from a change in the internal bond angles.  Whilst the 

rubidium and potassium phases appear identical the level of distortion observed in 

the caesium compound is marginally less.  This is in good agreement with what we 

have seen in the remainder of the data with the smaller rubidium and potassium 

cations encouraging structural changes to allow for better overall coordination. 

Inspection of the same octahedral angles, but at 500 K, shows very little change with 

the octahedra of the potassium phase retaining the same geometry and the rubidium 

and caesium phases relaxing slightly, by ~0.2°, implying the temperature has 

marginal effect upon this distortion and that the majority of this effect arises purely 

from alkali metal ion size. 

 

 

Figure 3.5.12 – Refined angles for the Nb/Te-O bonds from 2 K data sets, from left to right they 

represent the octahedra of CsNbTeO6, RbNbTeO6 and KNbTeO6. 
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A significant part of the rationale behind this work was to provide direct comparison 

between the behaviour of the series AOs2O6 and ANbTeO6 (where A = Cs, Rb and 

K).  Of particular interest to us were the similarities between the low temperature 

behaviours of KOs2O6 and KNbTeO6 both of which displayed a localisation of the 

potassium ions on to a fixed site away from the 8b site.  Figures 3.5.13 and 3.5.14, 

below, show the coordination environment of the potassium ions in KNbTeO6 with 

the potassium shifting significantly closer to the oxygen atoms of the B2O6 network 

at low  temperatures  allowing  for  better  coordination  of  the   potassium  ions  and   

 

Figure 3.5.13 – Schematic showing the two proposed coordination environments in KNbTeO6.  Purple 

is the theorised position at 2 K and turquoise the position above 70 K. Polyhedra represent the 

Nb/Te-O octahedral units. 

 

Figure 3.5.14 – The left hand image shows the coordination environment at 2 K of the potassium ions 

(purple).  The right hand image shows the coordination if the potassium ions remained on the 8b site.  

K-O bond lengths are given in Å and the polyhedra represent the Nb/Te-O octahedral units. 
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therefore lowering the overall free energy of the structure.  This behaviour is further 

evidenced by the non-Grüneisen-type contraction we observe in the lattice parameter 

with respect to temperature, where we initially see the lattice parameter stabilising 

then further contracting. This trend can be explained through consideration of what 

is occurring within the pyrochlore channels.  The movement of the potassium ions 

away from the central 12-coordinate 8b site towards the 6-fold 16d site inhibits the 

contraction of the framework.  A contraction in overall lattice parameter also leads to 

a reduction in the size of the 16d site, with the movement of the potassium ions 

towards this site becoming significantly less favourable.  Figure 3.5.13 shows the 

change in coordination environment associated with this movement and it can be 

seen that a significant improvement is achieved. 

Overall the behaviour between the two phases is predictable with similar trends 

followed by all compounds; in each case a reduction in alkali metal ion size leads to 

an increased thermal motion on these ions.  Lattice behaviour is also isotypic in 

corresponding phases with typical Grüneisen behaviour seen in both rubidium and 

caesium containing materials.  Finally KOs2O6 and KNbTeO6 show a similar trend in 

behaviour with the potassium ions settling onto refineable positions away from the 

8b site.  As would be predicted this occurs at a higher temperature and to a more 

significant degree in KNbTeO6, the larger of the two phases, where at 2 K the 

cations have shifted by ~0.35 Å as opposed to 0.23 Å in KOs2O6. 

It is also worth noting that more recent work carried out within the research group
49

, 

discussed in more detail later in this work, implies that KOs2O6 can incorporate 

limited amounts of water into its framework, in the region of 0.05 waters per unit 

cell and that this can have significant effects upon the materials‟ behaviour and 

lattice parameter.  This behaviour was not however observed in the potassium phase 

studied here even with a fractionally larger lattice volume being displayed by 

KNbTeO6. Recorded TGA data showed no mass loss associated with a dehydration 

event and no rapid lattice parameter shift is observed above room temperature as had 

been seen in other hydrated phases upon water loss
58

.  
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Whilst Fd3̄ m remains the best model for this polycrystalline sample of KNbTeO6 it is 

also worth noting that in single crystal samples such displacements of the potassium 

ions could occur in a more concerted manner in portions of the crystal leading to 

domains of lower symmetry.  If such domains were large enough then single crystal 

diffraction studies may show extra reflections consistent with the lower symmetry of 

the ordered regions.   

  

Figure 3.5.15 – Refined lattice parameters for KOs2O6 from low temperature data collected on the 

D2B instrument at the ILL.  Data was collected and refined by Miss R. Galati 

Finally there is the indication that negative thermal expansion may be occurring in 

KNbTeO6 as observed in KOs2O6 at low temperature.  Very similar behaviour has 

been observed in other materials where delocalisation of an atom from split and 

partially occupied sites occurs as a function of temperature.  In Ba6Ge25 the structure 

at low temperatures has been modelled with the barium atom split over two sites 

whose separation markedly varies with respect to temperature, while at room 

temperature a fully ordered model may be used.  The transition between these two 

models occurs between 200 and 250 K and is associated with negative thermal 

expansion of the material.  It is also of interest that this structural change is 
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associated with a significant drop in the electrical conductivity of this material
59

.  To 

fully clarify this structural behaviour further low temperature work would be 

required.  It may also be of interest to look at the low temperature electrical 

conductivity of KNbTeO6 to see if the structural change here also leads to a change 

in resistance as seen elsewhere
60

. 
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3.6 Variable temperature studies of CsNbWO6 

As part of the further study to better characterise the series ABB’O6 a thorough 

literature search was undertaken to establish any unexplained behaviour within these 

materials that could be attributed to changes in the overall structure. Dielectric 

measurements undertaken by Kar and Choudhary
2
 reported small anomalies in the 

behaviour of CsNbWO6 and CsTaWO6 at 183 ± 2 and 328 ± 2 K respectively.  It was 

also noted from refined PXRD data in Section 3.4.3 that CsNbWO6 displayed a 

variable oxygen positional parameter where x < 0.3125, the only beta  pyrochlore 

studied to do so, suggesting an elongation of the octahedral building units along the 

[111] direction. 

3.6.1  PND data collection 

A single phase sample of CsNbWO6 was prepared by a conventional high 

temperature route, with the exact preparatory method described previously in Section 

3.2.1.  To reduce data collection times larger quantities of sample were prepared. 

This was undertaken by the amalgamation of several phase pure samples of ~1 g 

which were ground together, pelletised and annealed for 8 hours at 700°C.  This 

method produced a monophasic sample, as confirmed by PXRD, of suitable size for 

further data collection. 

Powder neutron diffraction data were collected on the D1A instrument at the ILL, 

Grenoble between 12 and 157.9° 2θ with a collection time of ~4 hours per data set.  

Measurements were undertaken at four temperatures: 2, 160, 200 and 300 K.  Each 

data set was independently refined using  the GSAS
33,34

 refinement suite using the 

model originally presented by Babel et al
4
 which suggests that CsNbWO6 adopts the 

typical beta-pyrochlore structure type. 

3.6.2 Structural refinement 

Final analysis was carried out on data collected between 14 and 150° 2θ as this 

region covered all the observed reflections within the data sets whilst excluding 

several instrument-derived peaks.  All refinements proceeded smoothly with initial 

variation of background coefficients, lattice parameter and zero point displacement.  

Once these proved stable, a pseudo-Voigt peak shape function was also introduced.  

Finally atom parameters and thermal factors were introduced to the refinement.  All 
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parameters varied refined smoothly and stably across the entire temperature range 

studied.  As with all pyrochlores where multiple atoms randomly occupy the same 

site niobium and tungsten were constrained for all their variable parameters. 

Table 3.6.1 – Refined atomic parameters for a room temperature PND data set of CsNbWO6. E.S.D’s 

are given in parentheses. 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy Uiso 

Cs 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 2.31(15) 

Nb 16d 0 0 0 0.5 1.96(11) 

W 16d 0 0 0 0.5 1.96(11) 

O 48f 0.31208(17) 0.125 0.125 1 1.50(6) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.3989(6) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 =5.052, Rwp = 6.23%, Rp = 4.80% 
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Figure 3.6.1 – PND refinement profile for CsNbWO6 at room temperature. Crosses indicate observed 

data, the continuous green line the calculated profile and the lower blue line the difference.  Tick 

marks indicate allowed reflection positions. 
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All four data sets fitted well with similar levels of fit throughout.  Examination of the 

peak shape provides no evidence of splitting that would be associated with a possible 

structural change leading to a lowering in symmetry, nor were any new peaks 

observed in the data that would forbid the use of the Fd3̄ m spacegroup.  Lattice 

parameters, shown in Figure 3.6.2, show a slow, constant contraction of unit cell 

with decreasing temperature in line with other materials of this type.  However 

careful study of the structural changes occurring along with this contraction implies 

that something different is occurring.       
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Figure 3.6.2 – A plot of refined lattice parameters vs temperature from PND data for CsNbWO6. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter the main driving force in lattice contraction for 

beta-pyrochlores appears to be through a shortening of the metal-oxygen bond length 

leading in turn to smaller polyhedra which in turn determine the overall unit cell 

size.  Commonly the reduction in thermal motion, associated with the lowering in 

temperature, also leads to a change in the polyhedra to more „perfect‟ shapes with 

bond angles nearer to 90° throughout; although in materials of this type the distortion 

is rarely substantial.  In this material the behaviour appears to be somewhat different.  

Figure 3.6.3 shows that while the polyhedra tend towards the „perfect‟ coordination 
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at low temperature, when x = 0.3125 the O-M-O bonds are at 90°, this is not 

accompanied by the expected contraction in bond lengths, which appear to remain 

relatively constant across the temperature range studied.  In turn study of the various 

degrees of thermal motion exhibited by the atoms present shows that, as expected the 

Nb/W and O drop off at a consistent rate with respect to temperature.  The caesium‟s 

thermal motion however drops much more rapidly than either of the other two sites, 

this may suggest that the effect upon its surrounding environment may also change 

as the caesium settles to what is effectively a more localised position at low 

temperature. This behaviour appears to be fairly typical with similar changes 

observed in the thermal motion, with respect to temperature, for the CsNbTeO6 

phase discussed in Section 3.5.   
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Figure 3.6.3 – Refined oxygen positions (●) and metal oxygen bond lengths (▲)  from PND data for 

CsNbWO6 along with calculated error bars. 
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Figure 3.6.4 – Refined displacement parameter for Cs (●), Nb/W (○) and O (▼) in CsNbWO6, along 
with associated calculated errors. 
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3.7 Synthesis and characterisation of CsTa2O6-x 

This material was synthesised as part of a wider attempt to synthesise new rhenium 

containing beta-pyrochlores, a family of materials that have not yet been 

successfully characterised.  Whilst it was initially hoped that a rhenium-containing 

phase had been produced the conditions, coupled with the choice of starting 

materials (the reaction being carried out at 400°C, only 20°C below the 

decomposition temperature of ReO3, the rhenium source used), ensured there was a 

high probability that this would not be the case.  It was quickly shown using EDX 

compositional analysis that no rhenium had been incorporated into the phase. 

However, any pyrochlore-type phase with only tantalum occupying the B-cation site 

must be oxygen deficient to achieve the desired stoichiometry.  As no pure Cs/Ta/O 

pyrochlores have previously been presented in the literature and there was the 

possibility of oxygen deficiency present in the B2O6 network further study was 

undertaken.  

3.7.1  Synthetic route 

As previously mentioned the phase was synthesised in an unconventional manner; 

further attempts at direct synthesis proved ineffectual with no pyrochlore phase 

forming. Thus, materials with the stoichiometry required for CsReTaO6 were used.  

The sample was synthesised from Cs2CO3 (Fluka, 99%), ReO3 (Aldrich) and Ta2O5 

(Aldrich, 99%) which were ground together under nitrogen to avoid the rapid 

hydration of Cs2CO3.  The ground sample was then pelletised and annealed for 16 

hours under flowing oxygen at 400°C. Analysis of PXRD data showed a single 

phase sample with all the reflections being readily assigned to the cubic pyrochlore 

system.  Calculations of dummy histograms for both the alpha and beta-pyrochlore 

phases with the respective general formulae Cs2Ta2O7 and CsTa2O6 showed a closer 

match to the beta  structure type which was thus used as a starting model from this 

point. 
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3.7.2  Compositional analysis 

EDX measurements were initially undertaken to establish the presence or lack 

thereof of rhenium.  The scan showed no rhenium to be present, with only caesium, 

tantalum and oxygen within the sample.  The relative ratios of caesium to tantalum 

correspond well to those what would be expected in a beta-pyrochlore phase at 

approximately 1:2. 

Table 3.7.1 – Calculated compositional analysis from EDX data 

Element Weight % Atomic % 

O 4.64 33.52 

Cs 24.18 21.03 

Ta 71.18 45.45 

Re 0.00 0.00 

Total 100  

 

TGA analysis carried out alongside this showed no mass loss (such as would be 

expected if the structure also incorporated water molecules), with structural collapse 

occurring at ~570 °C. 
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3.7.3 PXRD analysis of CsTa2O6-x 

Data were collected over the 2θ range 10 to 110° with a step size of 0.02° over a 

period of 48 hours on a Siemens D5000 diffractometer.  Refinements were then 

carried out using the GSAS rietveld refinement suite of von Dreele and Larson
33,34

.  

The crystallinity of the sample proved to be extremely poor with a very low degree 

of scattering.   A starting model assuming a standard beta-pyrochlore arrangement 

was initially used which accounted for all observed reflections. 

The refinement proceeded smoothly with initial variation of the background 

parameters and peak profile coefficients coupled with the lattice constants and zero 

point.  Isotropic temperature factors were then introduced for each atom followed by 

the refinement of the one variable coordinate, that of the x position of the oxygen 

atoms.  The variation of these parameters led to the expected improvement in the 

least-squares fit.  Once a satisfactory model had been established variation of the 

occupancies of each site were undertaken independently of one another.  The 

occupation of both the tantalum and caesium sites proved stable with occupations 

remaining within 1-2% of the starting values. The oxygen site, in contrast, varied 

sufficiently for the change to appear meaningful with a loss of ~10% electron density 

on the 48f site.  This behaviour has previously been observed in both alpha and beta 

pyrochlores
61,62

 and was thus seen as reasonable to include within the model. The 

final model used is presented in Table 3.7.1.  This model gives a charge balanced 

formula that (within errors) results in a stoichiometry of CsTa2O5.5 which is therefore 

used as the composition in subsequent discussions.   

Table 3.7.1 – Refined atomic parameters for a PXRD room temperature data set of CsxTa2O6 with 

associated E.S.D. 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy Uiso 

Cs 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 5.56(17) 

Ta 16d 0 0 0 1 2.43(8) 

O 48f 0.3179(13) 0.125 0.125 1 0.89(3) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c =10.4983(5) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 1.498, Rwp = 25.38%, Rp = 18.69% 
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Figure 3.7.2- Profile fit for a room temperature PXRD data set of CsTa2O5.5. Experimental data 

points are shown as red crosses, upper continuous line the calculated profile and the lower 

continuous line the difference. Allowed reflection positions are indicated by tick marks. 

 

3.7.4 Discussion 

Overall the collected data provided a good level of agreement with the calculated 

powder pattern.  Inspection of the final model used, Table 3.7.1, shows behaviour as 

expected in a beta-pyrochlore with the oxygen variable positional parameter, x, 

being >0.3125 indicating a compression of the TaO6 polyhedra.  The thermal 

displacement parameters of the various atoms vary significantly, the tantalum and 

caesium ions display reasonable levels of motion, with the caesium being slightly 

higher than would strictly be expected at room temperature.  In contrast the oxygen 

atoms display a very low degree of thermal motion, it is expected that to some 

degree this is a result of the quality of the data which seems reasonably poor due to a 

low degree of sample crystallinity, coupled with the oxygen deficiency on this site 

increasing the complexity of the problem being studied. 

The tantalum-oxygen bond lengths, at 2.008(5) Å, are marginally shorter than those 

of octahedrally coordinated tantalum atoms seen in similar studies
63,64

, which are 

typically closer to 2.1 Å. This is an expected trend as the degree of oxygen 

deficiency requires an increased bond valance contribution to each tantalum centre 

which can be readily provided by a contraction of these bonds.  The octahedra these 
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bonds make up are somewhat more distorted than is typical of materials of this type 

displaying an internal O-Ta-O bond angle of 94.2°.  This can be explained by 

distortions arising from the significant oxygen deficiency displayed in this material; 

a relaxation of the surrounding bonds can reasonably be expected when one of the 

interlocking metal-oxygen-metal bonds does not form due to a lack of oxygen.  As 

no ordering of these deficiencies is observed this would be characterised by a change 

in the average bond angle, it is possible that with higher quality data the structure 

would be better modelled by the introduction of a second oxygen site allowing for 

separate areas of electron density arising from locally „ideal‟ octahedra and those 

where the effective coordination is that of a square based pyramid with a local TaO5 

unit. 

The extracted lattice parameters seem reasonable for this material: comparison to 

similar materials, presented in Tables 3.7.2-3, show a lattice parameter in between 

these two previously presented phases.  As expected, the change in B-site cation 

from CsTaWO6 to CsTa2O5.5 leads to a significant increase in lattice parameter, from 

10.361 Å to 10.498 Å in line with the increase in average B-site ionic radius that this 

corresponds to.  The framework H2Ta2O6, a pyrochlore-type material with the A-site 

cations occupying  atypical  sites very close to the oxygen atoms of the framework 

Table 3.7.2 – Refined atomic parameters for a room temperature data set for CsTaWO6 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy Uiso 

Cs 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 2.93(3) 

Ta 16c 0 0 0 0.5 1.774(15) 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 1.774(15) 

O 48f 0.3191(3) 0.125 0.125 1 1.82(16) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.3606(3) Å 

Table 3.7.3 – Extracted atomic parameters for a room temperature data set of H2Ta2O6 as presented 

by Groult et al17 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy Uiso 

H 48f 0.402 0.125 0.125 0.3333˙ 5.4 

Ta 16c 0 0 0 1 1.82 

O 48f 0.3109 0.125 0.125 1 1.06 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c =10.6032(6) Å 
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can be considered as a fully relaxed material with the polyhedra in something close 

to their ideal coordination environments. With oxygen deficiency present in the 

CsTa2O5.5 phase, however, we would expect a contraction in lattice parameter 

regardless of the A-site cation effects, arising from the previously mentioned 

contraction of tantalum-oxygen bond lengths.  It is also possible that the inclusion of 

caesium ions leads to a higher degree of distortion in the octahedra to allow better 

coordination of these ions. This is typified by the change in the x coordinate of the 

oxygen atoms observed in CsTaWO6 and H2Ta2O6, where an increase in this value is 

seen when the larger caesium cation is incorporated onto the A-site, matching the 

behaviour seen in CsTa2O5.5. 

The degree of electron density available is significantly increased by this tilting 

motion producing a 12-coordinate environment with six 3.17 Å and six 3.75 Å Cs-O 

distances, whereas un-tilted octahedra in the same model would lead to distances of 

3.28 Å and 3.78 Å respectively.  This reduction of Cs-O distance brings the average 

distances much closer to those predicted by theoretical considerations which lead to 

an ideal average bond length of ~3.25 Å in these coordination environments.  It is 

also interesting to note that this coordination is almost identical to those seen in 

CsTaWO6 where the coordination is produced by bonds of 3.17313(3) Å and 

3.70914(3) Å. It is also not dissimilar to those of CsTaTeO6 at 3.159(3) Å and 

3.6826(4) Å. 
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3.8 Conclusions 

3.8.1 PXRD and synthetic studies of the beta-pyrochlore series ABB’O6 where 

A = K, Rb or Cs,  B = Ta, Nb or Sb and B’ = Mo, W or Te 

In general it can be seen that A-site cation size plays an important role in determining 

the overall unit cell dimensions in beta-pyrochlores and that one of two 

environments are normally observed; either the cation is trapped into a smaller than 

ideal site and thus acts to force the unit cell to be larger than would be the case if the 

polyhedra relaxed to their idealised positions (where the oxygen atom occupies 

(0.3125, 0, 0)) or that the cation displaces to a 32e site allowing the framework to 

relax.  We have also seen that whilst unit cell size is affected by several factors the 

primary determining factor is the ionic radius of the B-site cation with the radius of 

the larger of the two atoms sharing this site providing the dominant contribution. 

The oxide materials presented here show a limited dependency upon the relative 

sizes of the two B-site cations as a formation determining factor.  This can be seen in 

terms of which series will form completely and which are only stable when an A-site 

cation that can be tightly coordinated, typified by a lower degree of thermal motion, 

is present.  In terms of these materials this has generally been for caesium which 

tends to provide a more ideally sized cation for the larger B-site cations.  This type of 

behaviour is entirely typical of many metal oxide structure types, where the relative 

size of various atoms within the framework determines the structure type that forms.  

This argument can be used to explain why both ATaWO6 and ANbWO6 form for the 

complete series with both transition metals being similar in size to one other in each 

case.  For other phases such as ANbMoO6 and ATaMoO6 the cation size appears to 

be marginally more significant and only the caesium phases will form. 
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3.8.2  Variable temperature PND studies of the series ANbTeO6 where A = K, 

Rb or Cs 

In general it was shown that the behaviour of the lattice framework, with respect to 

temperature, was determined by the size of the A-site cation being incorporated.  

This was seen most clearly in both the measured lattice parameters, increasing as the 

cation size increased, and the average level of thermal motion of the framework 

atoms which decreased as the cation size was increased.  Whilst the changes in 

lattice parameter in general displayed conventional thermal contraction as the 

temperature was reduced some anomalies were observed at very low temperatures 

for KNbTeO6. This behaviour appears to be similar to that observed in KOs2O6 

where at these temperatures the potassium ions are localised onto 32e sites reducing 

the overall thermal motion of the system but resulting in a small increase in lattice 

parameter.  This displacement of the potassium ions proved refineable below 

~100 K, a higher temperature than observed in the osmate material.  This behaviour 

is logical as the lattice parameter of KNbTeO6 is greater than in KOs2O6 so the 

potassium ions would be expected to settle onto a site at a higher temperature, as the 

degree of thermal motion on these atoms is greater. 
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3.8.3 Variable temperature PND studies of CsNbWO6 

Interpretation of the data presented in this study leads us to the conclusion that no 

major structural changes are occurring that may lead directly to the dielectric 

anomaly previously observed.  It does however seem feasible that a localized effect, 

with the caesium settling to a more defined structural site, occurs with the reduction 

in temperature.  The localization of this site in turn reduces the need for the 

polyhedral framework to distort to better coordinate the alkali metal, with these 

polyhedra then able to relax to a coordination that is ideal within experimental limits. 

To enable us to better understand if this shift is marked, with respect to temperature, 

and therefore more likely to be linked to other observed effects, more data points 

would be required. 

 

3.8.4 PXRD studies of CsTa2O5.5 

This material displays characteristics typical of many oxygen deficient materials 

with higher levels of distortion within the polyhedral building blocks of the 

framework and a shortening of the metal-oxygen bonds that compose these 

polyhedra. Comparison with other similar phases, notably CsTaWO6 and CsTaTeO6, 

showed that all three materials display coordination environments that are extremely 

similar to one another, in terms of caesium-oxygen bond lengths, for the A-site 

cations, yet display significant differences in lattice parameter (CsTaWO6 at 

10.3606(3) Å , CsTa2O5.5 at 10.4975(5) Å and CsTaTeO6 at 10.28222(15) Å).  This 

behaviour suggests that the coordination of the A-site cations, and notably providing 

sufficient bond valence to these cations, has a significant effect in determining the 

overall lattice parameter and in turn the size and shape of the octahedra composing 

the B2O6-x network. 
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3.8.5 General conclusions on beta-pyrochlores 

In general we can observe subtle structural changes in the B2O6 network that allow 

for better coordination of the A-type cations.  This adaption of the cavity size is 

achieved in one of two ways; either by a change in the total lattice dimensions 

derived from a combination of B-cation size and metal-oxygen bond length or from 

smaller distortions in the shape of the BO6 polyhedra themselves. 

Throughout this work, where shared occupancy was displayed on the B-site, the 

relative B:B‟ ratios were retained at precisely 1:1 which in turn supports the 

assumption that the overall stoichiometry is retained as ABB’O6.  It is however worth 

stating that whilst this is an assumption these values were initially refined where 

possible, but were fixed for the final refinements as no improvement in fit was 

achieved by compositional variation on this site.  In several of the true beta-

pyrochlore phases, as opposed to the more general defect pyrochlore phases, the 

oxygen proportion varied  if allowed to freely refine, by up to ~5% when studied by 

PXRD, this variation being observed as both positive and negative levels of 

occupation. These sites were therefore assumed to be fully occupied and the 

variation assumed to arise from the weakness of PXRD to accurately determine the 

position and electron density of light elements when in the presence of heavy ones.  

When the transition metal occupations were refined this was done so with a 

constraint so that any increase in one metal led directly to a decrease in the other, 

typically a very small variation was observed ~1-2% with a slightly larger variation 

being seen in some phases where the electron density of the two metals sharing the 

sites were particularly similar to one another.  In each case these variations were well 

within the experimental error and thus the ideal stoichiometry was retained, leading 

to the conclusion that fully oxidised metal centres are highly preferable in these 

materials.  
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4.1  Introduction  

The nature of the beta-pyrochlore structure, with large cavities centred on the 8b site 

coupled with the rigidity of the BO6 framework can lead to a mismatch between the 

size of the ion occupying this site and the space available to it.  This in turn can 

further allow the absorption of water into the pores of the BO6 framework.  This has 

been observed in several materials, notably in KNbWO6.H2O and KTaWO6.H2O
1,2

.   

The first hydrated pyrochlores were identified by Babel et al (1967) 
1
 in a wide 

ranging synthetic study of beta-pyrochlore type phases.  Although the phases 

synthesised, KNiCrF6.H2O, KCoCrF6.H2O, KNiVF6.H2O and KNbWO6.H2O, were 

identified as being hydrated little characterisation was attempted with only lattice 

parameters being extracted for  KCoCrF6.H2O and KNiVF6.H2O, and a simple 

framework assigned to the remaining phases allowing the calculation of the one 

variable; the oxygen atom x position within this structure.  The level of hydration 

was not identified in any of these phases; rather it was acknowledged that water was 

present in some amount within the structure. Babel et al went on to explain the 

absorption of water into the structure by the movement of the potassium ion from the 

8b site to one of the adjacent 16d sites; this was then envisaged as allowing the water 

molecules to sit on the now empty 8b site.   

A more in depth study was carried out by Darriet et al 
2
 in 1971 looking at a range of 

both hydrated and non-hydrated oxide beta-pyrochlores, with the general formula 

AB2O6.xH2O (A = K, Rb, Cs and Tl, B = Nb, W, Ta and Te).  Of these phases 

KNbWO6.H2O was once again shown to be hydrated as previously identified by 

Babel, with KTaWO6.H2O also being shown to form.  Thermogravimetric studies 

were also carried out on these two materials confirming, in both cases, a single 

molecule of water per formula unit. The TGA data also showed similar thermal 

stabilities for these two phases with the water starting to be lost at ~60°C and ~80°C 

for KNbWO6.H2O and KTaWO6.H2O respectively.  Refinements were carried out 

using the model proposed by Babel, although the opposing model, with the oxygen 

atoms of the waters on the 16d site and potassium ions on the 8b site was studied but 

provided a marginally worse fit than the starting model. 
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The next and largest, in terms of pore size, hydrated pyrochlore to be identified was 

KTa2O5F.H2O (a = ~10.61 Å)
3
.  Whereas the previous materials discussed were 

produced by conventional solid state routes this material was synthesised by an ion 

exchange method from RbTa2O5F in molten KNO3 to give KTa2O5F which readily 

absorbed water from the air to give the hydrated product.  Studies by 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) showed a broad, fully reversible, loss of water 

between 50 and 200°C with approximately one water molecule per KTa2O5F unit.  

Analysis of the PXRD data on this phase showed electron density of both the 16d 

and 8b sites in an approximate ratio of 2.5:1 corresponding well to those expected 

for potassium and oxygen respectively, thus it was once again concluded that the 

Babel model provided the best fit to the available data.  It was also noted for the first 

time that this relates well to what we would expect to observe, with the oxygen 

cations having a preference for the coordination environment provided by the 8b site 

over that available on the 16d site and that this model does display an unusually 

short potassium-oxygen separation of 2.29 Å between the 8b and 16d sites. 

The last of the early series of works carried out on hydrated pyrochlores was that of 

Michel et al where the researchers synthesised and studied several novel phases of 

varying stoichiometry, with the general formula; ABWO6.H2O (A = Li, Na and Ag, 

B = Nb, Ta and Sb)
4-8

. These phases were produced by a combined solid state/ ion 

exchange route, with the A-site cation and water content confirmed by elemental 

analysis and TGA studies.   All the phases synthesised were studied by PXRD  and 

although unit cells were calculated little structural work was carried out with the 

water and A-site cations being placed on the same sites as those used by Babel et al.   

The first neutron diffraction study of materials of this sort was published by Groult 

et al
9
 in 1982 and looked at the series of defect pyrochlores TaWO5.5, HTaWO6, 

H2Ta2O6 and HTaWO6.H2O (with deuterated phases being used for neutron work).  

By a combination of conventional refinement, Fourier techniques and electrostatic 

potential calculations the individual nuclei in DTaWO6.D2O were located onto a 

partially occupied 48f (x = 0.418(4), y,z = 0.125) site and the oxygen atoms of the 

water to a 32e site near to the 8b site. Low temperature study (4 K) of the phase 

indicated a lowering of the symmetry and it was assumed that this was caused by 

ordering of the water within the framework. 
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Little further work was published on hydrated phases for the following ten years and 

the next significant publication was a study on K3/2Cr1/2Te3/2O6.0.5H2O by Isasi et 

al
10

 in 1994.  The material was produced by conventional solid state methods and 

studied by a wide range of techniques including, PXRD, TGA and DSC 

measurements.  The X-ray diffraction data led to an assignment of the water and 

potassium onto the 32e (x,x,x) position, a displacement from the 8b site (0.375, 

0.375, 0.375) in the [111] direction, in the case of this material to a position where x 

= 0.392(1).  The potassium and water were then assigned occupancies of 3/8 and 

1/8, respectively.  This puts the potassium ions and hence the oxygen of the water on 

a site with 3+3+3 anions surrounding it.  The partial occupation of these 32e sites 

and the tetrahedral positions they inhabit around the 8b site was also shown to lead 

to ionic conductivity within this phase, much of the further work on materials of this 

type centred around and was driven by the study of this property
11-13

.  

Around this time a significant body of work began to be published on phases with 

the general formula HBB’O6.nH2O due to the potential of many of these materials in 

the field of proton conduction. Amongst these were studies by Binesh et al
14,15

  on 

HNbWO6.xH2O, a material that had been previously identified
16

.  These works used 

solid state NMR, more particularly Magic Angle Spinning (MAS) to closely observe 

the environment in which the protons were present. (H3O)SbTeO6 has also been 

looked at due to the high proton conduction previously observed in Sb2O5.nH2O and 

HSbO3.nH2O
17

 and the potential use of such materials in fuel cells.   High quality 

powder neutron diffraction and PXRD data were collected on the material and 

combined. Rietveld refinements were then carried out using the SbTeO6 framework 

as a starting point and difference Fourier maps calculated. From this the oxygen 

atoms were once again assigned to a 32e (x = 0.493) position, however in this case 

the 32e position was closer to the 16d than the 8b position.  The quality of the 

neutron data also allowed the assignment of areas of negative nuclear density from 

the difference Fourier plot, leading to an unambiguous location of the hydrogen 

atoms on to a 96g site (x,x,z, x = 0.4007, z = 0.5024).   

Chowdhry et al
18

 studied HSbO3.1.15H2O, a material adopting a defect pyrochlore 

structure, by pulsed 
1
H NMR and reported the presence of H3O

+
 with a rapid 

exchange mechanism of all the protons within the sample.  This differs from other 
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studies on HTaWO6.H2O (including deuterated samples
19

) which show H
+
 and H2O 

present as separate species
20

 on 16d and 8b sites, respectively.  The protons of the 

water were also located on 96g sites close to the 8b position. Yet another model 

proposed for this structure type was that of Dickens and Weller
21

 who studied 

(D2O)0.38D2Ta2O6 by low temperature powder neutron diffraction.  They proposed a 

similar structure as used for HTaWO6.H2O above however, initial refinements 

carried out, using high resolution neutron diffraction data,  placed the deuterium 

atoms on a 32e position (x,x,x,  x = 0.3125).  Attempts to place the deuterium on a 

96g site as used in several other studies showed a slight reduction of fit so the 

previous model was retained.  They also noted that this reduction in fit could be due 

to a peak shape that was not purely Gaussian in nature, a common feature in ion 

exchange compounds/zeolites and therefore may not be a true reflection of 

deuterium peak position. 

High pressure studies on HNbWO6.H2O and KNbWO6.H2O were carried out by 

Barnes et al
22

.  Whereas ambient pressure studies by X-ray diffraction on 

KNbWO6.H2O had placed the potassium ion once again on a 32e site, in this study x 

was shown to be ~0.49, placing the potassium atoms much nearer to the 16d sites, 

centring the potassium atoms near to a position equidistant from six lattice oxygens 

arranged in a manner similar to the chair configuration of cyclohexane.  The oxygen 

atoms of the water molecules were then assigned to another set of 32e sites close to 

the 8b sites with x = 0.4143.  In contrast the HNbWO6.H2O phase only displays 

occupation of one of these 32e sites with the proton and water molecule forming a 

H3O
+
 ion that sits near to the 8b site (x = 0.349(7)). The application of high pressures 

to these phases  has little effect upon the structure with a small compression of the 

BO6 lattice leading to a movement of the H2O/H3O
+
 molecules towards the 8b site 

due to the reduced space within the channels. Another interesting material studied in 

this paper was RbNbWO6 which was shown to adopt the ideal beta-pyrochlore 

structure, with the rubidium atoms on the 8b site. When placed under high pressure 

(>3GPa) the water molecules were forced into the structure and occupied the same 

site as seen in the other materials studied here (32e, x = 0.42) with the rubidium ions 

shifting to a site near to the 16d site.  Interestingly this led to a increase in lattice 

parameter with application of pressure, counter intuitive to what we would normally 

expect in most materials. 
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Finally recent work carried out within the group
23

 has shown that KOs2O6 exhibits 

partial hydration, with approximately 0.1 water molecules per formula unit. The 

incorporation of water into the phase has been shown to lead to an increase in the 

temperature at which this material undergoes a transition to the superconducting 

state.  This is of particular interest as this material is one of very few hydrated 

pyrochlores that displays a water occupancy of less than one in ambient conditions 

and the only one in which the degree of hydration has been shown to effect the 

physical properties. 

Overall a wide range of structural derivations have been used to describe the makeup 

of hydrated pyrochlores.  In all models the B2O6 framework has been retained, 

although the level of distortion of the octahedra that compose this framework has 

altered (shown by varying values of x for the 48f site, x,0.125,0.125).   Work in this 

chapter focuses on better characterising known materials, both in their hydrated and 

to a lesser extent, their dehydrated forms. High resolution powder neutron 

diffraction has been used to locate the water molecules and extraction of hydrogen 

positions allowed the assignment of the orientation of these molecules with respect 

to their surrounding frameworks. 

Two other types of hydrated pyrochlores are known to exist, with general 

stoichiometries of A
II
(B

V
WO6)2.nH2O (known for A = Ca, Sr and Ba, B = Nb and Ta) 

24
 and A

II
B2O6.H2O (known for A = Cd and Pb, B = Nb and Ta)

25
.  The study of the 

series A
II
(B

V
WO6)2.nH2O (A = Ca, Sr and Ba, B = Nb and Ta) placed the water on a 

8b site  but made no attempt to locate the A
II
 ions within the framework as only 

powder X-ray data was available which was deemed of insufficient quality at the 

time due to the available refinement tools.  Groult et al 
25

 provided the only other 

examples of divalent A-site ions within the literature, with the more conventional 

structure type A
II
B2O6.H2O (A = Cd, Pb B = Nb, Ta).  These phases, synthesised by 

ion exchange routes from H2(H2O)M2O6
26

,  were assigned to the simplest accepted 

model for this structure type with the 8b and 16d sites occupied.  The study did look 

at the possibility of the water being displaced from this site but could find no 

evidence for it with the PXRD data available.  Some of these materials and other 

phases of similar composition are discussed in more detail in Chapter Five. 
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4.2  PXRD Studies of KTaWO6.nH2O 

A large volume of research has been carried out as part of this work looking into the 

structural features of KTaWO6.nH2O.  This was primarily undertaken as the phase 

can readily be synthesised in substantial quantities and rapidly hydrates allowing for 

data to be collected on both the hydrated and dehydrated analogues.  Of particular 

interest are the structural changes that occur as the water is lost, in particular the 

position of the potassium ions but also the effects this shift has upon the B2O6 

network.  We also expect to observe a ‘rattling’ of the potassium ions as seen in 

similar phases
27

 as the water molecules are lost and more space becomes available 

within the framework. 

A limited amount of work has been carried out on this phase, notably by Mari et al
28

 

where the researchers characterised a phase including an unknown quantity of water.  

This material is of further interest as a large variety of materials have been 

synthesised through ion exchange using this as a starting material
4,24,29

.   

4.2.1  Synthetic route 

Samples of KTaWO6.nH2O were synthesised via a sol gel route. Initially 

stoichiometric quantities of ethylene glycol and citric acid were dissolved in warm 

water.  Separately KNO3 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%), Ta2O5 (Sigma Aldrich, 99%) and 

WO3 (Alfa Aesar, 99.7%) were dissolved in concentrated nitric acid. The resulting 

solutions were then mixed together and stirred for several minutes before the 

mixture was heated and allowed to boil down until a gel like solid formed (NB: Care 

should be taken at this stage as noxious gases are given off upon heating).  The 

resulting gel was then fired at 300 °C for 4 hours, reground and then fired again for 

16 hours at 600 °C.  Phase composition was confirmed by short PXRD data 

collections, ~20 minutes over 10 to 70° 2θ. This product was shown to contain small 

amount of an impurity phase either Ta22W4O67
30

 or (Ta2O5)15(WO3)2
31

 both 

orthorhombic phases, indistinguishable from one another in the quantities present. A 

further cycle of heating at 600 °C was therefore undertaken, this resulted in a similar 

amount of impurity a further phase being present, ~1-2 % by mass, but of the 

structurally simpler phase Ta2O5
32

. 
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4.2.2  Initial structural characterisation  

Initial structural models were refined from room temperature data sets were 

collected on a Siemens D5000 diffractometer using data over a 2θ range of 10 to 110 

° and a step size of 0.02 °.  The data set were collected continuously over a period of 

16 hours, with all subsequent refinements undertaken using the GSAS structural 

refinement suite 
33,34

.    

Thermogravimetric data were collected for the phase using a Polymer Laboratories 

PL-STA 1500.  From the data collected, water content was calculated on the 

assumption that once a stable mass had been reached, at ~120 °C, the resulting 

product was KTaWO6, with the retention of the pyrochlore structure being 

confirmed by PXRD.   The final calculated water loss with respect to temperature is 

plotted in Figure 4.2.1 and results in a value of 1.01 water molecule per formula 

unit.  A slight excess of mass loss may be assigned to the loss of surface bound 

water, thus a value of 1 water molecule, the theoretical maximum assuming full 

potassium occupancy, per formula unit was assigned and used in all subsequent 

analysis. 
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Figure 4.2.1 - Water content per formula unit calculated from TGA data for the fully hydrated 
samples of KTaWO6.nH2O. 
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4.2.3  Structural analysis 

Initial refinements provided reasonable fits to the data, clearly confirming the 

adoption of the pyrochlore phase and occupation of a species in the cavities of the 

structure, seen through significant electron density present in calculated Fourier 

density maps. Within the central cavities the model appeared to be far from ideal 

with occupation of the sites failing to refine stably and considerably larger than 

expected thermal parameters arising for the potassium ions and oxygen atoms of the 

water molecules. Therefore, further models were studied to provide a better fit to 

data. 

Subsequently the hydrated material was refined in two models; using the model 

presented by Mari et al
28

, with the potassium atoms and water molecules each 

occupying half of the available 16d sites (0.5,0.5,0.5), and in the model used in 

studies of KNbWO6.nH2O by Barnes et al
22

 where the potassium ions sit on the 16d 

site and the oxygen anions of the water molecules on the 8b site.  Of these the 

second model provided a significantly better fit to the data, refining to Rwp’s for the 

two models of 18.31% and 8.45% respectively.  As the model presented by Mari et 

al allows for no electron density within the larger cavities of the framework the 

model is easily dismissed as calculated Fourier density plots clearly show this not to 

be the case.  

This initial starting model provided higher than excepted thermal parameters for the 

oxygen atom of the water molecule.  It seemed likely that this is due to ‘smearing’ of 

the oxygen atoms electron density on to the four nearby 32e sites.  Therefore, a 

further variable was introduced to the refinement allowing this oxygen position to 

refine onto a 32e site rather than the initial 8b position, with the site occupation 

being adjusted from 1 to 0.25 accordingly to maintain the same overall 

stoichiometry. This change provided a significant drop in the thermal motion of 

these atoms and a small increase in level of overall fit.  Due to this drop in the 

thermal motion of the oxygen atoms the model using the 32e site was selected for 

further analysis.  
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Figure 4.2.2 – A Fourier map showing the calculated electron density surrounding an unoccupied 8b 

position in KTaWO6.  The figure is centred on 0.375,0.375,0.375 looking out 3 Å in each direction 

along the x-axis clearly showing that there is no significant density on the 8b site itself but 

considerable amounts in surrounding positions. 

The final variable studied relates to the position of the A-site cation, with the 

potassium ions occupying either a fixed 16d site or a variable 32e site. Both options 

provided similar levels of fit, however, allowing the potassium position to vary, 

whilst leading to a stable atomic position, provided negative thermal parameters 

suggesting a less than satisfactory model.  Therefore, the final model used for the 

hydrated phase placed the potassium ions on the 16d site (0.5,0.5,0.5) and the 

oxygen atoms of the water molecules on a 32e site (x,x,x) where x = 0.4156(7).  

Attempts were made to locate the hydrogen atoms present in the structure but were 

discarded as they provided no improvement to the fit on the data available. 
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Table 4.2.1 – Final refined atomic parameters for a room temperature PXRD data set of 

KTaWO6.H2O. E.S.D’s are given in parentheses.  

Atom Site x y z Occupancy Uiso 

K 16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 3.44(10) 

Ta 16c 0 0 0 0.5 2.438(15) 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 2.438(15) 

O 48f 0.3154(3) 0.125 0.125 1 2.96(14) 

O 32e 0.4173(5) 0.4173(5) 0.4173(5) 0.25 2.9(4) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.49894(9) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 6.428, Rwp = 8.22 %, Rp = 6.53 % 

 

Table 4.2.2 – Important values providing an overview for the comparison of fit provided by the 

various models used for KTaWO6.nH2O from PXRD data. E.S.D.’s are given in parenthesis. 

Model 
K x 

position 
K Uiso 

O of H2O x 

position 
O Uiso Rwp χ

2
 

Framework 

O, x position 

K on 

16d 

O on 

16d 

0.5 28.9(13) 0.5 -5.9(2) 18.31% 31.89 0.3184(7) 

K on 

16d 

O on 8b 

0.5 3.33(10) 0.375 18.4(9) 8.45% 6.799 0.3147(4) 

K on 

16d 

O on 32e 

0.5 3.44(10) 0.415557 2.9(4) 8.27% 6.508 0.3154(3) 

K on 32e 

O on 8b 
0.4820(3) -0.34(16) 0.375 17.0(8) 8.22% 6.437 0.3135(4) 

K on 32e 

O on 32e 
0.4827(3) 0.00(16) 0.4157(5) -2.0(4) 8.04% 6.210 0.3154(3) 
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Figure 4.2.3 – Profile fit to PXRD data for KTaWO6.nH2O. Experimental data points are shown as 

red crosses, upper continuous green line the calculated profile and the lower continuous blue line the 

difference. Allowed reflections positions are indicated by tick marks. Un-indexed peaks at ~24, 26 

and 32º were identified as a Ta2O5 phase which could not be stably refined. 
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4.2.4 Discussion 

The final model selected provides a good degree of fit to the data with values for 

each refined parameter that prove consistent with those observed elsewhere.  The 

refined thermal motions of the individual atoms proved reasonable with the degree 

of thermal motion roughly corresponding to the mass of the atoms being studied.  

The refined lattice parameters prove to be a reasonable fit to those from the study of 

Darriet et al
2
 who suggested a value of 10.475 Å at room temperature compared to 

10.49894(9) Å presented here, with their data being collected over a smaller range of 

2θ. 

A model different from those previously presented for this material has provided the 

best fit to the data collected. Whereas the two previous studies
2,28

 carried out upon 

this hydrated phase  have placed both the oxygen atoms of the water molecules and 

the potassium atoms on or near to the 16d site leaving the larger cavities of the 

phases empty, it can clearly be shown that significant electron density is present 

there, as shown in Figure 4.2.2.   

Whilst the last model to be investigated, where both the potassium cations and 

oxygen atoms of the water molecules occupying 32e positions, proved inadequate it 

should not be disregarded.  The model used for KNbWO6.nH2O by Barnes et al. 

showed a small degree of displacement for the potassium ions on to the 32e site (x = 

0.4838(6))
22

 from high quality PND data, very close to that shown in the discarded 

model.  It seems feasible that this displacement may be occurring at room 

temperature in this material, but that the data is of insufficient quality to separate this 

movement from the thermal parameters.  

Attempts were also undertaken to ascertain the level of hydration directly by 

refinement of the occupancy of the 32e water position, variation of ~10 % was 

observed when allowed to freely refine with no significant improvement in the level 

of fit.  It was therefore decided that the values calculated from TGA data, showing a 

full occupancy on this site, were reasonable, with no further refinement of the 

occupancies being undertaken. 
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4.3 PXRD studies of KTaWO6 

To study the effect of hydration upon this material the dehydrated analogue has also 

been characterised, a study that does not appear elsewhere in the literature. Of 

particular interest is the behaviour of the potassium cations within the cavities of this 

material. Low temperature studies of similar materials have seen the potassium 

occupying a fixed 32e site towards the side of the internal voids of the material at 

low temperature
35

, these materials however have considerably smaller lattice 

parameters than KTaWO6 and it may thus be reasonable to expect to see this 

displacement at a higher temperature than observed in other pyrochlore phases.  In 

addition we aim to better understand the coordination environment of the potassium 

ions and how this in turn affected the lattice parameters and geometry of the BO6 

octahedra that compose the B2O6 network. 

4.3.1 Data collection  

Structural studies were undertaken on a dehydrated sample of KTaWO6.nH2O, with 

the dehydration being undertaken in situ to ensure that the sample remained dry 

throughout.  Collected TGA data and previous studies
28

 have shown that this 

material will rehydrate rapidly and thus extra care was taken throughout to ensure 

that this did not occur. 

The material was initially prepared as detailed in Section 4.2.1 for the hydrated 

analogue of this phase.  Dehydration was then undertaken using a Paar HTK1200 

furnace unit attached to a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with the sample being 

heated to 130 °C and held there for 24 hours.  The sample was then cooled under 

flowing, dry nitrogen, to room temperature and data collected for 40 hours between 

10 and 100° 2θ and a step size of 0.02°.    Initial inspection of the data clearly 

showed both a shift in peak positions, relating to a change in lattice parameter and a 

change in the relative intensities of the observed peaks when compared with the 

hydrated phase previously studied. 
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Figure 4.3.1 - Partial PXRD patterns for KTaWO6 (Red) and KTaWO6.nH2O (Black) showing the 

first three reflections of the pattern.  The peak at ~26° 2Θ is attributed to a small Ta2O5 impurity. The 

background has been subtracted and peak intensity scaled to allow direct comparison between the 

two phases. 

 

4.3.2 Structural analysis 

The phase was refined initially in the ideal beta-pyrochlore structure with the 

potassium on the 8b site as used by Kar and Choudhary
36

, a second phase of ~2 % of 

Ta2O5 was also shown to be present and was included in the refinement.  This model 

however resulted in a poor fit to the data, producing a very large thermal parameter 

for the potassium atoms.  An alternative model was therefore introduced with the 

potassium atoms displaced on to the adjacent 32e sites.  This change improved the 

fit marginally and reduced the thermal parameter of the potassium significantly to a 

value in line with those displayed by the remaining atoms within the structure.  

Other models were also looked at for completeness; placing the potassium on the 

16d position, as occupied in the hydrated phase, caused the refinement to diverge.  
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Placing the atom close to this point on the 32e site available was not possible as 

attempts to do so merely caused the site to converge with that used for the final 

model. 

It is notable that the quality of the data set used in this refinement is lower than seen 

in the majority of other refinements presented in this work.  This primarily occurred 

due to the instrument setup, with a large amount of beam intensity being lost through 

scattering off of the windows of the furnace stage coupled with a significant 

decrease in resolution.  It is also characterised by a slight increase in peak width as a 

result of the same interaction. 

Table 4.3.1 – Comparison of the fit provided by the two models used for KTaWO6 from PXRD data.  
E.S.D’s are given in parentheses. 

K site K x position K Uiso Rwp χ
2
 

Framework O, 

x position 

8b 0.375 16.7(11) 16.67% 1.378 0.3193(12) 

32e 0.4092(12) 2.4(12) 16.62% 1.371 0.3202(12)   

 

Table 4.3.2 – Final refined atomic parameters for a room temperature PXRD data set of KTaWO6 
E.S.D’s are given in parentheses.  

Atom Site x y z Occupancy Uiso 

K 32e 0.4092(12) 0.4092(12) 0.4092(12) 0.25 2.4(12) 

Ta 16c 0 0 0 0.5 1.91(9) 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 1.91(9) 

O 48f 0.3202(12) 0.125 0.125 1 0.9(5) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.3507 (3) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 1.371, Rwp = 16.62 % Rp = 12.69 % 
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Figure 4.3.2 – Refined profile fit to PXRD data for KTaWO6.  Data points are shown as red crosses, 

the upper continuous green line is the calculated profile and the lower continuous blue line the 

difference.  The upper red tick marks represent the reflections associated with the Ta2O5 impurity and 

the lower KTaWO6. 
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4.3.3 Discussion 

It can be seen that whilst the calculated fit does not change significantly between the 

two models presented in Table 4.3.1 there is a small improvement in fit with the 

introduction of a displaced potassium ion site which, coupled with the significant 

reduction in thermal motion of this atom, poses a strong argument that this is a better 

model to adopt.  As would be expected the degree of displacement in this material is 

considerably larger than in other materials studied in this work.  As presented in 

Chapter Three, KNbTeO6 even at 2 K, never achieves this level of displacement of 

the  potassium ions with the x coordinate shifting to 0.3947(6) compared to 

0.4092(12) at room temperature in KTaWO6.  This behaviour is as predicted with 

the overall lattice being considerably larger at 10.3507(3) Å in KTaWO6 as 

compared to 10.23973(14) Å in KNbTeO6, this difference in lattice dimensions 

actually results in very similar coordination environments in both materials with the 

shortest potassium-oxygen bond lengths in each material being 2.9632(13) and 

2.845(17) Å for KNbTeO6 and KTaWO6, respectively and the overall bond valance 

contributions being similar for each. 

16  sited

 

Figure 4.3.3 – The left hand image displays the six octahedra surrounding the 16d site.  The right 

hand image shows a side on image of the same octahedra, as these polyhedra tilt they cause the total 

width of this unit to expand or contract which in turn cause the entire lattice dimensions to alter. 

The removal of water from KTaWO6 results in a contraction of the lattice constants 

from 10.49894(9) to 10.3507(3) Å, with the movement of a cation from the smaller 

16d site to the larger cavities surrounding the 8b site.  This contraction occurs 
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through a small shortening of the metal-oxygen bonds from 1.9781(12) Å in the 

hydrated phase to 1.969(5) Å in the dehydrated phase, coupled with a tilting of the 

octahedra.  In both materials the polyhedra display a degree of distortion away from 

the perfect octahedra, with the internal bond angle changing from 91.08(13) ° to 

93.0(5) °.  The combination of these two actions cause the dimensions of the six-

membered rings, composed of six octahedral units, to shrink from an internal width 

of 5.3701 to 5.2201 Å. Figure 4.3.3 shows these BO6 units and the effects that these 

distortions have upon the local environment.  
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4.4 Variable temperature powder X-ray diffraction study of KTaWO6.nH2O 

A variable temperature study was undertaken on KTaWO6.H2O to attempt to better 

ascertain the structural changes occurring as water is lost from the structure.  TGA 

data collected on the material implies that the water is lost gradual between room 

temperature and ~120 °C and thus data was collected at discreet intervals over a 

similar temperature range. 

4.4.1 Data collection 

Data were collected on a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with a Paar HTK1200 

furnace stage using a standard scintillation counter over a temperature range of 30 to 

140 °C at 10 °C intervals.  A collection time of ~10 hrs was used for each data set 

over a 2θ range of 10 to 110° with 0.02° steps.  

4.4.2  Data analysis  

An initial refinement was carried out on the 30 °C data set using the GSAS 

software
33,34

 and the model for the hydrated phase as used in Section 4.2.1.  The data 

sets collected on this material were of low quality and whilst lattice parameters 

could be accurately extracted atom positions could not.  Thus, only a comparison of 

lattice parameters against temperature was undertaken.  Refinements of the 

remaining data sets were undertaken using the SEQGSAS program included within 

the GSAS software suite and allowed the rapid, systematic refinement of multiple 

data sets. 

A simplified model was used allowing only the background, zero point, peak profile 

and lattice parameters to vary in the subsequent refinements.  These refinements ran 

smoothly across the entire temperature range. 
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Figure 4.4.1 – PXRD patterns from a variable temperature data collection on KTaWO6.nH2O, data was collected at 10°C intervals from 30-110°C for 7hrs at each 

temperature. Plots are shown from high temperature (top) to low (bottom). 
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4.4.3 Discussion 

Figure 4.4.2 shows the strong correlation between the lattice parameter of the 

materials and the calculated water content, as collected in Section 4.1. Whilst the 

water is loosely bound within the framework, as shown by the low temperature range 

at which it is lost, the process of dehydration still remains gradual with the majority 

of water being lost between 60 and 95 °C, relating to a period of ~40 hrs at elevated 

temperatures.   
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Figure 4.4.2 – Plot showing the changes in the refined lattice parameter (▲) and calculated water 

content (●) with respect to temperature for KTaWO6.nH2O. 

Inspection of the data shows a small peak broadening across the temperature range 

studied followed by a return to something close to the original peak widths once the 

phase is fully dehydrated.  This suggests behaviour similar to what we would 

intuitively predict; that although the average lattice parameter shrinks as water is lost 

this in fact corresponds to areas of local contraction as water is lost from that portion 

of the crystallites composing the sample, whilst other areas retain their original size 

allowing them to incorporate water.  Behaviour other than this would be unusual as 

the cavities would no longer possess sufficient available volume to contain water.
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4.5 Powder neutron diffraction studies of KTaWO6.nH2O 

Powder neutron diffraction experiments were undertaken on samples of 

KTaWO6.nH2O in order to more accurately determine the position of the lighter 

elements present within the framework.  In particular we were keen to locate water 

molecules and if feasible their orientation with respect to the B2O6 network.  Finally 

we wished to more accurately determine the precise shape of the BO6 octahedra 

using a low temperature environment and thus determine the coordination of the 

remaining cations within the framework from this. 

4.5.1 Data collection 

Powder neutron diffraction data were collected on ~5g sample of KTaWO6.nH2O 

using the high resolution instrument D1A at the ILL, Grenoble.  Data were collected 

over a period of 4 hrs at 2 K for a 2θ range of 3 to 157°. For the final refinements 

only data above 12° 2 θ was used as no reflections were observed below this value. 

Attempts were also undertaken to produce deuterated samples with the synthesis 

undertaken using dried KTaWO6 which was then left exposed to a deuterated 

environment to form KTaWO6.D2O.  Whilst PXRD clearly showed the expected 

shift in peak positions and intensities associated with the lattice expansion of a 

hydrated sample refinement of the powder neutron data indicated a lack of neutron 

density, with respect to the amount of oxygen present, in the positions where we 

would expect to observe the deuterium atoms of the D2O. As hydrogen atom 

positions could be accurately determined in the hydrated material this data is not 

presented here.  It does however imply that the hydration of the material is a fluid 

process as while exposure of the material to a hydrated environment was brief, ~2 

minutes for sample preparation, the proportion of water molecules that had 

exchanged was significant.  This implies that the water is loosely bound within the 

structure, that it can easily be lost/gained and that as predicted by the structural 

model presented here it is unlikely that all available 16d sites are occupied in the 

hydrated phase as if this was the case the movement of water molecules between the 

cavities would be inhibited by the potassium atoms. 
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4.5.2  Data analysis 

Initially the refinement was carried out in the standard beta-pyrochlore model, but 

incorporating only the atomic positions of the B2O6 network.  This refinement 

proceeded smoothly with the variation of global parameters, the positional parameter 

of the oxygen anions and the thermal motion of all atoms.  Once this initial structural 

model had been established Fourier density maps were calculated to locate the 

remaining neutron density within the framework.  Initial neutron density was located 

near to both the 16d and 8b sites as previously seen in the PXRD data and a second 

phase was identified within the material corresponding to a small impurity of Ta2O5 

which was incorporated into the refinements using the model of Hummel et al
37

.  

A variety of models were tested, following the same general procedure as used for 

the PXRD data analysis in Section 4.2.3 with each model refined independently and 

presented in Table 4.6.1.  Alternative models, with the potassium and oxygen atoms 

on opposing sites to those expected, were also tested.  However, with their respective 

neutron scattering cross sections being significantly different, 4.232 and 1.96 barns’ 

for oxygen and potassium atoms
38

, it is possible to say that the potassium is not 

present within the main central cavities of the framework as even on a fully occupied 

8b site the amount of neutron density present would be insufficient to match that 

which was observed. 

The model placing the potassium ions on a 16d site and the oxygen anions of the 

water molecules on a 32e site was shown to be the preferred model, providing 

sensible values for all the refined parameters and the best level of overall fit.  

Attempts to move the potassium atoms away from this 16d site to nearby 32e sites 

led to a reduction in fit and a change in atomic position that was within the error 

boundaries.  The oxygen atom positions were similar in behaviour, fixing them to an 

8b site provided a reduction in fit and a greatly increased thermal parameter, up from 

1.1(3) to 21.5(10) Uiso
38

, implying that the model was trying to spread the density out 

to better compensate for the four separate sites no longer being allowed.  As 

mentioned above, although tested, the model placing both atoms on to identical 16d 

sites with shared occupancies was discarded rapidly and provided an extremely low 

level of fit.   
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Table 4.6.1 – Comparison of the fit provided by the various models used for KTaWO6.nH2O from 

neutron data.  (*) value proved unstable and tended to infinity. 

 

Once an initial model had been established attempts to ascertain proton positions 

were undertaken.  Once again Fourier density maps were calculated for the phase 

with previously assigned density subtracted displaying only the remaining 

unassigned neutron density.  The most significant area of negative density, as 

observed for protons due to their neutron scattering cross section being negative
38

, 

was located around 0.375, 0.375, 0.51 a 48f  position within the main cavity.  This 

position is adjacent to those used in a model for KNbWO6.0.69D2O by Murphy et al 

derived from PND data where the deuterium atoms were placed on to the 96g site at 

~0.899, 0.899, 0.499
39

.  This model was tested and proved stable, providing bond 

distances that were deemed reasonable for a water molecule and proving 

significantly superior to a model with the hydrogen atoms on the 48f position. 

 

 

 

 

 

Model 
K, x 

position 
K Uiso 

O of H2O x 

position 

O of H2O 

Uiso 

Rwp χ
2
 

Framework 

O, x position 

K on 16d 

O on 16d 
0.5 -1.0(4) 0.5 80.00(*) 7.49% 42.10 0.3098(3) 

K on 16d 

O on 8b 
0.5 0.4(3) 0.375 21.5(10) 6.12% 28.08 0.3089(2) 

K on 16d 

O on 32e 
0.5 1.5(3) 0.4127(5) 1.1(3) 5.49% 22.56 0.3090(2) 

K on 32e 

O on 8b 
0.499(6) 1.1(5) 0.375 21.6(10) 6.15% 28.27 0.3090(2) 

K on 32e 

O on 32e 
0.5110(19) 2.1(6) 0.4127(5) 0.7(3) 5.76% 24.88 0.3090(2) 
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Table 4.6.2 – Final Refined atomic parameters for a low temperature PND data set of KTaWO6.H2O 

E.S.D’s are given in parentheses.  

Atom Site x y z Occupancy Ui/Ue*100 

K 16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0(3) 

Ta 16c 0 0 0 0.5 0.56(9) 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 0.56(9) 

O 48f 0.31005(14) 0.125 0.125 1 0.31(6) 

O 32e 0.4169(5) 0.4169(5) 0.4169(5) 0.252(7) 1.60(32) 

H 96g 0.9153(10) 0.9153(10) 0.5094(17) 0.169(9) 8.4(9) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.4658(3) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 9.405, Rwp = 3.52 % Rp = 2.61 %  
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Figure 4.6.1 – Profile fit to PND data for KTaWO6.nH2O. Experimental data points are shown as red 

crosses, upper continuous green line the calculated profile and the lower continuous blue line the 

difference. Allowed reflections positions are indicated by tick marks, red for the Ta2O5 impurity and 

black for KTaWO6.nH2O. 
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4.5.3 Discussion 

Comparison to the previously discussed PXRD data for this phase the material shows 

strong agreement with the oxygen of the water situated at 0.4173(5) and 0.4169(5) 

for the PXRD and PND data, respectively.  As would be expected thermal 

parameters for all atoms are significantly lower for the PND data, a likely result of 

both the technique and the sample being cooled to 1.5 K.  The lattice itself contracts 

marginally upon cooling, showing similar changes in lattice parameter to the 

dehydrated series, ANbTeO6 (where A = Cs, Rb and K), studied in Chapter Three.   

The main advantage of using PND has been the extraction of accurate positions for 

the hydrogen atoms, allowing us to better understand how the water molecules are 

accommodated in the structure.  Two models were thoroughly tested; with the 

hydrogen atoms placed onto 48f or 96g positions, both models significantly 

improving the calculated fit but the model allowing the hydrogen to shift to the 96g 

positions providing values closer to those expected for a water molecule.  Whilst the 

bond distances from this model for water prove reasonable, 0.97 Å as opposed to 

~0.94 Å for ‘free’ water, the internal H-O-H bond angle is much narrower than 

would be expected at ~98 °, much tighter than the 104.5° expected.  The primary 

reason for this would appear to be the improvement of coordination to the 

surrounding oxygen atoms of the B2O6 framework that this allows.  The model using 

a 48f position results in a O(water)-H-O(framework) bond angle of 158.0° with the 

hydrogen atoms 2.1 Å from the surrounding framework, introducing the higher 

symmetry model allows this bond to become more linear, thus shortening this 

distance to 1.95 Å at 163.9°. This in turn provides more stability for this orientation 

of the water molecule.  In reality it seems highly likely that these water molecules 

exhibit behaviour similar to that seen in the motion of the cations inhabiting this site 

in other beta-pyrochlores.  On this site the water molecule is able to both rotate, with 

hydrogen atoms flipping between the three crystographically allowed sites 

surrounding each oxygen position, and ‘rattle’ with the oxygen atoms moving 

between the four allowed sites in each cavity.  This is further evidenced by the 

higher than expected thermal parameters seen for all atoms of the water molecule, 

which whilst providing a stable model does imply that the atoms are not static on 

these positions even at 1.5 K.  
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4.6 Powder neutron diffraction studies of NaTaWO6.nH2O 

To better understand the behaviour of water within the KTaWO6 framework 

NaTaWO6.nH2O has also been studied by PND.  The presence of the smaller cation 

would lead us to expect a corresponding reduction in lattice parameter, as has 

previously been observed by Michel et al
40

 where the phase was synthesised by an 

ion exchange route and characterized by PXRD.  This study did not attempt to 

accurately ascertain the location of all atoms within the framework and this is 

therefore something we have undertaken. 

4.6.1 Synthetic route 

The NaTaWO6.nH2O phase was synthesised by an ion exchange route using the 

previously discussed phase KTaWO6.nH2O as a starting material.  A sample, ~3g, of 

KTaWO6 was suspended in a 5 M solution of NaCl and stirred constantly for 48 

hours.  After this time the suspension was allowed to settle and the solution decanted 

off and replaced.  This process was repeated for two weeks after which time the 

remaining liquid was removed and the resulting white powder washed repeatedly 

with distilled water.  The sample was then dried at ~60 °C overnight before further 

analysis was undertaken. 

Phase purity was checked using EDX, which showed that potassium was no longer 

present in the sample, with only sodium peaks being observed.  Short PXRD scans 

showed the retention of the pyrochlore phase and a reduction in lattice parameter 

from ~10.47 Å in the KTaWO6 starting material to 10.36 Å in the ion exchanged 

product, this is in good agreement with those presented by Michel et al.  TGA was 

also undertaken showing an almost identical dehydration curve to that observed in 

KTaWO6.nH2O and corresponding to 1 water molecule per formula unit. 

4.6.2 Data collection 

Data were collected on the Super D2B high resolution powder neutron diffraction 

instrument at the ILL, Grenoble.  The data were collected using a monochromated 

beam of neutrons at 1.594Å between 0.1 and 158.2° 2θ for 2 hours.   The sample was 

housed in an 8 mm vanadium can and cooled using a standard Oxford instruments 

orange cryostat to 1.5 K before data were collected. 
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4.6.3 Data Analysis 

Initial inspection of the data led to the exclusion of all data points below 10° 2θ, 

where no reflections would be observed for the pyrochlore structure and above 

149.5° where a significant peak, arising from the sample environment, was observed 

to be overlapping the pyrochlore reflections.  Although the level of incoherent 

scattering is relatively low, with only a small contribution to the pattern, the overall 

signal to noise ratio is poor with a background level of 2-300 counts per second on 

data that peaks at 600 counts per second. The subsequent refinement of this data was 

carried out using the GSAS suite of von Dreele and Larson
33,34

 with all reflections 

being rapidly assigned to the pyrochlore structure using the model of Michel et al.
4
  

The refinement proceeded smoothly with the initial variation of lattice parameter, 

zero point and background coefficients.  Peak shape parameters followed by 

individual atomic thermal motions and atomic positions were then introduced 

leading to reasonable values for all parameters.  The model of Michel et al had not 

attempted to locate hydrogen positions within this framework and this was therefore 

undertaken, Fourier maps were calculated to locate  areas of negative neutron 

scattering that may be associated to the presence of protons at that location.  The 

strongest model identified assigned the same position to the protons as was 

previously used for KTaWO6.H2O, i.e.  at the 48f site (3/8, 3/8 ,x).  

Several other factors were also studied; variation of the water content by refinement 

of the levels of occupation on the 8b oxygen and the 48f hydrogen positions  resulted 

in a very low level of variation, ~ ± 5 %, with an error of ~ 3% this was therefore 

retained as a fully occupied site as identified by the previously analysed TGA data.  

Similarly occupation of the sodium site was attempted, a stable variation of ~ 15 % 

above the nominal  level arose from this, however no significant changes were 

observed in either the graphic or calculated fit parameters, with the chi squared 

values  and Rwp values remaining the same regardless of whether this parameter was 

refined or not.  This effect was attributed to the relatively low neutron scattering 

cross section of sodium with respect to the other materials in this framework and was 

therefore ignored with the retention of an occupation of 0.5 relating to one sodium 

per formula unit.   
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As the water molecule in KTaWO6.H2O was refined to a position away from the 

centre of the 8b cavity a similar exercise was undertaken for this material.  Altering 

the oxygen position from an 8b to an adjacent 32e site lead to no significant change 

in profile fit, the resulting refinement did however prove unstable, diverging to other 

positions and causing the level of thermal motion to increase significantly.  Whilst 

the model with these cations of the 8b position results in larger than ideal levels of 

thermal motion it proved to be the most stable and was thus used for all subsequent 

analysis. 

 

Table 4.7.1 – Final Refined atomic parameters for a 1.5K PND data set collected on the super D2B 
instrument for NaTaWO6.H2O. E.S.D’s are given in parentheses.  

Atom Site x y z Occupancy Ui/Ue*100 

Na 16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 2.7(3) 

Ta 16c 0 0 0 0.5 1.24(7) 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 1.24(7) 

O 48f 0.31161(16) 0.125 0.125 1 0.92(4) 

O 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 7.2(3) 

H 48f 0.375 0.375 0.4899(18) 0.3333˙ 10.5(9) 

Space group Fd3̄ m. Cell parameters: a = b = c = 10.36134(16) Å 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 =3.135, Rwp = 3.82 % Rp = 2.93 % 
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Figure 4.7.1. – Profile fit to PND data for NaTaWO6.nH2O. Experimental data points are shown as 

red crosses, upper continuous green line the calculated profile and the lower continuous blue line the 

difference. Allowed reflections positions are indicated by tick marks. 
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4.6.4 Discussion 

The result of the poorly defined oxygen position in this refinement is an 

unsatisfactory model of the water with calculated bond lengths of 1.191(19) Å as 

opposed to a value of ~0.94 Å in an ideal water molecule.  The nature of the 

relationship between the two positions for the component atoms, both on a position 

of 0.375,0.375,x site, means that the resulting internal bond angle for these water 

molecules is 90° clearly unsatisfactory.  Inspection of calculated Fourier density 

maps show the neutron scattering density associated with the oxygen atoms to be 

well defined at the centre of the cavity, with no nodes as observed in KTaWO6.H2O 

(Figure 4.2.2), although the density is spread over a larger area.  It is probable that 

the oxygen atoms inhabit areas of this section depending upon where their 

corresponding hydrogen positions are, with displacements within this zone allowing 

both the contraction of bond lengths and the corresponding increase in bond angle. 

 

Figure 4.7.2 –A calculated Delta-F image for NaTaWO6 clearly showing a defined area of neutron 

density.  The image is centred on a 8b site, 0.375, 0.375, 0.375, looking along the x-axis.  Solid 

contour lines represent areas of positive nuclear density whilst dotted lines areas of negative density. 

 

x 

y 
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Figure 4.7.3 – The left hand image shows the orientation of the water molecules suggested by the 

model, the right hand image shows the effect of moving the oxygen atom to the a position at the limit 

of its allowed thermal model. 

As Figure 4.7.3 shows a small change in the oxygen position, in this case moving 

that atom to the edge of the sphere allowed by its calculated thermal motion, 

improves the model significantly.  Incorporation of the errors related to the hydrogen 

atoms would allow a significant shortening of the bond lengths to something closer 

to a reasonable value although still leaving an internal bond angle that is 

significantly shorter than is ideal.  The effects of the surrounding lattice may also 

play an important role as the hydrogen atoms are also roughly aligned with the 

oxygen atoms of the framework and the contribution of these atoms may lead to a 

small increase in these bond lengths.  It is also highly plausible that the model of 

Murphy et al as discussed in Section 4.6.3 where the hydrogen atoms are on 96g 

sites adjacent to the 48f position would provide a more favourable model, retaining 

almost identical bond lengths whilst increasing the bond angle to something closer to 

what we would expect for a water molecule.  Whilst testing of this model proves 

stable there was no improvement in the fit parameters, the thermal motions of the 

atoms are reduced but this is an expected result as the two positions effectively 

overlap with this higher symmetry position. 

In general the incorporation of sodium on to the 16d site can be seen as much more 

favourable in this material than for potassium in KTaWO6. The BO6 polyhedra 

display near perfect octahedral coordination with very low levels of distortion of the 

framework (values within three standard deviations of an ‘ideal’ octahedra) required 

to provide a stable sodium position.  The B2O6 network can also be viewed as 

‘relaxed’ and results in a material with lattice dimensions and a polyhedral 

framework with more in common with KTaWO6 than KTaWO6.H2O.
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4.7  Conclusions 

KTaWO6.nH2O phases 

Both the hydrated and dehydrated phases of this material have been studied by 

PXRD.  The main feature of this dehydration has been the contraction of the B2O6 

network that caused a shift of the potassium ions from a 16d site to the larger cavities 

surrounding the 8b site.  This movement has allowed the polyhedra to both compress 

and distort, the compression as the potassium ions no longer require coordination on 

a site that is nominally smaller than is ideal and the distortion allowing better 

coordination of these ions on their new site.  The potassium cations remain highly 

delocalised on their new site, shifting to and probably between the 32e positions 

within each of the large cavities.   

Study of the dehydration process undertaken by this phase has shown that this 

process is both gradual and predictable, with the water being lost over a broad 

temperature range, ~RT to 120 °C.  It is likely that this arises as the water is 

structurally trapped rather than bonded to the structure and is therefore lost as the 

energy becomes available for it to escape from its individual cavity.   

Finally the use of low temperature PND has allowed an accurate picture of the water 

molecules and their interactions with the surrounding framework to be built up.  This 

has shown that the water distorts slightly to allow the protons to align with the 

oxygen atoms of the B2O6 framework and it has been assumed that this occurs as it in 

turn allows the water to be stabilised in a particular orientation.  It has also been 

deemed likely that these water molecules rapidly shift between different alignments, 

indicated by high thermal parameters for both the oxygen atoms and protons, a 

process that seems probable in a framework like this where the water molecule is 

smaller than the space available to it and is not stabilised by any other form of 

bonding. 
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NaNbWO6.H2O 

In relation to the B2O6 framework this material has been shown to be extremely 

structurally similar to KTaWO6 with the material forming polyhedra that are near to 

the ideal octahedral geometry.  This can be attributed in part to the smaller A-type 

cation present which is of a size more conducive to the orientation of polyhedra 

commonly seen surrounding the 16d position. Whilst the PND data on this phase has 

also allowed the locating of the protons associated with the intercalated water they 

have been assigned to the 48f positions rather than the nearby 96g as there was no 

meaningful change in the criteria of fit by placing them here.  This may arise from 

one of two reasons; firstly it may be assigned to the relatively poor level of data, 

which has does not allow us to distinguish between what are effectively overlapping 

positions or secondly it may be due to the rapid movement of the water molecules in 

the cavities which restricts the degree to which we may accurately determine their 

location.  This second option can be justified by the oxygen of the water being 

assigned to a 8b site with a particularly large thermal motion rather than the 32e sites 

more commonly seen in other hydrated beta-pyrochlores, possibly indicating that the 

molecule is shifting around this site. 
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5.1   Introduction 

In solid state chemistry the term ion exchange relates to any process by which ions 

are exchanged between a complex and an electrolyte.  Common materials of this 

type are used in the fields of purification, separation and decontamination of aqueous 

solutions, and are generally split into two classes known as solid polymeric and 

mineralic ion exchangers. Examples of materials commonly used as ion exchangers 

include; resins
1
, zeolites

2
, montmorillonite

3
, clay

4
 and soil humus

5
. In general these 

materials are separated into two main categories either cation or anion exchangers, 

although amphoteric exchangers are known but are rarely used commercially as a 

mixture of other materials generally proves more efficient.  The applications of 

materials of this type vary widely and include; in the food and beverage industry, in 

nuclear waste disposal, the pharmaceutical industry, as sugar and sweeteners, in 

batteries and fuel cells and in water purification. 

Pyrochlores specifically have found uses in the separation of specific nuclei from 

radioactive nuclear waste
6,7

 where their highly stable B2O6 network coupled with 

often loosely bound A2O’ networks provided the two main features required for this 

property, that is long-term stability in a radioactive environment and rapid initial ion 

exchange.  An additional feature of these materials that proved interesting to 

scientists in the field is their ability to adopt significant levels of defects within the 

structure without structural collapse.  This feature has been seen as being of 

particular importance in the storage of radioactive isotopes as the high levels of 

radiation present can cause a significant level of defects to form which in turn may 

lead to certain materials being amorphous and increases the mobility of the 

radioactive material. 

Other work has shown the potential application of these phases, in particular the 

materials adopting the beta-pyrochlore structure type, in the disposal of heavy metal 

waste
8
.  Once again the final stability of the product is key to this functionality as 

leeching of the stored heavy metals is highly undesirable.  The high mobility of the -

A-site cations in the starting materials favours the exchange of these ions suggesting 

great potential for ion exchange.       
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5.2 Synthesis and characterisation of the series A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.2H2O (A
2+

 = 

Cd, Pb ,Ca, Sr and Ba and B
5+

 = Nb or Ta) 

Whilst a truly wide range of materials adopting the pyrochlore framework are 

known, the vast majority are still produced by conventional solid state routes.  

However some phases of this type can and have been synthesised by ion exchange 

methods.  Alpha-pyrochlore phases do, in general, not lend themselves to this route 

as they are truly two interpenetrating networks, mutually supporting one another so 

the removal of one cation from the phase causes the collapse of the entire 

framework.  In contrast beta-type phases are often somewhat different with the BO6 

framework effectively self supporting or only weakly supported by the A–site cations 

present in the framework.  This is seen markedly in certain tantalum containing 

pyrochlores where the inclusion of protons alone within the cavities allows the 

retention of the structure
9
 and in a wide range of other pyrochlores where lithium and 

sodium cations provide the required stability
10

 even though they do not occupy the 

larger sites within the cavities.  This property of these materials also allows for the 

presence of empty cavities, i.e. the space surrounding the 8b sites and some of these 

materials are studied here. A limited family of materials was synthesised by 

Chernorukov et al
11

 who presented the first and only series of materials with A-site 

cations that have a charge higher than 1+ and retain a beta-type structure.  This 

family adopts the general formula A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.2H2O where A
2+

 = Ca, Sr and Ba 

and B
5+

 = Nb or Ta and were produced by ion exchange routes. In this study the 

structure was determined by powder X-ray diffraction, completion of ion exchange 

by elemental analysis and water content by thermogravimetric analysis.  The data 

presented was limited to confirmation of structure and composition with only lattice 

parameters presented and the remainder of the structural information extrapolated 

under the assumption that the structure is simple and analogous to other hydrated 

phases.  The work presented in this section aims to better characterise and increase 

the range of known compounds of this type. 

The nature of the synthesis of these materials also provides a source of interest.  Ion 

exchange materials as a functional product are commonly used in several areas of 

industry with uses ranging from simple washing detergents to the disposal of heavy 

elements from toxic waste. Pyrochlores are excellent candidates for applications as 
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functional ion exchange materials, with a potentially high rate of ion exchange and a 

considerable degree of control over the pore sizes and thus cations that can be 

accommodated. Pyrochlore phases, particularly zirconates and titanates, have been 

used in the disposal of actinides produced by fission as the framework they provide 

is particularly stable to irradiation thus providing a medium for long term storage
12

. 

Several of the phases presented here are of particular interest as barium, strontium 

and caesium isotopes are all major products of fission with half lives ranging from 

months to years and are therefore important in the disposal of nuclear waste
13

.  

As well as considerably more in-depth studies of the known series 

A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.2H2O (A
2+

 = Ca, Sr and Ba and B
5+

 = Nb or Ta)  studies of four new 

phases are also presented, A
2+

(BWO6)2.H2O  (A = Cd and Pb and B = Nb or Ta). 

Whilst similar phases of the general formula A
II
B2O6.H2O (known for A = Cd and 

Pb, B = Nb and Ta)
14

 these phases with mixed occupancy on the B-site and partial 

occupancy on the alpha-network have not previously been reported.  This increases 

the range of materials formed with this structure type through ion exchange reactions 

and shows the potential of these systems for applications in heavy metal waste 

disposal. 
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5.2.1  Synthetic route  

Initially work was attempted to establish whether a direct solid state route would 

enable the synthesis of phases of the types discussed later in this chapter, in each 

case no pyrochlore type phase was observed and this route was rapidly abandoned.  

The lack of success with this route can readily be explained by the need for a 

stabilising cation for the framework to form around, with only a theoretical average 

of half a cation per formula unit there is insufficient stability available for the 

cavities to form and be retained at the high temperatures required for synthesis.  

Successful synthesis of these phases appears to rely upon a starting material which 

has an extremely stable B2O6 framework with, ideally, a smaller than optimum A-site 

cation which enables ion exchange to occur more readily.  For this reason KNbWO6 

and KTaWO6 were used as starting materials, as discussed in Chapter Four these 

materials have both of the characteristics mentioned above and are also readily 

synthesised in bulk quantities. 

These two phases, KNbWO6 and KTaWO6, were initially synthesised by direct solid 

state routes using stoichiometric quantities of K2CO3 (Hogg, 99 %), WO3 (Alfa 

Aesar, 99.7 %) and Nb2O5 (Sigma Aldrich, 99.9 %) or Ta2O5 (Sigma Aldrich, 99 %) 

as the starting materials. The starting materials were ground together and calcined at 

600°C for 16 hrs.  The resulting phase was then reground, pelletised at 15 tons/cm
2
 

and annealed again at 800 and 900 °C for KNbWO6 and KTaWO6 respectively for a 

further 16 hrs.  These phases were then checked for purity using PXRD and shown to 

be phase pure. 

Ion exchange using molten solutions of certain metal chlorides along with the 

appropriate starting materials was studied briefly at this point.  Lead chloride (m.p. 

501 °C) and cadmium chloride (m.p. 568 °C) were initially used due to their melting 

points being considerably lower than the remaining chlorides of interest.  The 

method allowed a small degree of ion exchange, confirmed by elemental analysis but 

did not go to completion.  For this reason along with the lack of applicability in 

industry for a molten system and the considerably higher temperatures that would be 

required for several of the other metal chlorides required this route was rapidly 

abandoned. 
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The final, successful, synthetic route was a simple ion exchange one as used by 

Chernorukov et al
11

.  The previously synthesised pyrochlores (~5g) were placed in a 

standard set of reflux apparatus along with ~50ml of a 5M solution of the appropriate 

metal chloride or metal nitrate.  The choice between whether to use a solution of 

nitrate or chloride was made based upon what was readily available and both proved 

to be adequate for what was required.  The solution was then stirred under reflux for 

two weeks, with the solution allowed to settle, drained off and replaced with fresh 

solution every 48 hours to ensure a maximum concentration gradient was maintained 

throughout. Upon completion of this method the resulting powders were repeatedly 

washed with distilled water before being dried at ~60 °C. At the end of this period 

phase purity was confirmed through PXRD with each material showing the retention 

of the pyrochlore framework.  The tantalum containing frameworks also showed a 

small amount of tantalum oxide as an impurity.  The samples retained a total mass 

within 10% of the starting material used in each case, which was deemed as 

acceptable as a small amount of powder was lost with each ion exchange cycle and 

subsequent washing.  Where elemental analysis showed incomplete ion exchange the 

samples were refluxed for further periods of time until EDX showed no further ion-

exchange or full ion-exchange had been reached.  The starting materials and total 

period of ion exchange are summarised in Table 5.2.1. 
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Table 5.2.1 – Total time under reflux, along with ion exchange source material for the series 

A2+(B5+WO6)2 where A = Ca, Sr, Ba, Pb and Cd, and B = Nb and Ta. 

Target phase Metal ion source Total time in 

solution/days 

Ca(NbWO6)2.nH2O CaCl2 18 

Ca(TaWO6)2.nH2O CaCl2 14 

Sr(NbWO6)2.nH2O Sr(NO3)2 14 

Sr(TaWO6)2.nH2O Sr(NO3)2 22 

Ba(NbWO6)2.nH2O BaCl2 14 

Ba(TaWO6)2.nH2O BaCl2 14 

Pb(NbWO6)2.nH2O Pb(NO3)2 18 

Pb(TaWO6)2.nH2O Pb(NO3)2 14 

Cd(NbWO6)2.nH2O Cd(NO3)2 14 

Cd(TaWO6)2.nH2O Cd(NO3)2 22 
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5.2.2  Elemental analysis of A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.nH2O 

Elemental analysis was routinely carried out on each phase to confirm the level of 

ion exchange that had occurred within the materials using a JEOL JSM 5910 

scanning electron microscope, fitted with an Oxford Instruments Inca Energy 300 

energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometry analysis system. When the sample was seen to 

have undergone complete ion exchange or there was no noticeable change in the 

ratio of A
2+

: K synthesis was halted.  The elemental composition for each phase was 

averaged over several data collections and a mean value calculated.  The results of 

these analyses are tabulated below in Table 5.2.2 with the proportion of oxygen 

excluded due to the poor ratios provided by this method in the presence of heavy 

atoms.  As tungsten is the common element across the series all values are given 

with respect to proportion of tungsten present. 

During this work the oxygen content was ignored as it was deemed unreliable and 

only the ratio of metal atoms was used for analysis. 
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Table 5.2.2 – Calculated mean compositional values from EDX data for the series 

A2+(B5+WO6)2.nH2O, in the ideal structure values for B5+ = 1 , K = 0 and A2+ = 0.5 

Target phase 
Elemental ratio with respect to tungsten 

K A
2+ 

B
5+ 

W 

Ca(NbWO6)2.nH2O 0.04 0.46 0.85 1.00 

Ca(TaWO6)2.nH2O 0.00 0.69 0.88 1.00 

Sr(NbWO6)2.nH2O 0.00 0.69 1.05 1.00 

Sr(TaWO6)2.nH2O 0.07 0.36 0.84 1.00 

Ba(NbWO6)2.nH2O 0.00 0.61 0.98 1.00 

Ba(TaWO6)2.nH2O 0.00 0.63 0.71 1.00 

Pb(NbWO6)2.nH2O 0.04 0.49 1.05 1.00 

Pb(TaWO6)2.nH2O 0.00 0.76 0.85 1.00 

Cd(NbWO6)2.nH2O 0.00 0.36 1.05 1.00 

Cd(TaWO6)2.nH2O 0.02 0.47 0.89 1.00 

 

Data from EDX must be viewed carefully and is not readily used as a quantitative 

tool, this is particularly true for these families of materials where the energy bands 

observed are often overlapping, this effect can be viewed in Figure 5.2.2 where it can 

readily be seen that the peaks along with their intensities cannot be easily separated 

from one another.  The niobium, tungsten and tantalum peaks overlap across the 

energy range, particularly at lower energies where the more intense peaks provide 

the most accurate information for quantitative analysis.  It is also worth mentioning 

that several peaks overlap with those of the divalent cations being looked at and thus 

this information must be carefully used.  The only reliable information that can be 

taken from this data is that of the presence of the elements labelled and very rough 

ratios to one another. 

It is worth noting at this juncture that whilst some potassium is still present in these 

materials attempts to locate it, on positions separate from those of the divalent 

cations, when refining the various data sets did not succeed.  As the levels of 

occupation, when present at all, are extremely low this has not been discussed 

further, it is however worth noting that this element is still present in several of the 

phases even after the ion exchange process has been completed. 
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Figure 5.2.1 – Counts vs KeV for the ion exchange starting material KTaWO6, peak assignments are 

labelled and the carbon at low KeV is assigned to the coating used in sample preparation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2.2– Counts vs KeV for the ion exchange material Pb(TaWO6)2  , peak assignments are 

labelled and the carbon at low KeV is assigned to the coating used in sample preparation.  

For comparison data for the starting materials KTaWO6 and KNbWO6 are also 

included in Table 5.2.3 where we can view the discrepancies between the phase 

composition arising from the data and that which we would expect.  It is reasonable 

to assume that within experimental limits these materials will follow the ideal 

stoichiometry, it can thus be seen that the experimental limits of assigned 

composition vary widely.  Once again the presented data is the result of multiple 

summed data sets, which were in themselves even more widely spread. 
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Table 5.2.3 – Elemental composition for the starting materials used for the ion exchange reactions 

discussed in this section. 

Target phase 
Elemental ratio with respect to tungsten 

K B
5+ 

W 

KTaWO6 0.84 0.93 1 

KNbWO6 0.95 1.04 1 
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5.2.3  Thermogravimetric data analysis for the series A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.nH2O 

Data was collected for each member of the series to identify the level of hydration 

for each phase.  For a fully exchanged material a water content of two water 

molecules per unit would be expected, giving a standard formula of 

A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.2H2O.  However if complete ion exchange has not occurred then we 

will expect a value of less than one as the potassium ions remaining in the structure 

will occupy the cavity surrounding the 8b site leaving insufficient room within for a 

water molecule to be present.  Data was collected for each phase over a temperature 

range of 25 to 600 °C with mass change and DSC recorded, typically each data set 

was collected over a period of 1 to 2 hours. 
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Figure 5.2.3– A plot of calculated water content against temperature for Ba(NbWO6)2.xH2O showing 

the broad temperature range over which water is lost. 
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The majority of phases studied displayed the relatively simple behaviour as 

characterised by Ba(NbWO6)2.xH2O (Figure 5.2.3) with a consistent loss of mass 

over a wide range of temperatures. The one phase showing significantly different 

behaviour is Cd(NbWO6)2.xH2O, unlike the remaining materials in the series this 

phase does not display the characteristic smooth dehydration with a 2-3 % mass loss 

but instead loses a much more significant 29 % of the sample’s mass.  If we were to 

assume that only Nb2O5 and WO3 remain at 600 °C, as both are thermally  stable to 

considerably higher temperatures than this, then we would expect to observe an even 

higher mass loss than is seen, in the region of 35 %.  Inspection of the accompanying 

DSC plot shows a series of thermal events occurring over the full range of 

temperatures implying a complex process of decay is occurring. PXRD data 

collected on the sample after heating showed a total loss of the pyrochlore structure, 

with only amorphous scattering observed from the resulting product. In contrast the 

second cadmium containing phase studied, Cd(TaWO6)2.nH2O, whilst displaying a 

much broader dehydration curve with water being lost up to approximately 500°C, 

retained the pyrochlore structure throughout. 
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Figure 5.2.4 – TGA (red) and DSC (green) plots for Cd(NbWO6)2.xH2O collected over a temperature 

range of 25 to 600 °C. 
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Figure 5.2.5 - TGA (red) and DSC (green) plots for Cd(TaWO6)2.xH2O. 

A sample of Sr(NbWO6)2 was also studied over a temperature range of 25 to 900 °C 

to observe the thermal stability over a wider range, no unusual behaviour was 

observed over this extended range with just a slight further mass loss at the higher 

temperatures which was attributed to the loss of some of the A-site.  This behaviour 

showed a thermal stability similar to that displayed by the starting materials, a 

feature we would not readily predict as it would be expected that losing a significant 

proportion of the A
2+

 cations would lead to some reduction in overall structural 

stability. 

Brief collections of powder X-ray diffraction data were also carried out on 

completion of the thermal gravimetric studies; these showed that the pyrochlore 

structure was retained after heating of the samples to 600 °C for all phases except for 

Cd(NbWO6).xH2O.  A sample of Sr(NbWO6)2.xH2O was dried at 600 °C for 6 hours 

to remove all water, the sample was the allowed to cool and left in air for 48 hours.  

A further TGA was then run on the same Sr(NbWO6)2.xH2O  sample with the 

resulting mass change being within 0.2% of that observed for the untreated sample 
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suggesting that the dehydration of these samples is at least partially, if not 

completely reversible. 

Table 5.2.4- Calculated waters per formula unit for the series A2+(B5+WO6)2.nH2O calculated from 

TGA data  

Material n for A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.nH2O 

Ca(NbWO6)2.nH2O 1.74 

Ca(TaWO6)2.nH2O 2.16 

Sr(NbWO6)2.nH2O 2.21 

Sr(TaWO6)2.nH2O 1.60 

Ba(NbWO6)2.nH2O 1.96 

Ba(TaWO6)2.nH2O 1.97 

Pb(NbWO6)2.nH2O 1.86 

Pb(TaWO6)2.nH2O 2.05 

Cd(NbWO6)2.nH2O Decomposes 

Cd(TaWO6)2.nH2O 1.75 
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5.2.4   IR spectra of A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.2H2O  

Infrared spectra were collected on the hydrated samples presented to confirm the 

presence of water within the structure. Figure 5.2.6 shows a plot of 

Sr(TaWO6)2.2H2O where the peaks associated with water molecules can clearly be 

observed.  The typical stretches of water molecules in solid state spectra are 

observed as a broad stretch between 3600-3200 cm
-1

 and a weaker band at 1640-

1615 cm
-1

, both of which are seen in these spectra. 
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Figure 5.2.6 – Collected IR absorption spectra for Sr(TaWO6)2.2H2O . 
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5.3  PXRD study of the series A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.2H2O where A
2+

= Cd, Pb, Sr, Ba 

and Ca and B
5+

= Nb and Ta 

Data in the 2θ range 10 to 110° 2θ with a step size of 0.02° were collected over 16 

hours for all the phases being studied using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer in a 

standard θ/2θ setup.  All data was collected at room temperature in air. 

5.3.1 Structural refinements 

Initial refinements placed all atoms on the sites of the standard model as used by 

Chernorukov et al
11

 and proceeded with the variation of global parameters; 

background, zero point, peak profile coefficients and the lattice constants.  The 

isotropic temperature factors were then introduced for the individual atoms, along 

with the allowed atomic positions being refined; this provided a solid indication of 

whether the position was viable within the structure.  For the majority of phases the 

oxygen atoms of the water molecules initially occupying the 8b site produced 

considerably larger than expected temperature factors.  These oxygen atoms were 

therefore shifted to a 32e site placing them on the (110) plane that runs between 

adjacent 8b and 16d sites.  A small displacement to 0.38,0.38,0.38 was initially used 

along with the necessary reduction in occupancy to 0.25 to retain the same overall 

stoichiometry.  Refinement in this model whilst providing an improvement in fit 

proved unstable for several of the phases even with significant degrees of 

dampening, the oxygen atomic position was therefore left refining on the initial 8b 

site for the strontium and calcium containing phases.  

For the remainder of this chapter all oxygen positions relating to the framework will 

be noted as O1 and those of the water molecules O2 when presenting structural data. 
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Table 5.3.1– Starting structural model used in the refinements of the series A2+(B5+WO6)2.2H2O 

(where A2+= Ca, Ba, Sr, Pb and Cd, B5+ = Nb and Ta) 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy 

A
2+ 

16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 

B
5+ 

16c 0 0 0 0.5 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 

O1 48f 0.312 0.125 0.125 1 

O2 8b 0.375 0.375 0.375 1 

 

Table 5.3.2 - Structural model used in the refinements of the series A2+(B5+WO6)2.2H2O (where A= 

Ca, Ba, Sr, Pb and Cd, B = Nb and Ta) where a significant improvement in fit was observed with 

inclusion of a variable O2 position relating to the oxygen of the intercalated water. 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy 

A
2+ 

16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 

B
5+ 

16c 0 0 0 0.5 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 

O1 48f 0.312 0.125 0.125 1 

O2 32e x x x 0.25 

 

Several of the tantalum containing phases included small impurities of tantalum 

oxide which was thus refined using the model of Stevens and Roth
15

 for an 

orthorhombic tantalum oxide phase, providing a suitable fit. Ca(TaWO6)2.2H2O also 

included a small, ~1%, impurity phase of orthorhombic CaTa2O6
16

 along with a 

corresponding amount of the triclinic phase WO3
17

, and Ta2O5 as with the other 

tantalum containing materials.  This phase is included in Figure 5.3.1 displaying the 

most complex data set, in terms of overall refined parameters relating to the multiple 

phases from the available data.  Finally the Pb(TaWO6)2.2H2O phase contained a 

significant impurity, ~15%, of PbWO4.  This was added to the refinement using the 

model of Moreau et al
18

, the addition of this phase resulted in negative thermal 

motion being observed in the oxygen atom of the water molecule, likely resulting 

from overlapping reflections and a poorly refined second phase contribution.  This 

variable oxygen position was however retained as it provided a significant 

improvement in fit to the data with this shift in atomic position.  Refinements using 
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the 8b site for this material had the reverse effect producing a degree of thermal 

motion far in excess of what would be deemed acceptable in comparison to the other 

phases being studied here. 

Models for all phases being studied were refined satisfactorily in this way and all 

impurities identified.  The niobium phases were selected for further study using 

powder neutron diffraction primarily due to the large absorption cross section for 

tantalum and secondarily due to their slightly superior phase purity. All subsequent 

refinements on these materials, using PND on both the hydrated and dehydrated 

materials, included these impurity phases as required. 

 

Table 5.3.3 – Calculated refined parameters for the series A2+(B5+WO6)2.2H2O (where A= Ca, Ba, Sr, 

Pb and Cd, B = Nb and Ta) from PXRD data at room temperature using the model presented in 

Tables 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. E.S.D. are included in parenthesis. 

Target phase 
Lattice 

parameter/Å 

Oxygen 1 x 

position 

Oxygen 1 

UISO 

Oxygen 2 x 

position 

Oxygen 2 

UISO 

Ba(NbWO6)2.nH2O 10.47446(12) 0.3102(9) 1.32(30) 0.4102(17) 3.01(203) 

Ba(TaWO6)2.nH2O 10.45320(19) 0.3140(10) 1.6(4) 0.4012(18) 0.2(12) 

Pb(NbWO6)2.nH2O 10.42647(10) 0.3126(9) 1.48(30) 0.4033(25) 1.29(223) 

Pb(TaWO6)2.nH2O 10.40226(27) 0.3236(16) 3.0(7) 0.4047(20) -3.9(18) 

Sr(NbWO6)2.nH2O 10.41004(13) 0.3108(9) 2.20(30) 0.375 8.88(120) 

Sr(TaWO6)2.nH2O 10.39151(16) 0.3163(10) 0.63(35) 0.375 7.87(148) 

Ca(NbWO6)2.nH2O 10.37248(17) 0.3157(10) 1.1(4) 0.375 7.3(13) 

Ca(TaWO6)2.nH2O 10.34667(14) 0.3168(8) 1.89(31) 0.375 3.77(73) 

Cd(NbWO6)2.nH2O 10.44809(9) 0.3116(7) 1.83(24) 0.3955(22) 5.26(11) 

Cd(TaWO6)2.nH2O 10.42740(25) 0.3164(14) 1.1(5) 0.3989(20) 4.6(17) 
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Figure 5.3.1 – Profile fit to PXRD data for Ca(TaWO6)2.H2O.  Experimental data points are shown as 

red crosses, the upper continuous green line is the calculated profile, lower continuous blue line the 
difference and allowed reflections indicated by tick marks.  From top to bottom the tick marks 

represent CaTa2O6, WO3, Ta2O5 and Ca(TaWO6)2.nH2O respectively. 
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Finally it was noted that for several of the phases values for the thermal parameters 

of divalent cations were considerably higher than those of the framework.  This 

effect was particularly notable with the calcium and cadmium containing phases, the 

two smallest cations being studied.  Further refinements were therefore carried out 

displacing the divalent cations away from the 16d site along the (110) plane, whilst 

providing no significant improvement in fit for the calcium phases a noticeable 

change was observed in the cadmium phases.  The final calculated positional 

parameters used for the cadmium containing phases are displayed in Table 5.3.4.   

Table 5.3.4 - The final structural model used in the refinements of Cd2+(B5+WO6)2.2H2O (where B = 

Nb and Ta) with the addition of a variable position for the position of the Cd2+. 

 

 

The refinement of Pb(TaWO6)2.2H2O also provided some minor discrepancies with a 

negative thermal parameter for the oxygen atom  of the water molecule and a higher 

than expected value of x for the O1 oxygen of the framework, which would 

correspond to a significant increase in the level of distortion in the BO6 octahedra.  

This is probably explained by the presence of the PbWO4 impurity, although the 

phase is readily modelled there are significant overlaps particularly on the 311 and 

440 reflections at ~29.8 and 49.5 2θ respectively.  The data for this phase was 

therefore treated with a reasonable degree of caution. 

 

Atom Cd(NbWO6)2.2H2O Cd(TaWO6)2.2H2O 

Cd
2+

(1): (x) 0.4828(7) 0.4767(8) 

UISO 3.38(35) 1.2(8) 

O1: (x) 0.3101(7) 0.3157(15) 

UISO 2.20(25) 1.8(5) 

O2: (x) 0.3626(217) 0.3559(12) 

UISO 7.61(62) 5.5(22) 

a 10.44811(9) 10.42737(25) 
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5.3.2 Discussion 

Looking at the lattice parameter changes across the series, Figure 5.3.2, we can see a 

clear trend in the reduction of lattice size corresponding well to the reduction in the 

A-site cation size.  The two cadmium phases in contrast do not fit this pattern with a 

significantly larger than expected lattice constant.  This can likely be explained by 

the size of the cadmium ions, as discussed previously the smaller cadmium atoms 

(~0.95Å) are best modelled on a 32e site allowing a change in coordination.  Not 

only does this change the environment in which the cadmium atoms reside it also 

allows the lattice to relax. Similar behaviour is seen in NaNbWO6.nH2O where the 

hydrated phase is in fact smaller than the dehydrated analogue, an effect that relates 

to the varying stabilising effects of both the water and A-site cations
19

.  It appears 

that the expansion and subsequent displacement of the cadmium ions is the dominant 

force in this material.  
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Figure 5.3.2 – A plot of lattice parameter against A-site cation size for the series A2+(B5+WO6)2.2H2O 

(where A2+ = Cd, Ca,  Pb and Sr and B5+ = Ta (●) and Nb(○) ) 
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This material can then be viewed as possessing a framework in a state approaching 

total relaxation; it is therefore possible to interpret the shift in cadmium position as 

also allowing the lattice to relax and providing a solid thermodynamic rationale for 

this structural change with the corresponding increase in lattice parameter being seen 

in both phases studied. 

As a general trend we can see that the niobium phases are consistently larger than the 

tantalum containing ones.  Shannon
20

 implies that both of these cations should have 

identical  ionic radii, however we can interpret this difference partly from the fact 

that Shannon’s radii are taken as averages across different structure types and thus 

have a margin of error and from the chemistry of the niobium itself which tends to 

not occupy the centre of octahedra but rather sits to one side leading to larger than 

expected polyhedra. 

Positions for the oxygen atoms of the water molecules require the use of two models 

with either the oxygen of hydration fixed on the 8b site or placed on a 32e site 

slightly displaced from here.  This behaviour can once again be explained by 

accounting for the change in lattice parameter.  Whilst the lattice parameter in 

general reduces in line with a reduction in A-site cation size the water will continue 

to require the same volume for an ideal coordination.  As the cavity surrounding the 

8b site increases in volume the water molecule can no longer achieve sufficient 

coordination by remaining at the centre, it thus moves towards the side of the cavity 

retaining a similar distance from the framework and requires a shift in 

crystallographic position.  Smaller shifts may occur in the strontium and calcium 

phases but are unobservable in the PXRD data available as until the oxygen atom has 

moved a reasonable distance from this site it is not possible to distinguish between 

oxygen atoms with a larger thermal parameter and cations occupying a different 

position.  This is something particular prevalent in PXRD data where the 

proportional contribution of the oxygen to the reflections is relatively low.    

The observed shift in position of the cadmium ions allowed by the adopted model 

leads to a significant change in the coordination environment of the atoms compared 

to the other cations studied here. In the initial model studied the cadmium atom was 

located out of the centre of the puckered ring of six oxygen atoms centred around the 

16d site with two oxygen atoms also potentially contributing electron density from 
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the waters of hydration.  The new site ~0.25Å along the (110) plane changes this 

significantly. The cadmium ion moves further into one of the surrounding cavities, 

moving closer to one of the possible oxygen, of the water, atom positions.  This 

movement shortens the Cd-O bond length to this atom as well as shortening three of 

the oxygen bonds to the surrounding framework.  It seems likely that the stabilisation 

gained from the shortening of these four bonds is greater than the reverse effect from 

the lengthening of three of the other bonds to the framework (an ideal Cd-O bond 

length for an eightfold environment is 2.45Å or 2.30Å for a six fold site, still 

nominally shorter than those observed here).  Figure 5.2.3 shows the oxygen atoms 

surrounding the cadmium ions, it is likely that only the longer O5 atom sites are 

occupied as these sites allow the hydrogen’s of the water to point away from the 

cadmium whereas the shorter distance should require at least one hydrogen to be 

pointing in the direction of the cadmium, negatively effecting the available 

stabilising charge. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.3.3 – The left hand image shows the calculated coordination environment for cadmium 

atoms and the right hand image the environment if the cation is placed on the ideal 16d site.  O4 
represents the oxygens of the BO6 lattice and O5 the waters of hydration, of which only one of the 

four positions would normally be occupied. 
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5.4   PND study of the series A
2+

(B
5+

WO6)2.nH2O 

Data were collected on the powder neutron diffraction instrument Super D2B at the 

ILL, Grenoble at a wavelength of 1.594Å.  Individual data sets were collected at 

1.5K using a standard Oxford instruments orange cryostat with a collection time of 4 

hours on four of the five niobium containing materials discussed earlier in this 

chapter.  Data was not collected for the cadmium containing phase 

Cd(NbWO6)2.H2O due to the large neutron absorption cross section exhibited by this 

phase causing data quality to be below a reasonable threshold
21

. The PND data 

proved to be of a high enough quality that proton positions could also be extracted. 

5.4.1 Structure refinements  

To allow a stronger picture of the process of ion exchange to be built up we wished 

to fully characterise the structure of the hydrated phases particularly the positions of 

both the oxygen atoms of the framework and the water molecules. Thus powder 

neutron diffraction data were collected to allow more accurate determination of the 

atomic positions, most particularly those of the lighter elements.   

An initial model based upon that calculated in Section 5.3 from PXRD was used as a 

starting point for the structural refinement of each phase. These refinements 

produced a much higher than expected thermal parameter for the oxygen atoms of 

the water molecules for all phases studied, the overall fit was improved by the 

displacement of this oxygen to a nearby 32e site significantly improving the fit.  

Unlike the previously collected PXRD data, the higher quality of the PND data also 

allowed refinement of hydrogen atom positions.  To accurately determine these 

positions the structure was fully refined without the hydrogen atoms being 

incorporated, difference Fourier maps were then calculated and possible sites located 

within the framework.  Several reasonable sites were studied with the site which 

provided by far the most significant improvement in fit being located on a further 48f 

site aligned directly between the ideal oxygen atom position at 8b and the nearest 

framework oxygen atom at the previously discussed 48f site.  The extracted bond 

lengths in each case were deemed reasonable, with molecular alignment of the water 

molecules proving logical, thus the model was adopted and used in the final 

refinements.  This model is presented in Table 5.4.1 along with the extracted data for 

each phase in Table 5.4.2. 
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Table 5.4.1 – Initial structural model used in the refinements of the series A2+(NbWO6)2.2H2O (where 

A= Ca, Ba, Sr and Pb) 

Atom Site  x  y z Occupancy 

A
2+ 16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.25 

B
5+ 16c 0 0 0 0.5 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 

O1 48f x 0.125 0.125 1 

O2 32e x x x 0.25 

H 48f 0.375 0.375 z 0.33
· 

 

The positions of the A-site cations was also investigated, displacement away from 

the 16d site was attempted but produced no improvement in fit and the cations 

continued to be placed on sites identical to the 16d site once calculated errors had 

been taken into account. The refined occupancies loosely agreed with those provided 

by EDX. It may also be worth noting that whilst we are not willing to use the results 

of EDX as a truly quantitative tool the proportion of strontium present in 

Sr(NbWO6)2.nH2O was highlighted as being slightly higher than would be expected 

and that this is reflected well in the occupancies calculated from the refinement, it is 

also noticeable to a lesser degree in the barium containing phase presented here. An 

occupancy of >0.25 on this site relates to more than one divalent cation per formula 

unit and would also suggest a further source of negative charge within the 

framework possibly arising from a reduction in charge on the B-site cations or from 

the presence of HO
-
 anions on the water sites. 
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Table 5.4.2 – Extracted phase information from the refinement of data collected on the Super D2B 

instrument at the ILL for the series A2+(NbWO6)2.H2O where A2+ = Pb, Ca, Sr and Ba. 

Atom 
Ca(NbWO6)2 

2H2O 

Sr(NbWO6)2 

2H2O 

Pb(NbWO6)2 

2H2O 

Ba(NbWO6)2 

2H2O 

A
2+

 size for a VIII 

co-ordinated 

environment/Å 

1.12 1.26 1.29 1.42 

A
2+

: (x) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 

Occupancy 0.2509(11) 0.297(4) 0.2591(10) 0.271(7) 

UISO 2.29(5) 2.09(2) 1.53(4) 1.09(20) 

Nb/W: UISO 2.06(4) 2.16(4) 1.88(1) 2.12(4) 

O(1): (x) 0.311283(17) 0.31078(8) 0.309879(21) 0.30880(9) 

UISO 1.18(4) 1.036(18) 0.82(3) 0.904(21) 

O(2): (x) 0.390417(28) 0.39582(27) 0.3964(6) 0.39901(68) 

UISO 3.11(4) 1.33(19) 7.1(5) 8.7(7) 

H(2): (z) 0.4815(7) 0.4898(5) 0.4874(11) 0.4927(10) 

UISO 3.67(24) 2.44(20) 7.2(4) 4.8(6) 

a 10.37339(13) 10.40060(13) 10.41570(7) 10.46640(8) 

χ
2 

12.37 6.516 10.09 17.51 

Rwp (%) 3.35 2.88 2.79 4.00 

Rp (%) 2.42 2.05 2.04 2.78 
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Figure 5.4.1 - Profile fit to PND data for Sr(NbWO6)2.H2O .  Experimental data points are shown as 

red crosses, upper continuous green line is the calculated profile, lower continuous blue line the 

difference and allowed reflections indicated by tick marks.   
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Figure 5.4.2 – Profile fit for the same data plotted in Figure 5.3.2but with the hydrogen positions 

removed from the refinement, it can be clearly seen that the addition of hydrogen atoms to the 

refinement significantly improves the profile fit. 

 

5.4.2 Discussion 

As with the PXRD data presented earlier in this chapter the lattice parameter shows a 

direct correlation with the ionic radii of the divalent cations exchanged into the 

structure, with both increasing at a similar rate.  Comparison of the lattice constants 

extracted from both PND and PXRD shows the lattice parameters to be extremely 

similar to one another; this is not entirely expected as the PND data was collected at 

1.5 K whilst the PXRD was collected at room temperature.  For each material a 

small contraction is observed of approximately ~0.01 Å, in the case of 

Ba(NbWO6)2.nH2O from 10.47446(12) Å at room temperature to 10.46640(8) Å at 

1.5K. This change is smaller than that observed in other materials of this type, for 

example the series ANbTeO6 (where A = Cs, Rb and K) investigated in Section 3.5.3 

shows a lattice contraction of >0.1 Å for each material over this temperature range. 
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Figure 5.4.2 – Plot of the lattice parameter against ionic radii of the A2+ cation for the series 

A2+(NbWO6)2.nH2O where A2+ = Sr, Pb, Ca and Ba. 

This smaller than expected contraction may be explained by the occupation of the 

16d site, in the other materials studied as a function of temperature this site has not 

been occupied.  It seems likely that where as in other beta pyrochlores the lattice 

contraction is driven by a reduction in metal-oxygen bond length and a slight change 

in the oxygen-metal-oxygen bond angles that compose the polyhedra, the occupation 

of the 16d site inhibits this as its effective ionic radii does not change significantly 

upon cooling. 

In contrast to the pure beta-pyrochlore materials studied in Chapter Three these 

hydrated materials display elongation of the BO6 octahedra in the [111] direction.  

This concerted elongation allows the 16d site to be larger than it would be in a 

material with the same lattice parameter but without this characteristic, and therefore 

provides a site that may be better suited to the coordination of the large divalent 

cations now occupying this position. As the site is unoccupied in the true beta-phases 

this is not required and instead the framework ‘relaxes’ to some degree causing the 

polyhedra to compress.  In all cases this effect is weak with a displacement of 2-4° 
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away from the ideal 90° internal bond angles of the polyhedra.  Figure 5.4.3 clearly 

shows that the level of displacement, arising from increasing values for the x 

coordinate , are correlated to the increasing ion size, a trend which allows the larger 

ions to be accommodated whilst reducing the proportional increase in lattice 

parameter required. 
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Figure 5.4.3 - Calculated oxygen position for the B2O6 network against cation size for the series 

A2+(B2O6)2.nH2O where A2+ = Pb, Ca, Ba and Sr 
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Figure 5.4.4 – Showing the two extremes of the BO6 octahedral distortions at 0.5 and 1.5º for 

Ca(NbWO6)2.2H2O (Left) and Ba(NbWO6)2.2H2O (Right) respectively. 

The level of displacement displayed by the water molecules appears to correlate well 

to the changes in lattice parameter.  As expected as the lattice parameter, and thus 

cavity size, increase the degree of displacement also increases proportionally.  This 

proves logical and allows an almost constant distance to be maintained between the 

oxygen atoms of the framework and those of the water molecule. 

Table 5.4.3 – Refined positions and associated data for the waters of hydration for the phases 

A2+(NbWO6)2.H2O where A2+ = Pb, Ca, Sr and Ba 

Phase 

Hydrogen 

atom position 

, z 

Oxygen atom 

position, x,y,z 

Hydrogen-

Oxygen bond 

length 

H-O-H bond 

angle 

Ca(NbWO6)2.2H2O 0.4815(7) 0.390417(28) 0.972(7) 107.04(11) 

Sr(NbWO6)2.2H2O 0.4898(5) 0.39582(27) 1.024(5) 111.03(9) 

Pb(NbWO6)2.2H2O 0.4874(11) 0.3964(6) 0.999(12) 112.0(6) 

Ba(NbWO6)2.2H2O 0.4927(10) 0.39901(68) 1.015(8) 117.8(4) 
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Figure 5.4.5 – Plot of Lattice parameter against the position of the oxygen atoms belonging to the 

water molecules. 

Extraction of the water molecules structure and orientation from this model in 

general shows a good level of agreement with that expected. The possible exception 

are those of Ba(NbWO6)2.2H2O where the resulting positions imply a more obtuse 

angle than would normally be expected within a water molecule.   

Refinement of the levels of occupation for the A-type cation site led in all cases to 

slightly higher than expected values, relating to 1.0036 to 1.188 cations per formula 

unit.  Whilst these values are all higher than would necessarily be expected, as stated 

previously it is not entirely unreasonable to observe higher occupancies on these 

positions.  Such phenomena have been observed in mono-valent analogues, most 

notably in the series A2NbWO6, a series of materials examined more closely later in 

this chapter
22

. 
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5.5 PND study of the series A
2+

(NbWO6)2 where A = Ca, Sr, Pb and Ba 

In an attempt to better understand the structure within these phases’ data has been 

collected on the dehydrated analogues of those studied earlier in this chapter.  By 

looking at the dehydrated materials it was hoped that we could establish a better 

understanding of the environment present within them and thus improve our 

understanding of what phases can form and will be stable in this structure type.  

Ideally a study of this type should also provide a better picture of the relationship 

between cation size and site occupation. 

5.5.1 Sample preparation 

The samples were initially prepared by an identical ion exchange route as used for 

the hydrated phases.  The materials were then dehydrated overnight at 500 °C under 

nitrogen to remove the structural and surface bound water; this temperature was 

selected through testing via TGA above which all samples showed the mass loss 

expected from the loss of these waters.  To confirm dehydration was complete the 

dehydration process was replicated on the TGA apparatus, with additional  heating 

and cooling cycles carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere showing no further mass 

loss. 

5.5.2 Data collection 

Data was collected on the medium resolution time-of-flight powder neutron 

diffraction instrument POLARIS at ISIS, Oxfordshire with a collection time of ~1 

hour at 30 K.  Samples of ~4 g were sealed in 8 mm, thin walled vanadium cans 

prepared under a nitrogen environment to ensure water was not reabsorbed.  The 

powder pattern was collected simultaneously on all four detector banks with 

information from the backscattering, 90° and low-angle detector banks used in the 

final refinements.  The very low angle bank was excluded as no extra information 

was provided by this bank and provided no overall improvement to the fit due to the 

lower peak intensity to background ratio. 
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5.5.3 Structural refinement 

An initial structural model was built up based upon that used for the hydrated phases 

in Section 5.4.  The water molecules were initially removed and structural 

refinements carried out.  In all cases this model proved inadequate with significantly 

larger than expected thermal motions on the A-site cations. Concurrently the 

occupancies of these atoms were also varied, with density being shown to be present 

at this location for the strontium, barium and lead phases, however in the case of the 

calcium containing material no density could be located at this site with the 

occupancy tending to zero.  Movement of the strontium, barium and lead atoms to a 

32e site close to the 16d site provided significant improvements in the fit profile and 

a lowering of the thermal parameters of these atoms to much more reasonable levels.  

Inspection of calculated Fourier density maps from the Ca(NbWO6)2 data showed 

significant neutron density near to, but displaced from, the 8b site with this site 

therefore being used instead. 

Table 5.5.1- Starting structural model for the dehydrated series A2+(NbWO6)2 where A = Sr, Ba and 

Pb. 

Atom Site x y z Occupancy 

A
2+ 32e x (~0.46) x (~0.46) x (~0.46) ~0.18 

Nb 16c 0 0 0 0.5 

W 16c 0 0 0 0.5 

O 48f 0.311 0.125 0.125 1 

 

Once a suitable starting model was established a complete refinement was carried 

out for each phase.  The final TOF data range selected for each refinement was 

chosen to ensure the maximum amount of reflections were included whilst retaining 

a high level of resolution, thus for each data set the final refined data range differs to 

some degree. 

Final refined phase data for all four materials, along with profile fit parameters, are 

presented in Table 5.5.2.  The corresponding graphical fit for Ba(NbWO6)2 

corresponding to the 145° backscattering detector bank  is shown in Figure 5.5.1 as a 

typical example of the degree of fit observed in all four of the refinements 

undertaken.  
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Table 5.5.2 - Extracted data from the refinement of data collected on the Super D2B data at the ILL 

for the series A2+(NbWO6)2.H2O where A2+ = Pb, Ca, Sr and Ba. 

Atom Ca(NbWO6)2 Sr(NbWO6)2 Pb(NbWO6)2 Ba(NbWO6)2 

A
2+

: (x) 0.3888(3) 0.4886(3) 0.4921(3) 0.4608(3) 

Occupancy 0.182(2) 0.170(2) 0.139(1) 0.189(3) 

Ui/Ue*100 0.32(12) 0.64(9) 1.75(7) 2.24(16) 

Nb/W: Ui/Ue*100 1.58(3) 1.50(3) 1.573(15) 1.54(2) 

O: (x) 0.31174(5) 0.31146(6) 0.31061(3) 0.31077(5) 

Ui/Ue*100 0.540(8) 0.490(9) 0.547(5) 0.713(9) 

a 10.36901(16) 10.4040(2) 10.41626(11) 10.4280(3) 

χ
2 

8.183 6.663 6.139 6.344 

Rwp (%) 2.79 2.21 2.62 2.77 

Rp (%) 3.65 3.45 6.29 5.57 
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Figure 5.5.1 – Graphical profile fit from the PND data obtained for Ba(NbWO6)2 from the 
backscattering detector (145°) on the POLARIS instrument.  Red crosses mark observed intensities, 

upper continuous blue line the calculated profile, lower green line the difference and allowed 

reflections with tickmarks.   
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5.5.4 Discussion 

As with the majority of pyrochlores studied in this work the lattice size appears to be 

very closely linked to the size of the A-site cation, increasing as the effective ionic 

radii increase.  An interesting feature of note is that the difference in lattice 

dimensions between the hydrated and dehydrated materials, with the exception of 

Ba(NbWO6)2.nH2O, is minimal for all phases.  This results in the barium, strontium 

and lead phases displaying more similar lattice dimensions to one another than seen 

in the hydrated phases. 
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Figure 5.5.2 – Plot of the lattice parameter against ionic radii of the A-site cation size for the series 

A2+(NbWO6)2.nH2O , Hydrated phases are shown as(○ )and the dehydrated phases( ●). 

The interesting feature of note in these phases is the location of the A-site cations 

within the framework.  Initial inspection of the barium atom position shows it to be 

significantly displaced from the 16d site; this is probably explained by the barium 

being larger than is ideal for this site with this movement allowing both more space 

for the cation and the framework to contract.  This displacement coupled with a 

larger than expected thermal parameter suggests that the nuclear density is spread 

over a range of sites around, but not on, the 16d position.  A similar effect is 

observed in the lead phase with the atomic position moving closer to the 16d site but 
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still displaying a larger than expected degree of thermal motion suggesting the cation 

is closer to but still not the ‘ideal’ size for this site.  The behaviour of the strontium 

phase differs once again; the cation is further displaced from the 16d site but the 

position is much better defined displaying a degree of thermal motion in line with the 

other atoms of the material, this effect is not entirely expected as the change in 

effective ionic radii between lead and strontium is minimal yet the change in position 

and behaviour of the cation seems to be significant. It seems likely that the lead 

atoms are in reality displaced to a similar degree but that the large thermal 

parameters causes the nuclear density to be spread over a wider range and thus 

appear closer to the 16d sites. Finally the calcium containing phase refines with the 

cation on a very different coordination site close to the 8b site near to the centre of 

the large cavities, although this is coupled with a reduction in lattice dimensions, 

assumedly to provide better overall coordination for these cations, it is not entirely 

expected.  The movement of the smaller cation to a larger site appears to be counter 

intuitive but can possibly be explained by the effects of the contracting lattice being 

more significant than the stabilising contribution of the calcium ion position. 

Refinement of the occupancies of the A-site shows levels of occupation that are in 

general considerably higher than those expected.  To provide the ideal stoichiometry 

of A(NbWO6)2 the degree of occupation for the A-site should be ~0.125, however a 

higher level of occupation is observed in every phase.  A part of this in discrepancy 

may be explained by the presence of small amounts of potassium within the network 

resulting from incomplete ion exchange.  Unlike the majority of the beta-pyrochlores 

presented in Chapter three which were all white, these materials are varying degrees 

of beige/brown suggesting that not all the elemental components may be present in 

maximum oxidation states, something that would be required for an excess of A-type 

cation to be present.  It is notable that whilst small increases above the ideal 

stoichiometry were observed in Section 5.3 for the hydrated phases they were not as 

significant as those observed here.  This suggests that the refined degrees of 

occupation may be inaccurate, it is possible that this can be explained by the cations 

themselves being displaced over several sites which the model adopted fails to allow 

for.  Finally it is interesting to note that whilst the occupancies show poor levels of 

agreement with those achieved through the various other diffraction methods utilised 
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they do appear to agree to a higher degree with those indicated by elemental analysis 

shown in Section 5.2.3. 

5.6  Variable Temperature Study of Pb(NbWO6)2 by PND 

In order to better understand the structural changes occurring with respect to 

temperature a sample was selected for further study.  The Pb(NbWO6)2 sample was 

chosen primarily due the presence of the lone pair on the ion which may potentially 

lead to more interesting behaviour than in the other A-type cations being studied 

which are all present in d
0
 ground states.  Lone pairs of this sort on the lead atoms 

have previously been shown to cause a displacement of the ions away from the site 

normally occupied and we were keen study if similar effects were occurring in this 

material
23,24

. 

5.6.1 Data collection  

The series was studied on the POLARIS instrument at ISIS, Oxford.  Various 

collection times were used at a range of temperatures from 5 to 250K, these are 

displayed in Table 5.6.1. Longer collection times were used at lower temperature 

allowing the extraction of more precise structural data, study of the data for the two 

different collection times provided a marginal improvement of the statistics, in the 

region of a 5% improvement and thus minimal difference to the overall fitting 
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Table 5.6.1 – Table showing the collection times used for the variable temperature data collection on 

Pb(NbWO6)2 

Temperature/ 

Kelvin 

Collection times 

µA/hrs 

5 200 

20 200 

50 150 

100 150 

150 150 

200 150 

250 155 

 

5.6.2 Structural refinement 

All collected data was refined using the GSAS structural refinement suite and a 

standard model for a dehydrated beta-pyrochlore phase.  The lead atom was initially 

refined on the 16d site (0.5,0.5,0.5) but an significant improvement in fit was 

achieved by a displacement of this atom to the nearby 32e site (~0.49,~0.49,~0.49). 

As with all similar phases the two B-site cations are randomly assigned to the 16c 

sites and therefore are constrained for all variable parameters to one another.  The 

final refined parameters for Pb(NbWO6)2 at 5 K are presented in Table 5.6.2 along 

with the profile fit in Figure 5.6.1. 

Table 5.6.2 – Refined atomic parameters for Pb(NbWO6)2 at 5K from PND: E.S.D’s are given in 

parentheses. 

Atom Site x y z UISO Occupancy 

Pb 32e 0.4924(3) 0.4924(3) 0.4924(3) 1.79(7) 0.139(1) 

Nb 16c 0 0 0 1.587(15) 0.5 

W 16c 0 0 0 1.587(15) 0.5 

O 48f 0.31056(3) 0.125 0.125 0.588(17) 1 

Space group F d  ̅m. Cell parameters: a = 10.41612(11) Å, a = b = c 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 6.288, Rwp = 3.17%, Rp = 6.30% 
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Figure 5.6.1 – Profile fit to 1.5K TOF neutron data for Pb(NbWO6)2 refined from  the data collected 
on the backscattering bank of the POLARIS instrument. Experimental data points are shown as 

crosses, upper continuous line is the calculated profile, lower continuous line the difference and 

allowed reflections indicated by tickmarks.  The top plot displays longer d-spacing whilst the bottom 

plot shows the shorter d-spacing reflections observed. 
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5.6.3  Discussion 

The materials were studied over a temperature range of 5-250 K with data collected 

at discrete temperatures.  The pyrochlore structure is retained in this range and no 

extra peaks relating to a lowering in symmetry as a consequence of ion ordering are 

observed.  The material displays a standard thermal expansion profile with the 

expected corresponding changes in lattice parameter with respect to temperature 

(Figure 5.6.2).  There is a slight downward trend at 5 K possibly corresponding to 

the movement of the lead ion to a more fixed position; however attempts at refining 

the data in other models, allowing for ordering of the cation or displacement to a site 

closer to the larger 8b site provided a worse fit to the data available.  To establish 

whether this is an artefact of the data acquisition or a genuine effect we would 

require further low temperature data. 
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Figure 5.6.2 – A plot of calculated lattice parameters against temperature for Pb(NbWO6)2 from data 

collected on the POLARIS instrument. 
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The expected changes in the refined thermal energy are also observed for all the 

atoms of the structure (Figure 5.6.3) with a steady decrease and then levelling out of 

thermal motion as the temperature is reduced. As would be expected both the lead 

and niobium/tungsten site exhibit larger degrees of thermal motion than the 

corresponding lattice oxygen atoms.  For the lead this can be attributed to the 

occupation of a site that provides what is far from an ideal coordination environment 

with six bonds, three + three, that are longer than would be expected from the sum of 

the ionic radii.  The high thermal parameters for the B-site cations may be explained 

by the property of niobium to occupy a site away from the centre of its octahedron, 

as explained by Jahn-Teller effects as discussed in Section 3.4 leading to the 

spreading of the nuclear density, observed as an increase in thermal motion due to 

the limitations of the model. 
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Figure 5.6.3 – A plot of the refined thermal parameters for the niobium/tungsten(○) , lead (●) and 

oxygen (▼) atoms against temperature for the phase Pb(NbWO6)2 from data collected on the 

POLARIS instrument. 
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This effect may be further enhanced in this material by the possibility of the metal 

cations being present in ground states other than d
0
 leading to further Jahn-Teller 

distortions. 
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Figure 5.6.4 - Plot of the refined lead position against temperature for Pb(NbWO6)2 from data 

collected on the POLARIS instrument 

Looking at the position of the lead within the framework, shown in Figure 5.6.4, a 

gradual movement of the lead atoms away from the 16d site as temperature increases 

is observed.  This corresponds well to the increase in thermal motion displayed 

above; as the effective ion size increases it is unable to remain as close to this 

position and thus is forced away from the surrounding lattice. 

The movement of the lead away from the ideal 16d position can be explained in 

terms of relative ionic radii.    For lead in an ideal six fold coordination site we 

would expect to observe an atomic radius of 1.19 Å.  Nominally the oxygen atoms 

are on a twofold site bound to the framework metals with a smaller coordination 

contribution from the lead, for two and three fold sites this leads to an ionic radius of 

1.35 and 1.36 Å respectively, thus 1.35 Å will be used as a reference value from here 
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on.  The sum of these values leads to an ideal lead-oxygen distance of 2.54 Å.  The 

movement of the lead away from the 16d site causes the elongation of three of the 

nearest oxygen bonds and the shortening of the remaining three, this provides a 

coordination environment which is still far from ideal but allows a better overall 

degree of coordination than that provided otherwise.  It should be noted however that 

this is a marginal effect as the site, whilst being too large for an idealised Pb
2+

, is 

considerably closer to this ideal than any other site available within the framework. 

 

Figure 5.6.5 – Showing the coordination environment of the lead atoms in Pb(NbWO6)2 to the 
surrounding oxygen atoms of the BO6 framework. The red atoms represent the oxygen atoms and the 

yellow the lead atom. 
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5.7 Incorporation of trivalent A-site cations into the beta-pyrochlore 

framework 

As phases of the general stoichiometry A
2+

(BB’O6)2  had been successfully 

synthesised and characterised further work was undertaken to establish whether other 

A-site cations, ideally with higher charges, could be exchanged into the B2O6 

network.  As with the studies carried out earlier in this chapter (NbWO6)
-
 and 

(TaWO6)
-
 were selected as the potential acceptor networks, primarily due to their 

stability both at elevated temperatures and within acidic environments. 

5.7.1 Initial studies A
3+

(M
5+

WO6)3 frameworks 

The study of the series A
2+

(BWO6)2, both here and in other works
11

, has shown that 

ion exchange can readily be used to produce  dehydrated pyrochlore phases which 

are significantly ion deficient on the A2O’ network.  The main effect that would be 

predicted is a reduction in stability of the B2O6 network as the contribution from the 

cationic A-site species is reduced. It is therefore expected in turn that there should be 

a limit to the degree of ion deficiency which these structures can accommodate 

before structural collapse occurs.  Whilst it has been shown that only very weak 

interactions are required to  stabilise the framework, as seen in HTaWO6 where only 

displaced protons are present outside of the B2O6 lattice
25,26

, there have been no 

examples of these frameworks existing without any stabilising cations present.  

Work was therefore undertaken to further expand the range of cations that can be 

accepted onto these sites.  This was done with the aim of exchanging trivalent 

cations into the structure; initially bismuth was studied but limited work was also 

undertaken with several lanthanide compounds.  Whilst the bismuth phases have 

been shown to form these are the only pyrochlore phases of the general 

stoichiometry A
3+

(BWO6)3 that have been identified, with no phases forming 

lanthanides retaining the pyrochlore network. 
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5.7.2  Synthetic route 

Synthetic conditions employed were based on the same principle as used to produce 

the series A
2+

(BWO6)2 in Section 5.2.2, however due to the nature of the bismuth 

sources available  adjustments were made as required.  Initially both KNbWO6 and 

KTaWO6 were synthesised by conventional high temperature routes, also discussed 

in Section 5.2.1.  to be used as the starting materials.  As both of these phases rapidly 

hydrate in air to KNbWO6.H2O and KTaWO6.H2O the samples were heated to 300 

°C under a nitrogen atmosphere for 3 hours to ensure that the starting materials were 

fully dehydrated before ion exchange was begun.  From this point on all samples 

were handled under a nitrogen atmosphere to minimise the exposure to water. 

The ion exchange solution was produced by dissolving BiNO3 in dried acetone 

(Sigma Aldrich), minimising the exposure of this solution to water proved 

particularly important as not doing so resulted in the rapid formation of insoluble 

Bi2O3. A sample, ~ 5 g, of the KBWO6 starting material was placed into a sealed 

flask and covered in ~50 ml of the ion exchange solution.   This solution was then 

allowed to stir for 48 hours, after which time it was removed and replaced with fresh 

BiNO3 solution.  This process was repeated for 21 days after which PXRD patterns 

were collected to ensure the pyrochlore framework was retained.  As well as a 

pyrochlore framework being observed significant amounts of Bi2O3 were also 

present, ~50 %, which were removed before final analysis.  This was done by 

repeated washings in dilute Oxalic acid, ~2 M, which successfully removed all of the 

bismuth oxide whilst appearing to have no effect on the pyrochlore framework.  

Once a pure sample had been obtained the composition of the material was studied 

using EDX analysis.     

In addition a final mass calculation was undertaken to determine whether material 

had been lost through the process.  For both phases complete ion exchange would be 

expected to lead to a mass increase of 7-8 % however the reverse was in fact 

observed with both phases losing approximately 15 % of the starting mass during the 

synthetic process.  Several possible explanations can be offered for this loss, with 

two rationales being that a small amount of material was lost each time the ion 

exchanged solution was changed as the particle size was extremely small and thus 
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the material highly mobile or that although weak an acid was used as a washing 

agent this may have attacked the structurally weakened framework.   

5.7.3 Compositional analysis 

To ascertain whether ion exchange had occurred within these materials, and if so the 

level of this ion exchange, compositional data was collected on a JEOL JSM 5910 

Scanning Electron Microscope, fitted with an Oxford Instruments Inca Energy 300 

Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry analysis system.   For each material multiple 

data sets were collected to provide better statistics. 

Both materials showed a significant amount of bismuth was present, whilst also 

retaining potassium in the framework.  These quantities are very close to one 

another, by atomic percentages, suggesting general formulae of something similar to 

(KBi)(NbWO6)2 and (KBi)(TaWO6)2.  Both formulas would prove reasonable and 

allow a fully charge balanced structure with an identical overall composition as for 

the A
2+

(BWO6)2 also studied in this work where half of the available cavities within 

the BO6 network are occupied.  
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5.7.4 PXRD structural studies 

An initial data set was collected on both samples using a Siemens D5000 

diffractometer over a 2 θ range of 10-80° and a total collection time of 3 hours.  Both 

samples were shown to have a pyrochlore framework as their primary phase with 

multiple small impurities in each material; both contained ~4-6% of WO3
27

 along 

with a corresponding quantity of B2WO6 (B = Nb or Ta)
28,29

.  

Attempts to collect further data sets did not prove possible as the pyrochlore sample 

degraded rapidly over time, after ~4 weeks both samples no longer displayed the 

reflections characteristic of the pyrochlore framework, collapsing instead to a variety 

of other identifiable phases.  These included further quantities of the impurities seen 

in the initial PXRD data collections along with BiTaO4
30

 and BiNbO4
31

.  

As only a relatively short data set was available for each materials being studied care 

must be taken with the extracted information. Refinements for both phases 

proceeded smoothly and provided stable models in both cases for the BWO6 

frameworks.  Further study of the data allowed potential positions to be refined for 

the Bi/K present suggesting the most significant area of electron density, once the 

contribution of the BWO6 frameworks had been removed, to be on 32e positions 

roughly half way between the 8b and 16d sites. In both cases assigning an atom to 

these positions proved stable but separate positions for the bismuth and potassium 

cations, potentially achievable due to their significantly different levels of electron 

density, was not possible. 

Table 5.7.1- Refined lattice parameters for (KBi)(NbWO6)2 and (KBi)(TaWO6)2 along with the lattice 

parameters of the pure potassium phases for comparison. 

Phase Lattice parameter/Å 
Lattice parameter of 

potassium only phase 

(BiK)(NbWO6)2 10.4569(2) 10.4747(2) 

(BiK)(TaWO6)2 10.4253(5) 10.49859(16) 
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Figure 5.7.1 – Profile fit to PXRD data for (BiK)(NbWO6)2. Experimental data points are shown as 

crosses, upper continuous line is the calculated profile, lower continuous line the difference and 

allowed reflections indicated by tickmarks.   

 

5.7.5 Discussion 

The primary focus of this section of work was to determine whether defect 

pyrochlore phases could be synthesised with the inclusions of 3+ cations on the A2O’ 

network. Whilst this has not proved possible by direct methods, ion exchange has 

allowed cations of this type to be incorporated.  Complete ion exchange was not 

achieved; instead approximately 75% of the potassium cations appear to have been 

exchanged for bismuth ions, with one bismuth atom replacing every three potassium 

atoms removed.  Both frameworks synthesised have proved to be highly unstable, 

breaking down to denser phases when exposed to air for several days.   

In the case of both materials the level of extracted phase information has proved 

limited due to the poor stability of the bismuth containing phases synthesised.  

Whilst in each case a precise model was built up only the lattice parameters may be 

relied upon to provide an accurate value.  Table 5.7.1 clearly shows that both 

samples display shorter lattice parameters with the inclusion of bismuth into the 
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framework; this corresponds well with what has been seen in the materials studied 

earlier in this chapter.  The inclusion of smaller cations leads to the occupation of the 

16d site as opposed to the larger 8b positions; this in turn allows the framework to 

relax to smaller overall lattice dimensions.  

Taking the general formula of these materials as (KBi)(BWO6)2, where B = Nb or Ta, 

it can be seen that, in common with the series A(BWO6)2, half of the available 

cavities are occupied within the material whilst the other half are entirely vacant.  

That ion exchange only occurs to this degree strongly suggests that this level of ion 

occupation is the limit of what is achievable whilst retaining the pyrochlore 

structure, with insufficient stabilisation being provided by a level of occupation 

lower than this.  Whilst care must be taken with the interpretation of the refined 

PXRD data, as the quality is poor compared to the other data being studied in this 

work, calculated Fourier density maps imply that neither the 16d site nor the 8b sites 

are occupied to a significant degree.  Instead all cation density on this network is 

assigned to sites between these two positions, with the apparent level of 

displacement being more significant than seen in the potassium only analogues.   
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5.8 Structural studies of KxNbWO6 

5.8.1  Introduction 

The K2NbWO6 phase is unusual in both its empirical make up and the apparent 

charge of the transition metals that compose the B2O6 framework.  The vast majority 

of the beta-pyrochlores discussed in this work have involved transition metals in 

their maximum oxidation states, the series A2NbWO6 (where A= Na, K and Rb) 

however does not meet this criteria.  The addition of a second alkali metal on to the 

available A2O’ network positions moves the framework away from that of a standard 

beta-pyrochlore framework, with insufficient 8b sites available within the structure 

to accommodate the cations.   

This series, with both the sodium, rubidium and potassium analogues, was first 

presented by Murphy et al
22

 as part of a wider study of intercalation reactions.  The 

phase KNbWO6 was used as a starting material with an insertion reaction being 

carried out at low temperature to achieve the desired phase. The series was originally 

studied by PXRD and no quantitative methods were used to ascertain the level of 

insertion.  Complete insertion appears to have been assumed and exact structural 

data was not available. Murphy et al presented their results with an assumed full 

occupation on the hexagonal 16d site as this best explained the significant lattice 

expansion in comparison to the ANbWO6 analogues previously presented within the 

literature
32,33

, however PXRD data itself was insufficient to conclusively prove this 

assumption. Only one other series of materials have previously been observed that 

display a directly comparable stoichiometry, these being A2GeTeO6 (A= K, Rb and 

Cs)
34

, which differs in nature in that both germanium and terbium are present at their 

highest oxidation states. 

A further study of this material has therefore been undertaken, using PND as the 

primary tool of characterisation.    
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5.8.2  Synthetic Route 

To produce a suitable starting material for the insertion stage of this reaction process 

KNbWO6 was initially synthesised as specified in Section 3.2.1. The purity of the 

resulting phase was then checked by powder X-ray diffraction which confirmed a 

single phase sample. 

From this point onwards preparation of the sample was carried out entirely under 

nitrogen replicating the method specified by Murphy et al; initially the starting 

material was heated to 500 °C for 4 hours to ensure the materials were fully 

dehydrated.  The sample (~5g) was then placed in to a Schlenk tube along with the 

appropriate alkali metal (2-3g), and ammonia (~50ml) condensed onto the sample at 

-79 °C.  The reaction vessel was then left for 2 hours at this temperature before being 

allowed to warm to -20°C over a further 2 hour period.  The remaining ammonia was 

then allowed to boil off until the sample was dry.  Excess alkali metal was then 

removed by reaction with dry ethanol, followed by repeated washing with further 

dried ethanol.  Finally the sample was left under vacuum for ~1 hr to ensure all 

solvent had been removed.  Throughout the subsequent characterisation process care 

was taken to minimise the exposure of the sample to air, this was primarily 

undertaken to reduce the chance of water being incorporated into the structure. 

5.8.3 Additional samples 

Further work was also undertaken to attempt to synthesise and study Rb2NbWO6 and 

Na2NbWO6 as presented by Murphy et al.  A similar method of insertion was 

attempted as described above using NaNbWO6 and RbNbWO6 as the respective 

starting materials.  Whilst the rubidium phase was synthesised as previously 

described the sodium phase was itself made by an ion-exchange route from 

KNbWO6.  

Approximately 5 g of KNbWO6 was placed under a saturated NaCl solution and 

heated to 95 °C for several days, with the solution drained off and replaced daily.  

The new stoichiometry, NaNbWO6, was confirmed by elemental analysis and a clear 

shift in lattice parameter seen, confirming an increase in lattice parameter expected.  

The insertion reaction was then repeated as for the potassium phase using sodium 

metal in place of potassium metal. 
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However of the three phases where synthesis was attempted only the potassium 

phase proved fully successful on completion of the reaction scheme. Whilst the 

sodium phase also formed readily and was initially identified as phase pure by 

PXRD it deteriorated over the course of several weeks, with an amorphous element 

becoming increasingly more significant. On the collection of PND data an extremely 

high hydrogen background was observed, far higher than for other hydrated beta-

pyrochlore phases.  It was therefore postulated that the structure may have 

incorporated NH4
+
 into the structure as part of the synthetic process, something 

previously observed in NH4NbWO6
35,36

 where the ammonium ions occupy the cavity 

around the 8b site. 

Theoretically it would be possible for both NH4
+
 and Na

+
 ions to be present within 

the framework however the collected neutron diffraction data was of insufficient 

quality to accurately provide information on the location of both atom types with 

such a degree of hydrogen present within the sample.  It is possible that the basicity 

of the ammonia is sufficient that it causes the structure to collapse over time.  We 

can be relatively certain that ammonia was incorporated into the structure as care 

was taken throughout the synthetic procedure to ensure that the material was kept 

dry by constant handling under nitrogen, thus the ammonia should be the only 

potential hydrogen source.  Future attempts to characterise this phase should 

therefore take this into account and it is possible that an additional heating step after 

the current synthetic steps identified would prove sufficient to remove the ammonia 

from the framework. 
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5.8.4 Structural Studies of KxNbWO6 

After the completion of synthesis the retention of the pyrochlore structure was 

confirmed using PXRD which showed the expected reflections for the cubic 

pyrochlore structure.  It was however clearly visible that whilst the same reflections 

were retained the relative intensities of these reflections had altered significantly 

from the starting materials.   

PND data was subsequently collected on the KxNbWO6 phase using the high 

resolution D1A instrument at the ILL, France.  Data sets were collected between 14 

and 157.9° 2θ over a period of 6 hours at 5 and 150 K using a neutron wavelength of 

1.909 Å, with the resulting data sets subsequently refined using the GSAS 

refinement suite
37

.  An initial model was established using the atomic positions and 

lattice constants extracted for KNbWO6.H2O in Chapter Three, with the oxygen 

position of the water molecule as the second potential potassium site.  The 

refinement proceeded with the variation of background parameters, histogram scale 

factor, peak shape, lattice parameter and zero point displacement. This was followed 

by a more in-depth investigation of the variables relating to the individually 

refineable atomic parameters, including; thermal motion, degree of site occupation 

and atomic positions.   

The structural model initially used for refinement allowed for two independent 

potassium positions, initially on the 8b and 16d sites assigned to K and O2 

respectively in the KNbWO6.H2O model.  Testing of the 32e site (~0.4,~0.4,~0.4) as 

opposed to this 8b position provided a significantly improved fit with the potassium 

position remaining stable, whilst still not matching the values expected the thermal 

parameters of the potassium ions were also significantly improved with this change. 

Presented in Tables 5.8.1 and 5.8.2 are the final refined values for the 5 K and 150 K 

data sets respectively whilst Figure 5.8.1 shows the fit profile for the 5 K data set. 
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Table 5.8.1 – Refined atomic parameters for KxNbWO6 at 5K from PND: E.S.D’s are given in 

parentheses. 

Atom Site x y z UISO Occupancy 

K 32e 0.4155(9) 0.4155(9) 0.4155(9) -1.0(4) 0.258(10) 

Nb 16c 0 0 0 1.21(3) 0.5 

W 16c 0 0 0 1.21(3) 0.5 

O 48f 0.30891(7) 0.125 0.125 0.65(5) 1 

K 16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 -0.89(14) 0.425(17) 

Space group F d  ̅m. Cell parameters: a = 10.5070(9) Å, a = b = c 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 1.923, Rwp = 3.33%, Rp = 2.74% 

Table 5.8.2 – Refined atomic parameters for KxNbWO6 at 150 K from PND: E.S.D’s are given in 

parentheses. 

Atom Site x y z UISO Occupancy 

K 32e 0.40977(7) 0.40977(7) 0.40977(7) -1.1(4) 0.264(8) 

Nb 16c 0 0 0 1.61(7) 0.5 

W 16c 0 0 0 1.61(7) 0.5 

O 48f 0.30939(3) 0.125 0.125 0.89(3) 1 

K 16d 0.5 0.5 0.5 -0.7(3) 0.400(14) 

Space group F d  ̅m. Cell parameters: a = 10.5087(7) Å, a = b = c 

Final fit parameters: χ
2
 = 1.092, Rwp = 3.93%, Rp = 2.97% 
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Figure 5.8.1 – Profile fit to PND data for KxNbWO6 collected at 5K.  Experimental data points are 

shown as red crosses, the upper continuous green line is the calculated profile, lower continuous blue 

line the difference and allowed reflections indicated by tick marks.   
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5.8.5 Discussion 

Figure 5.8.1 shows a relatively poor fit to the data for the refined 5 K data set 

collected for KxNbWO6.  In a large part this appears to be a result of the relatively 

poor quality of the data with insufficient counts to provide a smooth background and 

high quality peak shapes.  With this in mind all data should be analysed with care 

and further analysis may be required to provide suitable validation of the discussion 

presented here. 

The two refinements undertaken present broadly similar findings to one another, 

locating neutron density on the same positions.  Lattice parameters are consistent, 

showing only a small contraction on cooling and at values of ~10.5 Å are in good 

agreement with those observed for KNbWO6.H2O (10.4747(2) Å) where the 16d site 

is also occupied and considerably larger than those for KNbWO6 (10.3566(2) Å) 

where this site is unoccupied. In addition the relatively low level of diffuse scattering 

strongly suggests that no hydrogen has been incorporated into the structure as 

significantly more noise would be expected if this had occurred.   

Refinements of the degree of occupation for the 32e and 16d sites proved stable for 

both models, whilst the individual levels of occupation differed slightly between the 

two data sets the total calculated potassium per formula unit was refined as 1.856 

and 1.882 for the 150 and 5 K data sets respectively.  Both refined structures did 

however provide negative thermal parameters for all potassium sites, along with 

slightly greater than complete occupancy on the collective 32e positions (~1.1). 

Whilst these proved stable they must be taken as unreasonable, fixing these 

parameters to small positive values provided no statistically significant change to the 

fit.  It is believed that this effect can be assigned to the poor level of data and should 

thus be taken as representative rather than conclusive.  What both data sets clearly 

show is that neutron density is present on both the 32e and 16d positions; this 

coupled with the lack of water within the sample strongly suggests that a significant 

degree of insertion has occurred. 

The identification of this material as a viable phase and the approximate locations of 

the potassium ions within the structure is significant in that it present a chemical 

unusual material; very few beta-pyrochlores are known where the transition metals 
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composing the framework are in oxidation states other than a d
0
 configuration.  In all 

other ways this material behaves and appears similar to that of a hydrated beta phase 

with an expanded lattice parameter and the 16d site occupied.  

The one remaining feature of this material that appears to differ from the other beta-

pyrochlores discussed in Chapter Three is the value of the one variable positional 

coordinate of the B2O6 framework; that of the x position of the oxygen.  Both 

refinements present values where x < 0.3125 suggesting a compression of the BO6 

octahedra as opposed to the elongation more commonly observed.  It is postulated 

that this may be as a result of the extra charge now housed within this framework 

causing a reconfiguration of these building units; it is also plausible that this effect is 

a result of the data quality. 
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5.8  Conclusions 

Presented in this chapter are a series of materials synthesised by ion exchange 

methods from other structurally similar pyrochlore frameworks.  Broadly these 

materials undergo ion exchange on the A-cation site only, with the exchange of more 

highly charged ions causing the level of occupation of these sites to fall.   

It has been shown that whilst the divalent cations occupy the 16d site it is the size of 

these ions that provides the dominant effect in determination of the lattice 

parameters, Figure 5.2.2.  However once the cations begin to move away from this 

position, as is seen in both of the cadmium containing hydrated phases, this effect 

changes and providing an optimum coordination environment for the cadmium ions 

forces an enlargement of the lattice allowing the adoption of a site with one short, 

two medium and three long bonds to the surrounding oxygen atoms.  The water 

molecules captured within the framework provide a stabilising effect, rapidly being 

reabsorbed into the structure on exposure to air.  The position of these molecules 

within the framework shifts depending upon the lattice parameter of the material, 

which in turn determines the volume of the internal cavities available.  The removal 

of this water causes only small shifts in the lattice dimensions and can therefore be 

interpreted as being desirable but not required for these materials to remain stable. 

A correlation has been observed between the oxygen positions of the BO6 octahedra 

and the A-site cation size.  This shift in oxygen position suggests a concerted change 

to the structure to better allow the coordination of the cations through an elongation 

or contraction of the octahedra as required.  Low temperature PND data for the series 

A(NbWO6)2. ( A = Sr, Ca, Pb and Ba) has provided compelling evidence for the 

adaptability of this structure type , showing the significant changes in coordination 

of the A-site cations that can be adopted by these structure types in order to 

incorporate unusual levels of occupation and anion types. 

In addition Pb(NBWO6)2 was studied by variable temperature TOF powder neutron 

diffraction and displayed conventional thermal expansion, with the lead ions shifting 

towards the 16d site on cooling.  This suggests that when available, i.e. not sterically 

constrained, this site is preferable in terms of coordination. 
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The synthesis of K~1.8NbWO6, (KBi)(NbWO6)2 and (KBi)(TaWO6)2 has shown the 

wider potential of beta-pyrochlore frameworks to adopt unusual stoichiometries and 

the capacity of these phase to accommodate levels of occupation both above and 

below those normally observed in theses phases when appropriate conditions are 

adopted.  All of these phases would however benefit significantly from further 

characterisation so more specific conclusions regarding the level of occupation and 

the location of the individual atoms can be undertaken. 
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6.1 Introduction 

In 2001 the first superconducting pyrochlore phase was reported, Cd2Re2O7 with Tc = 

1.4 K
1,2

 displaying conventional Type II superconduction.  Shortly after a further family 

of superconducting beta pyrochlores were also discovered, AOs2O6 (A= K, Rb and Cs) 

with reported Tc’s of 3.6 K, 6.3 K and 9.6 K respectively
3-5

 since this point scientific 

interest in this area has been intense with a significant number of articles appearing in 

print each year.  This entire osmate series was reported as adopting the conventional 

pyrochlore model for beta-phases in the cubic Fd ̅m space group.  The nature of the 

superconduction in these materials has recently been shown to alter between the phases, 

with CsOs2O6 displaying weak coupling, RbOs2O6 strong coupling and KOs2O6 

extremely strong coupling with BCS-type superconductivity
6
.  The enhancement of Tc in 

these phases, from caesium to potassium, has been shown to be linked to the level of 

thermal motion of the alkali metal cation
7
, with the value of Tc increasing as the degree of 

thermal motion also does so.   

 

Recent structural work on these osmate oxides has focused on KOs2O6 with various 

structural models being presented from single crystal X-ray data, with particular attention 

being paid to the changes occurring with respect to temperature and the effects this has 

upon ionic motion.  Schuck et al.
8
 suggested that between 100 and 400 K extra reflections 

were observed that violate Fd ̅m symmetry and proposed a reduction in symmetry to a 

crystal system in the F ̅3m space group.  This was contradicted by Yamaura et al.
9
 who 

found no evidence for these extra reflections in data collected between 5 and 300 K and 

thus concluded that the material was best described in Fd ̅m.  All models in these and 

other works show that the potassium ions, sited on the 8b position, exhibit an abnormally 

large degree of thermal motion.  This observation is in good agreement with the work of 

Kunes and Pickett
10

 who undertook band structure calculations which showed an 

instability in the optic mode of the potassium ion resulting in ‘rattling’ type behaviour.  

Larger than expected thermal motions of the A-site cation have also been observed in the 

rubidium and caesium analogues, although the degree of this increase is significantly 

lower than for the potassium phase
9
.  More recent work by Hiroi has suggested a different 

phase transition occurs, a first order transition at Tp = 7.5 K whilst the material is in the 

superconducting state in zero magnetic field
11

.  This study suggested that the transition is 

associated with the rattling of potassium ions located in an anharmonic potential created 
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by the Os-O units.  It was assumed that this transition can have a structural origin, 

however no evidence was observed for this phenomena with neither a symmetry change 

nor cell doubling
12

. The structure of both RbOs2O6 and CsOs2O6 have also been studied 

extensively with both phases retaining the expected symmetry elements across a broad 

range of temperatures
12

. Studies undertaken on RbOs2O6  by variable temperature powder 

neutron diffraction
13

 have shown unusual behaviour relating to the atomic displacement 

parameter of the rubidium but with no change in overall cell symmetry. 

 

Work carried out within this research group has studied all three of these phases by 

variable temperature powder neutron diffraction
14

.  Whilst both the rubidium and caesium 

phases were shown to display standard thermal expansion across the temperature range 

studied, 200 to 500 K, the potassium analogue did not.  At ~80 K the potassium anion 

was shown to be delocalized away from the 8b site to the 32e sites within the same cavity, 

the degree of this displacement continues as the temperature is reduced and is complete 

before Tc.  It was therefore suggested that any discussion of the structure and derived 

properties of the superconducting pyrochlore osmate phases must employ a structural 

model with locally delocalised alkali metal cations.  

 

Work in this chapter looks at the effects of water, both structural and surface bound, upon 

the superconducting transitions of RbOs2O6 and KOs2O6.  Work carried out within the 

research group has shown that KOs2O6 can incorporate a small amount of water into the 

framework
15

, causing a increase in the lattice dimensions and we wished to study the 

effects that this change has upon the superconducting nature of this material. 
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6.2 The effects of hydration on Tc for KOs2O6 

 

The series AOs2O6 has been extensively studied in recent years due to the non-

conventional superconduction that has been observed in these phases. KOs2O6 phases 

both partially hydrated and dehydrated are presented here along with a detailed discussion 

and interpretation of the effects of hydration upon the superconducting state. Much of this 

work was published by ourselves in 2008
15

 as a part of a wider study on the low 

temperature behaviour of KOs2O6.  We also look at different methods of sample 

preparation presented in the literature and comment upon the effects we have observed in 

relation to the temperature at which superconduction occurs. 

 

6.2.1 Sample preparation 

A range of samples of AOs2O6.nH2O (A = K and Rb) were prepared by Miss R. Galati.  

These samples were each prepared under different conditions to enable the investigation 

of the effects the synthetic routes has upon the final composition of the sample and what 

consequent influence this has upon the onset of superconduction. 

 

In general each sample was synthesised by the reaction of stoichiometric quantities of 

high purity OsO2 and KO2.  These materials were ground together, pelletised inside of a 

nitrogen glove box (as KO2 rapidly hydrates in air) and sealed under vacuum in a silica 

ampoule along with a small gold tube containing Ag2O (<0.1g), used to create an 

oxidising atmosphere.  The samples were then heated to 450 °C at a rate of 100 °C/h and 

held there for 16 hours. 

 

The samples produced contained KOs2O6 as their primary product with OsO2 (~5 %) and 

KOsO4 (~20 %) as secondary products.  A further product OsO4 was also present as small 

crystals coating the inside of the tube wall; however this was easily removed by passing a 

stream of dry nitrogen across the surface.  To enable a degree of control over the level of 

hydration the samples were treated differently when removed from the sealed tube. 

Samples A and B were handled in air then washed in distilled water for 1 hour and 30 

minutes respectively.  Sample A was then allowed to dry in air whilst sample B was dried 

under nitrogen at 350 K for 3 hours.  Sample C was washed in DMF followed by a rapid 

washing in distilled water and dried at 598 K also for 3 hours under nitrogen. Finally two 
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further samples were produced, neither of which was washed.  The first of these, sample 

D, was dried under flowing nitrogen at 598 K for 3 hours whilst the final sample, sample 

E, was studied as synthesised. All samples were then stored under nitrogen once 

preparation was completed. 

Table 6.1 – Summary of the synthetic conditions used in the preparation of the various KOs2O6.nH2O 

samples presented here. 

Sample Sample description Washing agent 
Drying Temperature 

and conditions 

A Hydrated 1 
Stirred with water. 

1 hour 
298 K air 

B Hydrated 2 
Stirred with water. 

30 minutes 
350  K in air 

C Partially hydrated 
Stirred with DMF, quick 

water washing on filtering 
298 K air 598 K/N2 

D 
Dried. Exposed to air 

and dried at 573 K 
Not washed 598 K/N2 

E 
Handled under dry N2(g) 

only 
Not washed - 

 

In each case phase composition was studied using a Siemens D5000 diffractometer 

operating at λ = 1.54056 Å over a 2θ range of 10 to 110 ° with a step size of 0.02 ° and a 

total data collection time of 15 hours.  All data was collected under a dry nitrogen 

atmosphere.  The collected profiles showed that for the washed phases (A-C) the primary 

peaks could all be assigned to a cubic cell with a ~ 10 Å with the Fd-3m space group.  A 

few very weak peaks (I/Io < 0.04) could also be assigned to OsO2.  For the unwashed 

samples (D and E) as well as the peaks observed in the washed samples additional peaks 

from KOsO4 were also observed and fitted well to the standard model for this phase 

type
16

. 
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6.2.2  Magnetic data collection 

Magnetic and superconductivity data were collected using an Oxford Instruments 3001 

Vibrating Sample Magnometer (VSM) with a 12 T superconducting magnet.  Data were 

collected through the superconducting transition of the material over a temperature range 

of 14 K to ~2 K using a cooling rate of ~1 K/minute under an applied field of 100 gauss. 

Data was collected every 2 seconds and stored for later analysis. 
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Figure 6.1 - Overall Magnetisation of the materials for D (dried,●), C (never washed but exposed to air,○), 

B (washed in water then dried,∆) and A (fully hydrated, ▼) samples. 
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Figure 6.2 – Showing the transition region of the magnetic data collected, clearly showing the change of 

the material to a superconducting state.  Key is as for Figure 7.1 

 
 

The data appears to show a correlation between the level of hydration and the 

superconducting transition of the material, with Tc lowering as more water is incorporated 

into the structure. This leads to Tcs for A, B, C, D and E of 9.8 K, 10.1 K, 10.1 K, 10.2 K 

and 10.2 K respectively.   

 

Table 6.2 – Observed temperatures at which the samples studied undergo a transition to the 
superconducting state. Estimated errors are given in parenthesis. 

Sample Sample description 
Drying Temperature 

and conditions 
Tc (K) 

A Hydrated 1 298 K air 9.8(1) 

B Hydrated 2 350  K in air 10.1(1) 

C Part hydrated 298 K air 598K/N2 10.1(1) 

D 
Dried. Exposed to air and 

dried at 573 K 
598K/N2 10.2(1) 

E Dry box - 10.2(1) 
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6.2.3 Discussion 

To better understand and try to explain what is occurring it is important that we take into 

account other factors such as the level of dehydration as it is altered within these 

materials. Alongside the collection of magnetic susceptibility work presented here other 

methods of characterisation were undertaken.  Diffraction data, both PXRD and low 

temperature PND, were collected by Miss R Galati to better display the structural effects 

of the incorporation of water into the structure.  Comparison of lattice parameters with 

room temperature PXRD data showed a strong correlation with the observed Tc (Table 

6.3) with the lattice parameter decreasing as the Tc increases. Refinements of PND data 

collected between 2 and 500 K on the D20 instrument at the ILL, Grenoble, on the B, 

hydrated, sample showed a steady increase in lattice parameter as expected with 

increasing temperature until ~350 K after which a lattice contraction occurs.  This lattice 

contraction was assigned to the loss of water and once complete provides unit cell 

dimensions similar to those of the dried samples at the same temperature.   

 

TGA data was also collected on our behalf on samples A and C by Dr Chris Knee at the 

University of Gothenburg (Figure 6.3).  This data showed that the mass loss upon heating 

between 323 K and 523 K are 0.42 % and 0.17 % for the A and C samples respectively.  

The fully hydrated sample, A, then shows a further substantial mass loss above 530 K 

while for C a similar loss appears to occur >573 K.  These larger mass losses were 

attributed to the evolution of the residual impurity phases present, KOsO4 and OsO4, 

followed by the decomposition of the pyrochlore framework itself.  Allowing for only the 

mass loss between 323 and 530 K, a temperature range that corresponds to the 

temperature region in which observable lattice parameter changes occur to these phases 

upon heating, leads to a calculated water content of 0.11 mol, KOs2O6.0.11H2O for the 

fully hydrated sample and approximately half this value for the partially hydrated sample.  

These values also proved to be consistent with the refined occupancies determined from 

PND data. 
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Table 6.3 – Refined lattice parameters for the various KOs2O6.nH2O samples and their corresponding Tcs. 

Sample 
Lattice parameter, a/Å 

(PXRD (* PND)  at 298 K) 
Tc (K) 

A 10.1202(12) 9.8(1) 

B 10.1106(3) 10.0(1) 

C 10.08825(17) 10.1(1) 

D 10.0828(12) 10.2(1) 

E 10.0795(2) 10.2(1) 
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Figure 6.3 – TGA data collected on the fully hydrated sample, A, and the partially hydrated sample, C.  All 

data was collected by Dr Chris Knee 
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The final model used to describe KOs2O60.11H2O allowed for the incorporation of water 

as seen in other, structurally similar, pyrochlores ie KNbWO6.H2O
17

 where the water 

occupies a 32e site near to the 8b site.  Unlike many other materials this osmate phase 

only contains a small amount of water per unit cell, therefore the majority of cavities are 

still inhabited by potassium ions with ~11% filled with water displacing the potassium 

towards the adjacent 16d sites. Two possible explanations for the low level of water 

incorporation are proposed; that the water undergoes slow redox reactions with the 

material causing further reduction of the Os
+5.5

, this was seen when it was attempted to 

further increase the water content leading to sample degradation or that the water content 

is limited purely by steric constraints.  The similar hydrated phase, KTaWO6.H2O 

discussed earlier in this work, has a lattice parameter of ~10.3 Å compared to the smaller 

KOs2O6 at ~10.1 Å, thus impeding the diffusion of the potassium cations and water 

molecules within the framework.  This effect can be clearly seen in many of the beta-

pyrochlore phases in Chapter Three where from all of the phases studied only the two 

largest studied, KTaWO6 and KNbWO6, are able to incorporate water into the structure.  

Several non-oxide pyrochlores have also been shown to be hydrated, but once again they 

are characterised by their large lattice parameters, one example being KNiCrF6.H2O
18

 

where a = 10.24 Å.   

 

The nature of superconduction in these materials has repeatedly been assigned to the 

rattling
8,9

 of the  potassium ions in a cavity that is larger than ideal for a cation of this size 

providing a non-ideal coordination environment.  The effect of this cation displacement 

upon the superconducting properties seems to be a slight degradation in both Tc and 

superconducting volume.  Therefore a fall in Tc is observed from 10.2 to 9.8 K between 

the dry and hydrated materials.  Most interesting is that the values of Tc presented here for 

the dry phases are higher than those previously reported for KOs2O6, strongly suggesting 

that the generally accepted method of preparation, involving a step where the sample is 

washed in water leads to suppression of the onset of the superconducting state.  There are 

likely to be two primary factors that may lead to this change in Tc.  Firstly the 

incorporation of water into the structure leads to a small increase in the lattice parameter, 

if we look at the remainder of the osmate series, AOs2O6 (A= Cs, Rb and K), there is a 

strong correlation between the decreasing lattice parameter and an increasing Tc thus this 

effect may also be weakly seen in these materials.  A second consideration requires an 

understanding of the effect that the ‘rattling’ of the alkali metal ions in these materials has 
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upon the onset of Tc.  This effect has been explained by the presence of low lying 

phonons, associated with the rattling potassium ions located in a highly anharmonic 

potential, which give rise to anomalous electron scattering and strong coupling 

superconductivity
19

.  Incorporation of water into the framework affect the rattling of the 

potassium ions  and thus the nature of the low lying phonons as a result of both the 

displacement of the potassium ions by the water molecules and the partial occupation of 

the sites normally solely occupied by potassium.  This quenching of a number of the low-

energy phonons would be expected to lead to a suppression of Tc in what is a very 

strongly coupled superconducting material
12

. 

 

It seems likely that the change in properties and structure of this material arises solely 

from the choice of preparation methods and therefore care must be taken to establish the 

exact stoichiometry of these highly studied materials.  It is also likely that these effects 

are observable in both poly crystalline and single crystal samples, which would be 

expected to rapidly take up water into their surface layers even in moist air.  This effect 

may affect the measured properties and be a contributing factor to the variety of structures 

proposed for KOs2O6 by various groups where the preparation methods have not 

scrupulously avoided water.  It is also worth noting that the degree of hydration and the 

effects this in turn may have upon the structure may be dependent upon the nature of the 

material, i.e. whether it is a single crystal or a powder, with the possibility of localised 

hydration in single crystals leading to a change in structure not observed in powders 

where the surface area to volume ratio differs significantly. 
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6.3  Comparison to RbOs2O6 

To provide a comparison for analysis of KOs2O6 VSM data was also collected for 

samples of RbOs2O6, on both ‘wet’ and dry samples, shown in Figure 6.4.  Although no 

evidence exists that this phases absorbs water we wished to firmly establish that it was 

not surface water causing the variations in Tc observed in the potassium phases.  RbOs2O6 

has also been extensively studied, with a similar mechanism proposed for the onset of 

superconduction
7
 and the suggestion that the cation may also be delocalised at low 

temperatures
13

. 

Samples were prepared by a similar method as used for KOs2O6 but with the reaction 

temperature altered to 400 °C and duration to 14 hours. A small level of RbOsO4 was 

present after this reaction process which was removed by washing with 20 % HCl 

solution followed by a further washing in water.  Both samples were then dried in air at 

60 °C.  One sample, sample A, was then left in air for 48 hours before being studied, 

whilst the second sample, sample B, was heated to 300 °C for 3 hours under nitrogen then 

stored under a nitrogen atmosphere before data was collected as  for the KOs2O6 samples 

in Section 6.2.2. 

TGA data was also collected on this sample and whilst showing a small mass loss 

between RT and 300 °C the variation was within potential errors of the instrument and 

therefore must be handled with care and cannot be used as conclusive evidence that water 

was present within the structure. 
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Figure 6.4 – Plots of temperature against magnetisation for RbOs2O6, Sample A (●) was measured as 

synthesised whilst Sample B (○) was dried at 300 °C. The upper image shows the full temperature range 

studied whilst the lower plot displays the superconducting transition.
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6.3.1 Discussion 

Initial inspection of the data clearly suggests that drying the sample has an effect upon the 

onset of the superconducting state, with similar behaviour seen in this material as 

observed in KOs2O6.  The level of change in Tc is however less marked in this material, 

with a variation of ~0.2 K as opposed to ~0.4 K in the potassium osmate.  The principle 

difference between these two materials is that KOs2O6 has been shown to have structural 

water present within the framework whereas RbOs2O6 only appears to have surface water.  

These measurements can therefore be interpreted as showing that surface water appears to 

play some part in the suppression of Tc in these alkali metal osmates, but that it is not 

solely responsible for the changes, with the remaining suppression being assigned to the 

water found within the cavities of the KOs2O6. 

It is also worth noting that whilst the presence of water in the KOs2O6 causes a shift in 

lattice parameter no corresponding change is observed in RbOs2O6 strongly suggesting 

that water is not being incorporated into the structure.  This presents a second option, that 

it is the increasing lattice parameter of KOs2O6 rather than the direct incorporation of 

water that is the primary effect in the lowering of Tc. 
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6.4 Conclusions 

Work presented within this chapter has sought to understand the effects on the transition 

to a superconducting state of KOs2O6 and RbOs2O6 when water is present within the 

pyrochlore structure.  Structural study of KOs2O6.nH2O has shown a clear link between 

the lattice parameter of the material and the temperature at which the material becomes 

superconducting; with the Tc increasing as the lattice parameter decreases. 

The observed contraction of the lattice parameter is assigned to the loss of water with a 

maximum hydration of KOs2O6.0.11H2O leading to a lattice parameter of 10.1202(12) Å 

and a Tc of 9.8(1) K in agreement with those previously published in the literature
9
.  

Complete loss of this water leads to a contraction to 10.0795(2) Å and a rise in the Tc to 

10.2(1) K. This water content, of ~0.11 H2O per unit cell, was established by both TGA 

and PND.  Two possible explanations have been postulated for the low level of water 

incorporation in this phase, differing from the fully occupied state more commonly 

observed; the first is that the water undergoes a slow redox reaction with the material 

causing a further reduction of the osmium from +5.5 or the second that the water content 

is limited by purely steric constraints.   

The elevated observed value for the Tc of KOs2O6.nH2O after the removal of water from 

the structure at 10.2(1) K differs from the commonly reported value of 9.8K strongly 

suggesting that the presence of water has a marked influence upon this property and that 

care should therefore be taken throughout the synthetic process to ensure the sample 

remains dry.  The investigation of the effects of drying upon RbOs2O6, where no evidence 

of water intercalation has been observed, suggest whilst surface water alone may suppress 

the onset of the superconducting state the effect is not as marked with a decrease of ~0.2 

K as opposed to the 0.4 K change seen in KOs2O6.nH2O. 
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7.1 Conclusions 

This work has sought to investigate a wide range of defect pyrochlore structures, looking 

to improve upon previous characterisation and expand the known family of materials in 

order to allow a more complete understanding of the factors that affect their structure and 

formation.  Whilst extensive work was carried out seeking to incorporate, by direct high 

temperature methods, ions other than the mono valent species typically seen on the A-site 

this was not achieved. It seems likely that the main force behind this is the continued 

presence of transition metals with d
0
 configurations of the B-cation sites, with alternative 

products, typically with more complex crystallographic structures, when these more 

highly charged species were present.  A strong example of this preference for retaining a 

d
0 

configuration is observed in (BiK)(NbWO6)2 and (BiK)(TaWO6)2; synthesised under 

driving conditions the materials readily replace ¾ of the potassium of the starting 

material, KBWO6, with a third as much of bismuth. The substitution however appears to 

progress no further than this point.  It seems plausible that this occurs as at higher levels 

of bismuth substitution one of two things may occur; the level of occupation becomes too 

low reducing the structural stability and therefore making this undesirable or that the 

B2O6 framework is unable to retain the d
0
 electronic configuration beyond this degree of 

substitution.   

One example is presented where the level of perceived A2O’ framework occupation must 

lead to a non d
0
 state, in K~1.8NbWO6.  This was however undertaken in highly reducing 

conditions which may be a key factor in the formation.  Taking this into account further 

work could potentially be undertaken looking at the plausibility of inserting additional 

metal ions into the framework using this reaction scheme.  Other electropositive metals 

such as calcium, strontium, barium and ytterbium are possible alternatives to the alkali 

metals and it may be interesting to see if the ion exchange reactions utilising the alkali 

earth metals maybe pushed into insertion schemes under these conditions.  Whilst this 

electronic state is unusual in defect pyrochlores is has been observed and commented 

upon previously, in the family A2GeTeO6 (A = K, Rb and Cs)
1
. 

Evidence has been presented across the sample set for the factors that appear to determine 

lattice volume.  These materials broadly follow two trends, with the trend being followed 

being dependent upon the relative ion radii of the A  and B site cations present.  For the 

smaller A-site cations the determining factor is the ionic radii of the B-site cation which in 

turn determines the size of the BO6 polyhedra that make up the B2O6 framework.  
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However beyond a certain point, nominally when the A-site cation becomes too large for 

the inter cavity spaces allowed by a relaxed B2O6 framework; it is the size of these ions 

that begins to determine the lattice volume. This expansion is accommodated through a 

reorientation of the BO6 polyhedra and an elongation of the B-O bonds that they are 

composed of. In materials where it is the B-site cation that determines the lattice 

parameter it has also been shown that it is the larger of the two cations that proves the 

dominant factor; as opposed to the average size of the ion occupying this site. 

Overall lattice parameters in these materials have should only a small degree of 

variability, ranging loosely between 10.0 and 10.5 Å, a ~5% by length, ~10% by volume 

variability.  This suggests only a small range of steric conditions in which these materials 

will preferentially form, something endorsed by the reasonably narrow range of elements 

that can be incorporated into beta phase in comparison to the much wider range that are 

observed in the pyrochlore family as a whole. 

Low temperature studies of the ANbTeO6 (A = K, Rb or Cs) family has shown a generally 

conventional behaviour across a wide range of temperatures.  In particular study of this 

series has provided significant insight when compared to the superconducting AOs2O6 (A 

= K, Rb or Cs) family
2
 with similar levels of A- site ion displacement, and negative 

thermal expansion, being observed in the two potassium containing frameworks at the 

lowest temperatures studied.  These structural studies have also been combined with the 

investigation of the onset of superconductivity and the effects of hydration upon this that 

are seen in KOs2O6 and RbOs2O6.  It has been shown that when prepared by the standard 

method presented in the literature
3
 KOs2O6 incorporates a measurable quantity of water, 

~0.1 H2O per formula unit, and that the inclusion of this water causes a suppression of the 

superconducting state to ~9.8 K (that generally reported), removal of this water causes Tc 

to increase to ~10.2 K.  The study of RbOs2O6 alongside this material, a phase that no 

evidence could be found for the inclusion of water, has shown that the presence of water, 

even on the surface of the material alone as opposed to incorporated into the structure, 

causes a small degree of suppression to the onset of the superconducting state .  This is 

however to a smaller degree than the total reduction observed in KOs2O6 and appears to 

be insufficient to attribute the entire observed effect to. 

In depth investigation of both this and other hydrated phases, notably KTaWO6.H2O and 

the series A(NbWO6)2.H2O ( A = Sr, Ca, Pb and Ba), has allowed the accurate location of 
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both the oxygens and hydrogen atoms of the water molecules.  Broadly these waters are 

located within the cavities of the B2O6 framework, near to the 8b positions.  The exact 

positioning of the molecules appears to be determined by the space available within this 

cavity with the degree of displacement increasing as the cavity size increases.  The 

hydrogen atoms were located at nearby 96f positions, allowing them to be aligned with 

the nearest oxygen atoms of the surrounding framework.  This in turn had significant 

effects upon the internal bond angles of the water molecules causing them to shift 

significantly away from the 104.5° angle observed in ‘free’ water molecules.  

The study of KTaWO6.H2O has provided some evidence that the water is structurally 

trapped as opposed to structurally bound, with the water being lost both gradually and at 

low temperatures upon heating, complete dehydration having occurred by 120 °C.  The 

effect is less defined in A(BWO6)2.H2O ( A = Sr, Ca, Pb, Cd and Ba, B = Nb or Ta), where 

the dehydration occurs over a much wider range of temperatures.  This may indicate that 

the water is more significant in the structural makeup of these phases providing a more 

stabilising effect to the framework; this seems likely as these materials otherwise have a 

very low level of occupation on the A2O’ network which generally appears unfavourable 

in these materials. 

The synthesis of several phases including K~1.8NbWO6, CsTa2O5.5, (KBi)(NbWO6)2 and 

(KBi)(TaWO6)2 has shown the wider potential of beta-pyrochlore frameworks to adopt 

unusual stoichiometries and the capacity of these phase to accommodate levels of 

occupation both above and below those normally observed in theses phases when 

appropriate conditions are adopted.  All of these phases would however benefit 

significantly from further characterisation so more specific conclusions regarding the 

level of occupation and the location of the individual atoms can be undertaken. 

Overall study has shown that the boundaries of what may successfully be synthesised by 

conventional high temperature methods have been fairly well established; however it has 

also been shown that there may be great potential in expanding the range of known 

phases through other methods such as ion exchange and insertion reactions.  
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